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Abstract  

 

This thesis is an investigation into the craftsmanship employed in copper substrate 

manufacture, hidden below the decorative vitreous surface of eighteenth-century South 

Staffordshire enamels – small decorative items for the individual, such as snuff boxes, and large 

ware for the home, for example, candlesticks and salt cellars.  

 

The substrate formed the metal armature upon which the highly decorative enamel surface was 

fused. It was fundamental to giving enamel artefacts both their form and functionality, aspects 

which were highly desirable to the Georgian consumer. Critically, without the substrate, the 

enamel could not exist. However, in the literature published during the period of manufacture, 

little reference was made to substrate making, and significantly, since the trade's demise, no 

research has been undertaken into this aspect of production. 

 

The craft practice of the researcher shaped the lens of enquiry, set within a naturalistic 

paradigm. Object analysis of enamel artefacts in museums (the Victoria & Albert Museum, 

London; Wolverhampton Arts and Culture; the Museum of London and The Harris Museum, 

Art Gallery & Library, Preston), was used to generate and analyse data. Expertise and 

connoisseurship were employed to identify and interpret witness marks to manufacture. This 

led to the development of theories on craftsmanship processes used to manufacture the 

substrate; these were investigated and refined through practice-based research in the craft 

workshop (as a laboratory). Finally, through the replication of enamel artefacts hypotheses were 

validated. 

 

The rationale for the research is based on the premise that there is valuable technological 

understanding hidden below the enamel surface, that is valuable both to the fields of the history 

of material culture and contemporary craft. To the former, this new knowledge will counter 

and allow for the revision of established thought on the trade, while the re-emergent 

craftsmanship will provide innovation within contemporary craft production, allowing 

contemporary craft-makers to make complex, three-dimensional objects in enamel that are 

currently problematic to produce. 
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1.1   Specif ics of Research 

 

1.1.1   Key Concepts  

 

This research focuses on revealing the lost craft-making skills and knowledge used in the 

manufacture of the copper substrate1 of South Staffordshire, eighteenth-century enamels: the 

element of the artefact’s2 construction critical in giving it form and functionality, and to which 

the decorative enamel is fused (Fig. 1.1), hitherto unrecognised as significant by existing 

researchers. The study asks: whether skills and knowledge derived from contemporary craft 

practice can provide new knowledge on lost modes of production hidden below the enamel’s 

surface; to what extent these re-emergent metal fabrication methods illuminate the technical 

innovation, tacit skills, equipment and ecology of the trade, providing a new narrative on 

production to the field of history; and to what extent these historic production processes could 

provide solutions to the problem of creating large and complex enamel metal objects3 for 

contemporary craft makers. 

 

The research uses the researcher’s past professional experience as a craft maker, to fabricate a 

lens of enquiry to investigate historical enamel artefacts. Object Analysis4 method combined 

with practice-based research – craft making in the workshop (as a laboratory) - is used to 

investigate, develop and test theories on production. 

 

The enamels were decorative and ‘useful’ items, created for the person or the home such as 

snuff boxes and candlesticks (see: 1.3.1 South Staffordshire Enamels, page 43). The Georgian 

consumer considered them wondrous because of their form, decoration and novelty. Their 

production benefited from emerging and innovative forms of scaled-up production, developed 

                                                                            
1 Substrate is the metal (copper) skeleton upon which the enamel is applied and fused to by the application of heat. 
2 The word ‘artefact’ is used to describe eighteenth-century enamels as a means to make clear distinction between 
contemporary enamel (the researcher’s or other craft practitioner’s contemporary practice), which is described as ‘object’ 
in this text. However, when summarising other’s research approach i.e. in section 3.2 Surveying Suitable Research 
Methods, the term object is used in the context the cited author intended - to describe historic artefacts. 
3 ‘Object’ refers to enamels that are a product of contemporary making of this researcher. The nomenclature is used in 
order to make separation between historic enamel (as described above). 
4 The term ‘object analysis’ is used when describing the method - the process used to collect data from and analyse enamel 
artefacts. 
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during the Industrial Revolution: primitive machine processes such as metal rolling5  and 

stamping6. However, despite technological advancement, making items by hand - artisan or 

craft skills and processes - was critical to production through the use of divided labour in the 

workplace; and outsourced production.  

 

 
Figure 1.1: Eighteenth-century enamel patch box 27.17/8, revealing the copper substrate. Photograph: John 

Grayson (April 2016), copyright Museum of London. 

 

 

 

Interest in craft, or artisan making, within early industrial manufacture of decorative items has 

been growing amongst historians, academics and craftspeople. Within the field of craft practice, 

investigation of dying or defunct industrial manufacturing processes have been of increased 

interest, both to sustain heritage manufacturing processes and to develop new modes of 

contemporary making, Paul Scott’s (2010) and The Centre of Fine Print Research at the 

University of West of England’s (Hoskins, Huson and Proctor, 2016) research into eighteenth-

century ceramic printing are good examples. Amongst historians, the ‘material turn’ has seen 

artefacts as alternative sites of knowledge to the written word, their significance in having agency 

                                                                            
5 Process used to transform slabs of metal into sheet form, the rolling process allows production of sheets of different 
thicknesses for different applications. 
6 The process of transforming sheet metal into three-dimensional form, by pressing between two corresponding moulds 
of the internal and external form of the shape to be created. 
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to illuminate human actions to develop cultural understanding. However, although there has 

been much interest within fields, of both the methods of making and consumption with regards 

to a breadth of decorative goods produced by the burgeoning manufacturing industries of this 

period – ceramics, metal - English Painted/South Staffordshire Enamels have received little 

attention. Moreover, what has been undertaken is dated (see: 1.3.2 Previous Studies, page 65) 

and has centred on attributing unmarked enamels to locales of manufacture; exploration of 

modes and styles of decoration; investigation of artists and engravers; and an analysis of the 

history of the trade.  

 

1.1.2   Aim and Objectives 

 

The aim of this study is to reveal the (lost) craftsmanship employed in the manufacture of the 

copper substrate of eighteenth-century South Staffordshire enamels, thereby considering its 

value, both in the context of Georgian production and the present day.   

This overarching aim will be addressed through the following objectives: 

1. To identify witness marks to manufacture evident in enamel surfaces and visible clues 

to construction in the copper substrate of South Staffordshire enamel artefacts. And, 

through analysis of these, generate theories on the modes of eighteenth-century 

craftsmanship used to fabricate the enamel’s substrate 

2. To develop craftsmanship understanding of the creative potential of this re-emergent 

knowledge – the specific joint systems and methods of form fabrication through sheet 

metal working identified, through practice-based enquiry in the craft workshop as (as a 

laboratory), thereby developing new technical and tacit craftsmanship knowledge, 

demonstrating its creative potential to contemporary enamellers 

3. To explore the extent to which the eighteenth-century craftsmanship knowledge was 

important in the period of its use, how the processes used in substrate fabrication could 

be considered innovative, ingenious and creative  

4. To explore and demonstrate the value of specialist craftsmanship knowledge as a lens 

of enquiry when investigating historical artefacts. 
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1.1.3  The Knowledge Gap 

 

Twentieth-century authors [historians, curators, antiquarians and connoisseurs] have shaped 

through their perspective, current knowledge on both this genre of enamels and the trade that 

produced them. Their scholarly writing, though extensive in some respects, has limited our 

understanding to surface-decoration and history: the innovative nature of the print process 

employed; delineation of different artists’ styles in pursuit of attribution; and the mapping of 

the ecology and history of the trade.   Surprisingly though, the literature has not addressed the 

modes of production used to fashion the copper substrate, hidden below the opaque 

decorative enamel surface, which was critical to the enamel process and fundamental in giving 

the artefacts their elaborate form - the substrate is the foundation upon which everything else 

relies.  Where the literature refers to manufacturing techniques, it is cursory and lacks depth, 

not providing any insight into the processes (Hughes and Hughes, 1951, p. 110) (Benjamin, 

1987, p. 30). Of these meagre descriptions of this aspect of the trade, a few appear to reference 

eighteenth-century technical writing: The Handmaid to the Arts (Dossie, 1758) and 

Encyclopédie (Diderot et al., 1751) (see: chapter 2 Contextual Review: Literature of the 

eighteenth-century, page 68). However, the majority of sources are not attributed, making it 

impossible to ascertain their authenticity and validity, or if they are based on observations 

derived from more recent manufacturing techniques and are as a consequence irrelevant. 

Research demonstrates there is a knowledge gap in the understanding of eighteenth-century 

craftsmanship - the modes of production, and knowledge used in substrate production.  

 

 

1.1.4   Thesis Structure 

 
The thesis is divided into five chapters. The first commences with an introduction, presented 

here. It sets out the research aims and objectives, maps extant craftsmanship knowledge 

concerning the enamel processes, and reviews the evolution of thinking on the genre, thereby 

illuminating the substrate knowledge gap in contemporary literature.  
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The second chapter reflects on historical literature: particularly descriptions of and references 

to enamel practices in published and private writing, grounded in the long eighteenth century7.  

 

The third chapter outlines the methodology. In the light of the dearth of craftsmanship 

references in literature, enamels in museum collections are presented as the primary source. 

Specialist knowledge of craft making, derived through crafts practice, is presented as a lens 

through which to analyse the enamel artefacts.  A qualitative methodological approach is 

articulated, set within a naturalistic paradigm. Here methods for data generation, analysis and 

validation are presented.  

 

In the fourth chapter, the specific modes of investigation, and outcomes of analysis are 

revealed. Findings are presented through two case studies. One focuses on analysis through 

contemporary practice and the other through replication experiments relating to three specific 

eighteenth-century enamel types: candle snuffers, candlesticks, and bird-shaped bonbonnières8, 

revealing the hypothesis on craftsmanship.  

 

The final chapter, the conclusion, offers a reflection on the robustness of the research, the 

contribution to knowledge made, and as a result of the enquiry, future areas for subsequent 

research are identified and articulated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                            
7 The ‘long eighteenth-century’ is a term used by historians to describe a particular historical period which stretches from 
the overthrow of James II to the Battle of Waterloo (1688 – 1815). 
8 A small box to hold sweet-meats, typically mint flavoured cashew nuts used as an eighteenth-century breath freshener. 
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1.2  Just i f icat ion 

 

1.2.1   Research Proposit ion  

 

It is important to understand that there were different forms of ‘painted enamel’ or ‘thick 

enamel’9, all of which have a substrate. However the South Staffordshire/English Painted 

Enamel was inherently different, in two ways: 

o The genre utilised an ‘industrialised’ process, to scale-up production  

o A broader range of ware was made than the earlier painted enamel genres described.  

As a consequence, this researcher argues that production processes for the English/South 

Staffordshire Enamel genre were likely to be distinctive, complex and sophisticated, in order to 

make the three-dimensional substrates required.  

 

As a significance this researcher argues that the eighteenth-century enamel, (through the range 

of forms manufactured), contains valuable (lost) craftsmanship knowledge: the range of jointing 

techniques, their mechanical characteristics, placement and utilisation, allowed for incredibly 

complex three-dimensional forms to be created. Form, therefore, is indicative of the creative 

versatility of the process and this knowledge could have considerable value within 

contemporary craft contexts. Through understanding this tacit and technical knowledge, which 

is integral to the production process, a much more informed perspective on the craftsmen and 

trade that produced them could be developed. 

 

 

This research is based on the premise that the lack of craft-making understanding of previous 

authors has resulted in a biased viewpoint: there is no acknowledgement of the significance of 

metal substrate manufacture as it is absent from texts. This has been compounded by a lack of 

recognition that the substrate is fundamentally important to the enamel’s existence, and 

therefore warrants investigation. The thesis argues that the specialist knowledge of a craft 

maker, derived through enamel practice, is uniquely placed to interpret the enamel artefacts in 

order to address the knowledge gap in substrate craftsmanship.   

                                                                            
9 Painted enamel describes a genre of enamel that requires complete encapsulation of the metal substrate by enamel, 
usually applied in liquid form, that is then decorated with painted (or sometimes printed) decoration, ‘thick enamel’ is an 
alternative nomenclature used in the eighteenth-century.  
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1.2.2   Rationale for the Research 

 

The rationale for an investigation into the craft process of eighteenth-century substrate 

production is two-fold:  

o The first concerns the creative potential in the lost knowledge and its benefits to 

contemporary enamel craft practice 

o The second concerns providing historians and curators with a more complete 

understanding of the enamel collections. 

 

Value to Contemporary Enamel Practice  

Within the fields of contemporary craft and art practice, the creative medium of enamel has 

seen resurgence in popularity in recent years. Exhibitions such as Playing with Fire (Playing 

with fire: Contemporary UK enamel, 2008), Surface and Substance (Turrell, Hughes and 

Goring, 2011), Heat Exchange 2 (Turrell and Gegenwart, 2015), and Enamoured (BSoE, 

2016), stand testament to this, revealing working with enamel to be a creative discipline that is 

experimental, innovative, and international.   The Guild of Enamellers and the Society of 

Enamellers have supported the development of knowledge – material and process innovation - 

in relation to enamel, across amateur and professional domains respectively, sometimes in 

collaboration with higher education institutions, developing exhibition programmes and 

conferences/symposiums. Academic enamel research has been developed principally through 

the now closed Enamel Research Centre, at the University of West of England, funded by the 

Arts and Humanities Research Council. The centre engaged in two strands of investigation: 

development of decorative enamel techniques applicable to creative practice of varying scales; 

and the mapping of global enamel practice through the creation of the International 

Contemporary Vitreous Enamel Archive (Turrell, 2003), documenting the work of a hundred 

international enamel artists.  

 

Interestingly a review of this research and practice reveals a predominance of the use of enamel 

on flat work and jewellery embellishment; three-dimensional forms that employ enamel tend to 

use it just for embellishing sections. Where forms have complete enamel coverage, they appear 

to be limited in complexity and sophistication. This raises the question as to why this might be. 

Is it a product of human agency, a stylistic decision purposefully made? Or, are they somewhat 

impoverished by the limitations in processes understood by contemporary enamellers?  
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Although there are many technical books on enamelling (Maryon, 1971) (Darty, 2004) (Ball, 

2006) (Johnson, 2017), much of the content focuses on the differing decorative techniques. 

Across all the genres, focus on metal construction is limited and often directs the individual to 

established metalsmithing processes, knowledge widespread in technical literature, but 

primarily written with the metalsmith foremost in mind, not the enameller. Problems arise 

when the enameller wants to create a large form entirely coated with vitreous material; the 

technical parameters of enamelling make it very problematic to coat over solder, so fabrication 

of metal components in this way is not possible. Here, accepted protocol is to use relatively 

thick gauge metal (around 0.9mm thick) to construct form, by raising it from one sheet to 

create a seamless object.10 This is time-consuming, and the gauge results in heavy objects. This 

analysis of technical literature on contemporary enamelling of large three-dimensional forms 

identified a knowledge gap. However, it appears that the eighteenth-century enamel process, 

used to create complex and sophisticated substrate forms, disrupts contemporary thinking in 

terms of the methods and processes that can be used, and therefore could be valuable. It was 

this researcher’s desire to make large complex enamelled forms in his contemporary craft 

practice, coupled with a nascent knowledge of this genre of historical enamels that led to the 

realisation that this genre of enamels may provide solutions that could bring valuable 

innovation to contemporary practice. This led to an investigation of literature to find 

documentation of the processes employed, the absence of which resulted in the identification 

of a knowledge gap on historical production methods. Consequently, the making method – the 

use of very thin gauge copper to make very elaborate three-dimensional forms - if understood, 

could facilitate a more expansive use of the enamel medium, facilitating new approaches and 

creativity and the creation of large forms, that are sophisticated, complex, lightweight and 

delicate.  

 

Value to the Study of Eighteenth-Century Material  Culture 

Studio Enamel11 shares knowledge and history derived from the workshops of metalsmithing, 

ceramics and glass industries. As a consequence, enamel practitioners, in common with those 

from these other material disciplines, draw on rich ‘craft-making’ practices that are as much a 

                                                                            
10 The primacy of this belief resulted in the use of this method for the recreation of an enamel snuff box by the V&A: 
Producing an enamelled box from copper (2011): Victoria and Albert Museum. Available at: 
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/videos/p/video-an-enamel-box/. 
11 The prefix ‘Studio’ is used to describe forms of craft practice, in this case enamel, that synthesise hand making with 
creative thinking within a ‘craft studio’ to bring uniqueness to production, differentiating it from forms of craft making 
that use long established hand making methods as a means of production that are of cultural, vernacular tradition. 
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product of knowledge from the factory floor of industrial manufacture, as the studio of the craft 

maker. As a consequence, research into ‘industrial’ processes, and their creative application or 

cultural context is important because it contextualises these disciplines. However, within the 

crafts community the relationship of industry to contemporary craft making is a somewhat 

contentious area, much debated by craftsmakers of all persuasions12, the legacy of Morris, and 

the Arts and Crafts movement still chime strongly for many. Within the grand narrative, the 

role of craft is positioned in opposition to industrial production and is perhaps viewed as a 

means for utopian emancipation, and therefore deemed not relevant. However, Adamson 

(2013, p. XVI) reminds us that craft was not merely an antecedent to industrial production but 

that it played an important role during the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. 

Craftsmanship provided the flexibility and creative means required to connect individual 

industrialised processes, facilitating manufacture. As a consequence, the South Staffordshire 

enamels are important. Like other genres of manufactured goods, where hand making (i.e. 

craft) was central to the production, such as ceramics, glass, metal, of which much has been 

written over the years, they have the capacity to communicate information concerning our past 

material culture through their decoration, function, and material construction. They can impart 

information on modes of making, consumer tastes and demands, and historical events. In this 

context, they have material as well as cultural significance for both the contemporary craft 

maker and historian.   

 

It perhaps is not surprising that an object is considered to be important for mediating human 

agency and culture amongst these historians situated within the field of contemporary craft. 

Outside of this field, however, historians of broader cultural history increasingly see artefacts as 

primary sources for illuminating the past (see: chapter 3 Research Methodology, page 105) - 

the ‘material turn’, as an alternative to the established source - text. The Understanding 

Material Loss Conference13 (Smith, 2017) illuminated particular interest in the analysis of 

artisan/craft practice or the artefacts they produced, in this context. The involvement of 

                                                                            
12 The term craft is widely used in many contexts both within the field of craft and outside it. Within the craft community 
arguments rage over what constitutes craft: is it a discipline or a philosophy; its definition; its scope - hand making and 
whether machine use is permissible. Authors such as Adamson, G. (2007) Thinking through craft. Oxford: Berg. 
Dormer, P. (1997) The Culture of craft: status and future. Manchester: Manchester University Press. Greenhalgh, P. 
(2002) The Persistence of craft: the applied arts today. London: A & C Black., provide interesting perspectives on craft 
and craft making.  
13 The Understanding Material Loss conference was convened by Kate Smith, Department of History at Birmingham 
University in 2017. It explored how loss or absence could provide a framework for enquiry for historians. Papers 
explored the following themes: degradation of materials, theft, alteration and repair, appropriation - distortion in records 
from political manipulation, loss of access, loss of skills etc., on knowledge. 
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historians from academia in the Birmingham Manufacturers Project 14  provided further 

evidence which, in turn, provided valuable knowledge to museums in terms of enriching and 

contextualising collections. Where historians have used visual analysis of artefacts, ‘reading’ 

their form, surface and embellishment, a few have taken a different ‘material turn’. Some have 

utilised the skills of the maker and/or turned to making in the laboratory recreating processes, 

recipes and artefacts. Although this is an emerging framework of investigation, the Making and 

Knowing project (Smith, 2018), based at Columbia University, perhaps exemplifies this 

approach. The project that grew out of the Ways of Making and Knowing: the Material Culture 

of Empirical Knowledge conference in London in 2005, which resulted in a publication of the 

same name (Smith, Meyers and Cook, 2017), investigates the interface between historical 

creative making and scientific understanding. In addition, in relation to the value of analysis of 

the making methods relating to enamel, Limoges painted enamels: evidence for specialist 

copper-smithing workshops (La Niece et al., 2009) demonstrated the value of analysing, 

(through x-ray scanning), the substrate of sixteenth-century Limoges enamels, to reveal the 

construction below the enamel surface. When this was triangulated with written records of the 

same period, the information illuminated to the researchers the previously unrecognised 

critical role of outsourced substrate production. In the context of this study into South 

Staffordshire painted enamels, this demonstrates the merit in the analysis of substrate for 

developing an understanding of the ecology of historic trades and the methods used by past 

craftsman. It also points to value of future collaborations with museums with x-ray scanning 

equipment to combine their expertise with that of this craftsman when analysing enamel 

artefacts to elicit new and varied interpretations, beyond the time frame of this research. 

 

In this context this investigation will provide valuable new insights into the hitherto 

unrecognised aspect of the enamel trade, providing both historians and museum curators with 

new information about the complex and versatile set of material processes that were used to 

produce a plethora of different forms. It provides an insight into the tools and processes used, 

illuminates divided labour working practices in these workshops, and shines a light on the 

interconnected nature of the region’s trades, that provided compatible craft and industrial skills 

in close proximity. 

                                                                            
14 The Birmingham Manufacturers Project was a three-year venture to re-catalogue circa 2,500 Birmingham made 
objects within Birmingham Museums Trust collections. Collaboration with researchers and academics was integral, in 
order to provide historical and cultural grounding for the museum catalogue entries. Research through this partnership 
focused on the production of and the workforce who produced artefacts as diverse as: the eighteenth-century enamel 
trade, nineteenth-century brick making, leather costrel production, and metal buckle, button and badge manufacture. 
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1.2.3   Scope and Parameters of the Research 

 

Substrate Craftsmanship 

Owing to their form, and the technical constraints of material and process, three-dimensional 

enamel items are more likely to be an assemblage of components. As a consequence, the scope 

of this research comprises the type of ware characterised as South Staffordshire by Rackham. 

Items made from one piece of pressed metal such as such plaques, wine decanters labels, are 

excluded from the study. Within the context of developing an understanding of substrate 

construction, and its creative application then and now, the focus of the research is on:  

o The identification of modes of construction of the substrate: metal forming and jointing 

processes (objective 1) 

o Comprehending the technical parameters of the materials and processes, and therefore 

developing an understanding of tacit knowledge relating to the craftsmanship employed 

(objective 2 and 3) 

o Developing an understanding of the mechanical characteristics of jointing methods, 

how they respond to heat and the ways they were deployed in the construction of forms 

(objective 2 and 3).  

 

The intention is to reveal the innovative and creative opportunity the process afforded both to 

the eighteenth century and the contemporary craftsmaker. Furthermore, as a consequence of 

the research focus, consideration will be made of what analysis tells us in terms of the likely 

specific tools and processes used, the workshop setup and the trade’s ecology. The study will 

not, however, extend to developing an understanding of the role of the enamel trade within the 

ecology of the extensive manufacturing districts beyond allied trades. It thereby keeps 

investigation within the context of understanding the specific process of craftsmanship, in order 

to illuminate its value and fundamental importance to the trade. 

 

Enamel 

With regards to the use of enamel in the study, it is this researcher’s opinion that it is 

impossible to develop knowledge of the substrate processes used, through craftsmanship-

framed, practice-based research, or, to be able to understand the creative application of the 

knowledge, both then and now, through substrate experiments alone. It requires the 

undertaking of the complete craftsmanship journey of production - the transformation of raw 
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materials into the enamel artefact - because the materials and processes interdependency 

impacts on stages of production downstream from substrate manufacture.  Consequently, the 

use of enamel within the research investigation has been essential, through both contemporary 

practice and the replication of historical enamels. The study has provided an understanding of 

any mutual shaping that may occur between enamel and substrate; an understanding and a 

demonstration of how the construction of complex substrate assemblages become hidden when 

covered by vitreous enamel decoration; and has developed an understanding of the creative 

potential in this lost craftsmanship process. The research is not concerned with gaining an 

understanding, or disproving theories, of the production/application of decorative15 media, or 

any attribution proffered by past research/publications. The Previous Studies (see: page 65) 

and the Literature Review (see: page 68) directs the reader to extensive material in this regard). 

 

Mounts and Hinges 

The pinchbeck, gilded or precious metal mounts provide decorative finishing and important 

functionality to the enamels, whether they were toys or large ware. These essential metal 

components were a product of the scaled-up manufacturing likely to have been outsourced by 

the enameller, that demonstrate great skill on the part of the trade/artisans that made them. 

However, this aspect of construction is not relevant to the enamel context of this research and 

is therefore beyond its scope.  

 

Enamel Collections 

The number and location of artefacts in collections governs the final parameter. Within the 

constraints of time and budget – the logistics of getting to venues in different parts of the UK, 

the research focuses on a sample, considered to be representative of the various different 

shapes and sizes made, which are now in significant UK collections and that are considered to 

provide data on the diverse range of process used. Artefacts have been restricted to the Victoria 

and Albert Museum, London; the Museum of London; Wolverhampton Art Gallery; The 

Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Preston; and Birmingham Museums Trust collections. Only 

data derived from these sources will be considered. It is important to emphasise that the 

research does not attempt to identify and develop an understanding of every substrate 

construction method used, but rather focuses on revealing the value in this hitherto 

unacknowledged area of craftsmanship. 

                                                                            
15 Decorative [enamel] media is the collective term encompassing printed and painted enamel decoration. 
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1.2.4  Research Methods and the Role of Practice 

 

Summary of Research Methods  

To address the knowledge gap a qualitative study, set within a naturalistic inquiry paradigm 

(Lincoln and Guba, 1985), has been developed. Scoping studies and pilot exercises informed 

the development of the methodological approach. The study uses an object analysis method 

(Prown, 1982) to investigate enamel artefacts in museum collections. A craftsmanship lens – 

shaped by the skills the researcher has acquired through past experiences as an enamel crafts 

maker, comprising: tacit knowledge – enamel craft making expertise; historical artefact 

knowledge – connoisseurship; is used to analyse the enamel artefact, from which grounded 

theories on eighteenth-century crafts production emerge. The theories that have surfaced are 

validated through practice-led inquiry (Malins and Gray, 2004). Here hypothesis derived from 

the analysis of data generated during fieldwork is triangulated with enamel material experiments 

created through making in the craft workshop. The discussion will be based on the data 

generated during and as a result of object analysis, comprising field notes, analytical drawings, 

digital image capture, dimension recording and comparative analysis through matrixes and lab 

books. Findings are presented through two cases studies, one derived through contemporary 

enamel practice, and the other, replication of historical enamels. Here a lexicon of the 

emergent craftsmanship processes, their mode of execution, the tacit skills required for their 

application, will all be considerations contributing to a richer understanding of the technical 

processes and tacit knowledge used by eighteenth-century craftsman to construct these highly 

complex enamel forms. The study also reveals the significance of the foundational knowledge, 

skills and understanding required for substrate manufacture, on which this whole genre of 

enamels is based. 

 

The thesis offers a new approach to investigating these artefacts, making a contribution to the 

knowledge of the fields of material culture, addressing a knowledge gap in this aspect of 

historical production; and also contemporary craft practice, with the emergent knowledge 

providing new modes of manufacture of complex forms in enamel, hitherto not explored 

within the field of contemporary enamelling. 

 

Here, it is appropriate to articulate how this researcher's underpinning previous knowledge of 

South Staffordshire Enamels, developed through professional crafts practice before 
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commencing doctoral research - the acquisition of expertise and connoisseurship skills - 

provides the unique lens through which to re-analyse the artefacts and thereby illuminate a 

knowledge gap within this genre of enamels. 

 

The Researcher’s Crafts Practice 

To understand the acquisition of both general craft skills and knowledge, and those of specific 

relevance to the research that relates to metalworking and enamel practices - the training and 

experiences that have shaped the researcher as craftsmaker - it is necessary to provide a short 

biography of family background, art education, early career practice and work within higher 

education. 

 

The family environment shaped nascent making knowledge, the researcher's father was a fine 

artist and university lecturer and the home his artist’s studio. This provided the researcher at a 

young age with a ready source of materials for creative play: card and masking tape were the 

materials of choice, Stanley knife and scissors the tools used to fashion this sheet material into 

representations of cars, boats, aeroplanes and the like. This developed cognitive and manual 

creative skills, and, a general interest in the making of things.  

 

Formal art and design education was the natural progression: 3D Design Foundation at 

Ravensbourne College of Design (1986 – 1987) led to studying 3D Design: Wood Metal and 

Plastics at Wolverhampton Polytechnic (1987-1990). The undergraduate study provided a 

multi-material design experience that tapered down to specialisation in fine metal, which 

resulted in the acquisition of practical, contextual and theoretical knowledge in silversmithing. 

A Post Graduate Certificate in Art and Design education at the University of Central England16 

(1991 – 1992) followed. After a short period teaching art in secondary education a desire to 

reengage in making objects resulted in undertaking a part-time MA in 3D Design: Wood Metal 

and Plastics at Wolverhampton University (1995 – 1997). The MA research project was the 

point of emergence of the researcher’s interest in investigating dying and defunct industrial 

metalworking processes of the Midlands. The project focused on investigating the 

manufacturing techniques used by the tin toy and box industry17– litho18 printing tin sheet and 

                                                                            
16 The University of Central England is now known as Birmingham City University. 
17 Lawson Mardon Packaging Ltd, Mansfield, UK (now closed) facilitated the MA research into the methods used to make 
decorative tin boxes and tin toys by providing a factory visit. The company gave an explanation of the printing, press 
forming (stamping and cutting of decorated sheets into three-dimensional components) and assembly methods, and, 
supplied ink and tin plate samples for the researcher to experiment with. 
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press forming, cutting and assembly – and this led to the development of a craft hybrid of the 

industrial process (Fig. 1.2). The production method developed and as a consequence aesthetic 

it created had resonance with tin toys manufactured from the Victorian period through to the 

1970s. The work celebrated the aesthetic qualities of the print applied to a three-dimensional 

surface - the slight misregistration between the print on the sheet and stamped relief caused by 

the hand insertion of the printed tin sheet into metal presses that ultimately created 

individuality across supposed identical mass-produced items. The unique process developed 

was used to make contemporary narrative based craft objects – automata – that celebrated and 

sustained a defunct industrial process. The body of work produced, led to a decade of 

professional practice, making printed tin automata for numerous exhibitions and commissions 

and featured in publications including Look Out feature in Crafts (Hoggard, 1998) and 

Automata and Mechanical Toys (Peppé, 2002). 

 

 
Figure 1.2: Grayson, John (2006) Burning Lanka. Automaton [printed, cut, formed and assembled tin plate]. 

Collection: Mythstories Museum. Photograph: John Grayson (2006). 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
18 Litho is an abbreviation of lithography and is the nomenclature used to mean lithographic printing. 
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In concert with professional craft practice was the development of a career in craft higher 

education, the PGCE provided the entry point, the emerging professional practice facilitated 

rapid transition from further education to university level lecturing and crafts course 

management. Teaching positions included at Staffordshire University (1998-2011), Plymouth 

College of Art (2012-2014) and Hereford College of Arts (2014-2016). Work in education 

provided exposure to a broad range of making practices both practical and theoretical, across a 

range of materials and areas of making, including wood, metal, plastics, ceramics, glass and 

textiles. This experience played a significant part in shaping the researcher's broad craft 

knowledge of practice and the historical and theoretical narratives pertaining to it. 

 

Foregrounding Projects in Enamel 

While the period before 2004 is essential in terms of the development of general craft 

underpinning knowledge, it is the specific skills and knowledge relating to enamel that plays the 

principal role in shaping the lens of investigation within this research. Craftsense – Making 

Connections in 2004, was this researcher’s first encounter with the enamels: a commission for 

Bilston Craft Gallery, part of Wolverhampton Art Gallery and Museums, funded by the 

Museums Libraries and Archives Council (MLA), Arts Council England (ACE) and the Arts 

and Humanities Research Council (AHRC). This audience engagement project commissioned 

new work in response to the gallery's outstanding collection of eighteenth-century enamels19, to 

connect local audiences with their industrial ‘making heritage’. Bilston and Battersea Enamels 

Ltd20 provided materials and technical support, and Jackfield Conservation21, historical material 

insight. Project outputs comprised: three contemporary enamel boxes (Fig. 1.3) made in 

response to a patch box (Fig. 1.4) inscribed ‘A trifle from Bilston’22; audience-handling objects; 

and the dissemination of the approach and findings through a co-authored article in 

Celebrating the Conservation of the Bilston Enamels (Alvarez, Durbin and Grayson, 2005) in 

                                                                            
19 Bilston Craft Gallery is one of four venues that fall within Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. At the time of writing the 
largest public displays are at Bilston Craft Gallery and Bantock House Museum, the remainder are in storage at 
Wolverhampton Art Gallery. 
20 Bilston and Battersea Enamels Ltd., manufactured reproduction enamel boxes for Halcyon Days Enamels Ltd, 
https://www.halcyondays.co.uk, a company originally set up by antique dealer and enamel author Susan Benjamin. They 
used modern techniques for stamping copper boxes decorated with traditional enamel painting technique, combined with 
contemporary enamel transfer print methods. 
21Jackfield Conservation, see: http://www.jackfieldconservation.co.uk 
22 Patch box, A Trifle from Bilston, EM217, Wolverhampton collection, depicts Sam Proud’s house, an important Bilston 
gentleman. His nephew, Isaac Beckett ran a large enamel factory. The box is therefore attributed to the Beckett works. 
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Conservation News23. This project developed an understanding of the technical parameters of 

working with enamel. 

 

Over the subsequent decade, the researcher’s craft workshop unwittingly became a laboratory, 

‘10,000 hours’ (Sennett, 2008) or more, devoted to developing a material understanding 

through the production of enamel objects for commissions, and exhibitions (Made in the 

Middle: New works in contemporary craft from the West Midlands, 2006), (Playing with fire: 

Contemporary UK enamel, 2008) (Unravelling the Vyne : The Vyne, 28 June-22 December 

2013, 2013) (Fig. 1.5). These projects, (through the act of making), transformed an initial 

acquaintance with the media into an in-depth technical knowledge and tacit understanding of 

the application of the wet processes of enamel on copper. The transformative effects of heat on 

the metal substrate and enamel and the resultant material behaviour, specifically, witness marks 

of manufacture generated in the enamel surface through interaction with the copper substrate. 

All of these elements have provided empirical knowledge to ground this research.  

 

 

                                                                            
23 United Kingdom Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works published Conservation News. From 2005 
the institute merged with The Care of Collections Forum, The Institute of Paper Conservation, The Photographic 
Materials Conservation Group, The Scottish Society for Conservation and Restoration, to form ICON – The Institute of 
Conservation. 
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Figure 1.3: Grayson, John. (2004). A Raspberry Trifle from 

Bilston. Enamel box, [vitreous enamel on copper with brass 

mount]. Collection: Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

Photograph: John Grayson (2004). 

 

 
Figure 1.4: Beckett factory, 1760 – 1780, patch box EM217, 

inscribed A Trifle from Bilston. Image courtesy 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture (2018). 
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Figure 1.5: Grayson, John. (2013). Gate Gate. Automaton 

[painted enamel, brass]. Collection: National Trust, The Vyne. 

Photograph: Sussie Ahlburg (2013), image courtesy Unravelled 

Arts. 

 

 

 

 

However, although the enamel process employed within this contemporary craft practice was 

broadly aligned to that of the historic enameller’s, the metal fabrication processes utilised 

contemporary practices - thicker gauge copper 0.9mm (as opposed to 0.010” / 0.254mm thick 

shim), formed using raising and repoussé techniques, to create shapes from one single sheet.  

 

Investigating historical enamel artefacts to support this contemporary craft practice developed 

connoisseurship skills: broad knowledge of the different enamel types, their form, decoration, 

and condition. Recognition of this specialist knowledge base was acknowledged by invitation to 

appear as an enamel subject specialist for the BBC (FlogIt: Trade Secrets - Decorated, 2014). It 
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was the process of investigating historical enamel practices, to support the development of new 

craft work, that illuminated the dearth of written material on eighteenth-century copper 

substrate craftsmanship processes applicable to this genre of enamel. However, the 

identification of a potential knowledge gap was not based on systematic enquiry used within 

academic research, and as a consequence required formal investigation and became the 

motivation for this doctoral research. Although the craftsmanship intuition required 

underpinning for rigour, the literature review that was undertaken for this Doctoral research 

subsequently supported this researcher's past craftsmanship perspective.  

 

 

1.3  Orientat ion 

 

1.3.1  South Staffordshire Enamels: Production, Consumption, Decline 

and Revival 

 

Enamel in i ts Historical Context 

Enamelling in simple terms is the fusing of finely ground coloured glass24 to metal to create 

decorative surfaces. It is an ancient process, the earliest known examples coming from the 

Mycenæan period. Multiple methods of application exist25, of which painted enamel, the 

process used to produce the South Staffordshire or English Painted Enamel, is one. This type 

of enamel is distinct from others because it requires the complete coverage, internally and 

externally of the metal substrate with enamel ground, upon which subsequent enamel 

decoration, painted and/or printed can be applied. Firing in a furnace26 at around 800˚C 

transforms the enamel into a shiny coating, the substrate providing the structure and form to 

which the glossy, decorative surface adheres.  

 

                                                                            
24 The enamel has a number of constituents along with glass that are added to create colour and to aid fusion to the 
metallic surface. Chapter 2 provides a summary of historical enamel recipes of Robert Dossie. 
25 Different enamel techniques exist in addition to the painted enamel process. The main ones comprise: Cloisonné - 
metal wires attached to sheet metal to create enclosures in which individual coloured enamel is applied; Champlevé - 
rebates engraved in the metal surface in which enamel is laid; Basse Taille – similar to Champlevé, except different depths 
of cut are engraved, and the use of transparent enamel to cover this allows the texture to be visible; Plique à Jour - a metal 
framework where enamel is fused into each cell. 
26 Furnace is an old term for kiln. 
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The painted enamel process has its origins in Limoges, where perfection of the technique 

known as en grisaille27 occurred in the late fifteenth century. Applied initially to plaques it was 

then applied to larger items such as ewers, salts (Fig. 1.6), and candlesticks.  The item’s 

substrate could be a single piece of copper or an assemblage of component tied by wires or 

tabs (La Niece et al., 2009).  The painted enamel process was extended throughout Europe, 

but it became particularly synonymous with France, where it was used to create painted enamel 

miniatures and to decorate small items such as watchcases and scent bottles. Here the enamel 

was applied to gold, exemplified by the work of Toutin, Bordier, Zincke and Petitot (Fig. 1.7). 

 

 
Figure 1.6: Reymond, Pierre 1540, Limoges Salt 8426-1863. © 

the Victoria and Albert Museum, London (2018). 

                                                                            
27 En grisaille is the painting in white and grey tones on black enamel ground to produce a monotone image. 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 1.7: Petitot, Jean 1680s, enamel miniature 1666-1739, 

thought to be a portrait of Mademoiselle de Blois, Princess de 

Conti. Image © the Victoria and Albert Museum, London 

(2018). 

 

 

 

These items became highly fashionable amongst the Georgian aristocracy, the process and 

popularity transferring to England28 with Petitot around the late 1630s. Subsequently, circa 

1740, the process returned to a copper substrate, as manufacturers began to emulate this 

fashionable ware, to make it economically affordable, and to apply the process to larger items 

designed to appeal to the new desires, fashions and tastes of the Georgian middle classes. This 

produced shapes and forms of increasing complexity, often aping products produced by the 

famous European porcelain factories of the period such as Meissen and Sèvres (Benjamin, 

1978, pp. 22-26).    

                                                                            
28 There is much conjecture as to why and how the trade developed in Bilston. One explanation that holds sway is that 
French Huguenot craftsmen who possessed enamelling knowledge settled in the area (Benjamin, 1987, p76). However 
Cope (1980, p.30) who engaged in an extensive survey of the emergence of enamelling in the area could not find 
corroborating evidence to prove this theory, and so it may be a product of local folklore. 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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South Staffordshire/English Painted Enamel: Production and Consumption 

South Staffordshire enamels, also termed English Painted Enamels and sometimes described 

as Bilston, or Battersea Enamels, had a production time frame of some 80 years (circa 1750 – 

1830), and limited loci of production. Manufacture centred principally on the South 

Staffordshire towns of Bilston and Wednesbury; Birmingham; to a lesser extent Liverpool; and 

for a short-three year period, at the York House works, Battersea, London (1753 – 1755). 

They were highly prized for their novelty, artistic accomplishment and in the case of transfer 

printed enamel 29 , for which Sadler and Green of Liverpool and York House, Battersea 

(Walpole, 1784, p. 27), London, were known, print innovation. The highly three-dimensional 

sculpted items, which are the focus of this research, are said to have emanated from the South 

Staffordshire/Birmingham manufactories30. 

 

The enamel trade, like many others, was a product of English enlightenment thinking, where 

scientific and technological innovation was combined with mercantile and entrepreneurial spirit 

to make luxury goods to meet the taste and demands of the expanding middle classes (Berg, 

2005). A number of factors resulted in the emergence and growth of trades during this period: 

changes in consumer tastes and fashions; increased disposable income leading to purchasing 

power; the growing sophistication of manufacturers and retailers to develop the market place 

exploiting public interest in manufacturing (Smith, 2014); the development of modes of 

manufacture that allowed scaled-up production that often relied upon craft or artisan making 

skills, alongside emergent forms of industrialised manufacture (Styles, 2004, p. 136). Within 

this context a wide variety of materials were fashioned to make objects for the Georgian market 

place: japanned papier-mâché or tin items; ceramic ware; glass products; brass ornaments; to 

name but a few. Some of these items were the product of ‘celebrity’ manufacturers such as 

Matthew Boulton (1728 – 1809), Josiah Wedgwood (1730 – 1795), but largely, most 

production emanated from the multitude of smaller manufactories and workshops. Within this 

context the enamel trade grew, making ware for the home and the person, for British markets 

and export. 

 

                                                                            
29 Transfer printing is a process using enamel pigment as ink, the image is ‘transferred’ from inked engraved copper plate 
to a flexible transfer medium (often paper) then in turn to the enamel surface, then fired to make it permanent. It was used 
extensively in the eighteenth-century enamel and ceramic industry. Papers presented to the English Ceramic Circle 
provide useful insight into the role the enamel industry played in its development, and use in the enamel trade, see: 
https://www.englishceramiccircle.org.uk/index.php/archive-link-page/ 
30 Manufactories is the term used during the period of the trade to describe a factory. 
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It was within this melting pot of manufacturing, the emerging industrialised West Midlands - 

Birmingham and South Staffordshire – an area synonymous with the ‘toy trade’31 and the 

manufacturing of metal products, that the seat of the enamel production developed. The South 

Staffordshire/English Painted enamel trade produced an extensive range of items.  Toys for the 

person met the fashion trends and etiquettes of the day: items such as snuff boxes32, patch 

boxes33, scent bottles (Fig. 1.8), etui34 and bonbonnières (Fig. 1.9). While for the confines of the 

domestic or other interior environments, new fashions for dining and entertaining were met by 

the manufacture of large ware: items such as candlesticks (Fig. 1.10), salts (Fig. 1.11), tea 

caddies, large snuff boxes, ink standishes35, pen and bodkin cases.   

 

Figure 1.8:  Eighteenth-century scent bottles, Schreiber 

collection (left) Sch 309, (right) Sch 308. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2013), © the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

                                                                            
31 The term toy described manufactured small metal items, buttons, small snuff boxes etc. 
32 A box to hold snuff (ground tobacco), snorted rather than smoked. 
33 The patch box was a small palm sized container to hold black silk spots to wear on the face (initially over pox marks but 
later as fashion accessories), it contained a mirror to aid application (early ones being polished steel, later ones being 
silvered glass). 
34 A container holding personal items for an eighteenth-century lady’s toilette i.e. scissors, needle, thread, nail file, etc. 
35 A tray to hold writing equipment such as an ink pot, pen, pounce pot etc. 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 1.9: Eighteenth-century Hawk-shape bonbonnière, C. 

477-1914. Photograph: John Grayson (2013), image © the 

Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 1.10: Selection of eighteenth-century candlesticks (top and bottom shelf) and tea caddies (bottom shelf) in 

the V&A museum stores. Photograph: John Grayson (2013), image © the Victoria and Albert, Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 1.11: Eighteenth-century single salt, Schreiber collection, Sch 260. Photograph: John Grayson (2013), 

image © the Victoria and Albert, Museum, London. 

 

Described in the Schreiber Catalogue: ‘Pair of salt-cellars, painted in colours and gold. Circular, three feet and gilt 

metal rim; one of the salt–cellars has a glass lining. Around the outside, in the intervals between the feet, are three 

small landscapes, each with a man and cattle, in panels enclosed by raised gilt scrolls and reserved on a pink (rose 

Pompadour) ground, over which, above the feet, are painted panels of diaper in raised white and gold. Gilt metal 

rim. Each, height, 1 3/8 inches; diameter, 2 5/8 inches.’ (Victoria and Albert et al., 1924, p. 54).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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To meet the tastes of the consumer, the enamels’ form and decoration followed the stylistic 

trends and fashions of the period. Utilitarian items like salts, candlesticks, derived their shape 

from their purpose while also reflecting the evolving style shifts from rococo to neoclassical, 

over the chronology of production. Some small patch and snuff boxes, and bonbonnières 

could be simple circular, oval or square box forms, or they could be sculpted to create 

facsimiles of things such as fruit, birds and other animals, designed to generate novelty appeal. 

 

Decoration varied but could include flourishes of flowers, pastoral, romantic or classical scenes. 

These were presented either as vignettes36 or painted on white reserves37 on a coloured ground38 

surrounded by a pattern; rococo scrolls; all-over diaper pattern39 or other motifs (Fig. 1.12).  

Ware that featured illustrations depicted a range of subject matter designed to appeal to 

differing clientele. Populist imagery included: figures in the public eye - actors, royalty, and 

politicians; characters in the theatre; images for amusement - satirical depictions or scène 

grivoise40; places and landmarks - spa towns, architecture and civil engineering, which often 

featured on simple boxes as mementoes of visits.  Some items, often simple boxes, were plain 

or delicately patterned with a simple motto - those of a romantic nature were particularly 

popular. 

 

 

 

                                                                            
36 A small painted or printed image with faded edges, not enclosed in a border. 
37 A white or lighter enamel area enclosed by a darker ground and/or patterned border in which an image or motif is 
applied. 
38 All-over coloured enamel applied in multiple layers as a background for decorative media. Often used in the context of 
‘white ground’ or ‘blue ground’. 
39 A diamond-shaped line pattern with a motif placed centrally in each lozenge. 
40  A risqué pornographic image, usually on the internal surface of the enamel box and sometimes hidden below a false 
base. The imagery could be surprisingly crude. 
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Figure 1.12: Eighteenth-century Etui, C. 482-1914, nomenclature of enamel’s decoration. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2013), image © the Victoria and Albert, Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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These images could be painted, or printed using the new transfer print process (Fig. 1.13), that 

was in part perfected by the enamel trade41, or a combination of the two - prints being used to 

create an outline to speed up painting. The prints might have originated from the hand of some 

of the esteemed engravers of the period such as Ravenet, who recreated works by popular 

artists such as Watteau, or took imagery from sources such as the Ladies Amusement 42 

(Pillement et al., 1760) - a well plundered source for the enamel (Fig. 1.14), ceramics and 

japanning trades of the period. Some printed embellishment was more prosaic, simple scenes 

or mottos produced by anonymous engravers active in the trade. The breadth of subject matter 

used to decorate, the styles of pattern embellishment, and the range of enamel items they were 

applied to, reveals the extent to which the enamels were intertwined with the social customs, 

tastes and etiquettes of the period.  

 

 

                                                                            
41 Transfer printing developed across both the ceramic and enamel trade circa 1750-55 and constituted an important 
technological leap, allowing image reproduction on to differently shaped ware. Although this falls beyond the scope of 
this research, it is important to this genre of enamel, a substantial amount of research has focused on the role the enamel 
trade played in the development of transfer printing, particularly its development at Battersea and in Birmingham and the 
role of individuals such as Stephen Theodore Janssen, John Brooks and Robert Hancock amongst others played. The 
following sources provide comprehensive information for interested researchers: Charleston, R. J. (1966a) Petitions for 
patents concerning porcelain, glass and enamels Birmingham The great toyshop of Europe Part 1b. ECC Transactions. 
Vol. 6, No. 2. Available at: http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/172 
(Accessed: 4th November. 2015), Charleston, R. J. (1966b) Petitions for patents concerning porcelain, glass and 
enamels Birmingham The great toyshop of Europe Part 2b. ECC Transactions. Vol. 6, No. 2. Available at: 
http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/174 (Accessed: 4th November. 
2015), Watney, B. (1966a) Petitions for patents concerning porcelain, glass and enamels Birmingham The great toyshop 
of Europe Part 1a. ECC Transactions. Vol. 6, No. 2. Available at: 
http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/171 (Accessed: 4th November. 
2015). Watney, B. (1966b) Petitions for patents concerning porcelain, glass and enamels Birmingham The great toyshop 
of Europe Part 2a. ECC Transactions. Vol. 6, No. 2. Available at: 
http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/173 (Accessed: 4th November. 
2015). Drakard, D. (1995) 'A report on the seminar on early on-glaze transfer printing', ECC Transactions, 15(3), pp. 
331-340. Wyman, C. (1979) 'The early techniques of transfer-printing', ECC Transactions, 10(4), pp. 187 - 199. 
Wyman, C. (1998) 'A review of early transfer printing techiques', ECC Transactions, 16(3), pp. 307-317. Hughes, H. 
W. (1935) Authorship of some designs on porcelain and enamel and Robert Hancock's connection with Battersea and 
Bow. ECC Transactions. Vol. 1, No. 3. Available at: 
http://englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/27 (Accessed: 4th November. 2015), 
Cook, C. (1948) The Life and Work of Robert Hancock, etc. [With an appendix containing an illustrated catalogue of his 
work. With a portrait.]. London: Chapman & Hall. 
42 The Ladies Amusement was a pattern book used widely for decorative source material for the embellishment of a range 
of decorative objects. It contained over a thousand designs covering themes including, landscapes, flowers, birds and 
other animals, and shipping. It also contained instruction on Japanning.  
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Figure 1.13: Eighteenth-century transfer printed boxes in the V&A museum stores. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2013), image © the Victoria and Albert, Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 1.14: Eighteenth-century transfer printed tea-caddy, Schreiber collection, Sch 144. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2013), image © the Victoria and Albert, Museum, London. 

 

Rackham provides an extensive description in the Schreiber Catalogue, identifying the artefact as being ‘painted in 

colours with birds copied from engravings published in The Ladies Amusement. Oval, with hinged hollow 

shouldered lid’ (Victoria and Albert et al., 1924, p. 34).  

 

 

 

 

Although references to enamel production, acquisition and use appearing in eighteenth-century 

printed and personal writing were comparatively rare, some reveal the significance of the 

enamel, its role and intrigue, in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Horace Walpole’s 

inventory of Strawberry Hill House demonstrates the enamels’ desirability and alludes to the 

innovative method of manufacture. Walpole lists sixteen enamelled copper products in his 

house; these are significant as they reference the mode of production:  

 

 “A king-fisher and ducks, of the Battersea enamel: it was a manufacture, stamped with a 
 copper plate, supported by alderman Jansen, but failed” (Walpole, 1784, p. 27)  

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Travelogues, of the ‘industrial spy’43 (Berg, 2005, p. 14) Angerstein (Angerstein, 2001, p. XV), 

and curious industrial tourist Lady Shelburne (Lord Fitzmaurice, Life of William, Earl of 

Shelburne, I, London, 1912, pp. 398 ff., in, Charleston, 1966a, p. 79),  reveal the economic 

value and intriguing spectacle of witnessing enamel production in Bilston and Wednesbury, 

and Birmingham, respectively, during the period (see: literature review, page 88). Beyond the 

domain of production, references to the enamel snuff box in satirical writing of the period 

illuminates the enamel snuff box as integral in the public ‘performance’ of snuff-taking 

(Harrison's British classicks. Vol. VI. Containing The connoisseur, The citizen of the world, 

and The Babler, 1794) during the eighteenth century. 

 

The Anatomy of the Enamel  

Whether small square, oval or round, a box measuring 2cm x 4cm x 4cm, or a complex animal 

form bonbonnière measuring 3.5cm x 6cm x 7cm, or a large 23cm tall candlestick, all 

employed a common form of manufacture. Paper thin copper foil, 0.010” thick44 (Hughes and 

Hughes, 1951, p. 109), was coated with multiple layers of enamel ground, and subsequently 

decorated with painted or transfer-printed enamel designs (Fig. 1.15). Each enamel layer 

whether ground coat45or decorative enamel media46, required firing in a muffle47 (Fig. 1.16), or 

coffin48 furnace (Fig. 1.17). For the grounds this was at a temperature around 800˚c, to fuse the 

enamel onto the copper substrate and vitrify it into a homogenous glossy coating.  

                                                                            
43 John Styles uses the same term in reference to Frenchman Le Turc in Styles, J. (2004) 'What was new?', in Snodin, 
M., & Styles, J. (ed.) Design and The Decorative Arts: Georgian Britain, 1714-1837. London: V&A Publications. P. 
142. The stealing of ‘intellectual property’ during factory tours was commonplace and was, amongst other things, one of 
the factors that led to manufacturers restricting access to production, see: Smith, K. (2014) Material goods, moving 
hands : perceiving production in England, 1700-1830. Manchester: Manchester University Press. P. 60. 
44 Metric conversion is 0.254mm. 
45 Ground coat is an initial layer of coarse enamel on which the subsequent finer enamel coloured grounds are laid. 
46 Decorative enamel media is the collective term, encompassing printed and painted enamel decoration. 
47 A muffle is a fireclay tube, sealed at one end, positioned in the external wall of the furnace projecting into the fire, in 
which the enamelware is placed for firing. It protects ware from contaminants from the coal used to fire the furnace. 
48 A coffin, a lidded fire-clay box in which enamelled ware is placed to protect from contaminants from coal used to fire 
the furnace (same as a saggar). Archaeological excavation of the York House, Battersea, enamel manufactory in 2002 
revealed the presence of broken coffin fragments, for more information see: Crouch, J. (2005) York House, Battersea: 
finds from the Excavation of the Enamel Manufactory site. ECC Transactions. Vol. 19, No 1. Available at: 
http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/539 (Accessed: 3rd November. 
2015). 
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Figure 1.15: Diagram of the cycle of applying ground coat enamel and painted decoration to a copper substrate, 

using as an example a parrot-shaped bonbonnière, 1962M74.7. Photograph and diagram: John Grayson (2018), 

photograph courtesy Birmingham Museums Trust. 
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Figure 1.16: Digital recreation of Dossie’s muffle furnace. Drawing:  John Grayson (2017). 

 

Sketchup was used to rebuild in virtual space Dossie’s muffle furnace (Dossie, 1758, pp. 235-238) according to his 

instructions, to test their reliability and to create a visual representation of his description. The muffle furnace was 

used for firing single items. 
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Figure 1.17: Digital recreation of Dossie’s coffin furnace. Drawing:  John Grayson (2017). 

 

Sketchup was used to rebuild in virtual space Dossie’s coffin furnace (Dossie, 1758, pp. 238-240). The coffin 

furnace was used for firing multiple items in a fire-proof box placed in the fire. 

 

 

 

 

For the decorative media – printed or painted - a lower temperature enamel and firing were 

required, to melt it on to the ground while maintaining the solidity of the base layer. Bare 

edges, often rendered unsightly by the manufacturing processes, were hidden by decorative 

base metal, brass or pinchbeck49, sometimes gilded, and in rare occasions made from precious 

metal. For boxes these embellished metal rims incorporated hinges, to join a lid to a box to 

                                                                            
49 Pinchbeck, invented by the eighteenth-century clock and automata maker Christopher Pinchbeck, is an alloy of copper 
and zinc (similar to brass) and was created as a cheap alternative to gold.  
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create a patch or snuff box (Fig. 1.18). These base metal edges also allowed the eighteenth-

century craftsmen to break out of the confines of the dimensions possible to fire. Here the 

decorative pinchbeck or gilded metal wires were used both to edge unsightly enamel and to 

connect enamel components. In this way, large and more elaborate forms could be created 

such as candlesticks made from a composite of two or three enamel components. 

 

 
Figure 1.18: Illustration of the anatomy of an enamel. Photograph and diagram: John Grayson (2018), 

photographs courtesy Birmingham Museums Trust. 
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Decline 

Due to a number of factors the trade was in rapid decline by the early nineteenth-century and 

had ceased by 1840. The industry fell victim to the consumer’s change in taste and fashion: the 

wearing of patches ceased, taking snuff fell from favour, and stylistic fashions evolved, rococo 

and then neoclassicism (Benjamin, 1978, p. 112) ultimately became out-dated. The Napoleonic 

Wars resulted in a loss of foreign markets and necessitated shifts in production (Cope, 1980, p. 

118) (Hughes and Hughes, 1951, p. 86). The abundance of rich mineral resources, coal and 

ironstone and the knowledge to extract and process it, meant that the entrepreneurial business 

owners of the region turned to these financially more prosperous endeavours. This 

transformed the ecology of the manufacturing environment from the production of small ‘toys’ 

and metal items to heavy industrial manufacturing such as iron founding and related industries 

(Cope, 1980, pp. 115-116).  

 

Revivalism: Parisian Nineteenth- and English Twentieth-Century 

Reproductions 

The genre of enamels was sufficiently collectable to warrant the production of reproductions – 

both copies and fakes. Two companies engaged in large-scale reproduction manufacture: the 

Samson Factory in Paris produced facsimiles of English enamel items from circa 1862 to 

1975 50 , and Bilston and Battersea Halcyon Days enamels produced contemporary 

interpretations from 1970 and continued to the present day. Although the products of these 

companies fall outside of the scope of this research, they warrant description to explain their 

relationship to, and to delineate them from, the eighteenth-century artefacts. 

 

The two companies took differing manufacturing approaches. Samson produced enamels that 

appeared to use historical techniques. Items obtained by the V&A - simple cutting tools (Fig. 

1.19) and a selection of pre-enamelled copper components and boxes (Fig. 1.20) – provide an 

insight into what appears to be a commonality with their eighteenth-century counterparts, in 

two ways. First, the copper blanks reveal the use of a thin copper sheet, and second, a small 

number of the un-enamelled components show a tabbed construction. The rest appear to have 

been spun51. The commonality of the copper’s thickness and the tabbed jointing reveal that 

                                                                            
50 Samson & Co, Paris, factory produced a large range of reproduction of collectable decorative ware during this period, 
particularly copies of the products of the famous European porcelain works. 
51 Spinning is a method of shaping sheet metal by fixing a metal blank to a wooden or steel lathe chuck. The blank is 
shaped by rotating at speed whilst forcing it around the chuck with a handheld steel tool. 
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perhaps the short period (circa 25 years) that elapsed between the cessation of the original 

trade and the resurrected, allowed some knowledge of the process of manufacture to migrate. 

However, the rough nature of the tabs when compared to the originals (see: tabs on 

candlesticks BI524/5 page 205) suggests an incomplete understanding of the process at that 

time. Furthermore, the blank cutting tooling appears to be machined and as such a product of 

Victorian production.  Consequently, the process of manufacture in both instances points to 

the factory’s output not being relevant to this research. 

 

 

Figure 1.19: Samson & Co., twentieth-century, press tool for a 

heart-shaped box, C.6-1997 Photograph: John Grayson (2013), 

image © the Victoria and Albert Museum, London.  

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 1.20: Samson & Co., twentieth-century, copper substrate 

of a heart-shaped box, C.10-1997. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2013), image © the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

In the twentieth-century, antique dealer and connoisseur collector, Susan Benjamin’s Halcyon 

Days company rejuvenated the trade in Bilston through a partnership with an industrial hollow 

ware enameller (Benjamin, 1978, pp. 105-107), later to become Bilston and Battersea Enamels 

Ltd. This company used modern production methods to emulate the Georgian enamels: 

thicker gauge copper; contemporary press techniques to stamp simple copper substrate box 

forms; sprayed-on enamel ground coats; and silk-screen printed ceramic transfers over-painted 

to decorate the ware. The processes used and market demand confined production to small 

boxes and the like. The difference in the process used, however, means little knowledge on 

substrate production is of relevance to this inquiry. It is important to note though that the 

founder of the venture authored a number of books on eighteenth-century English enamels 

and is considered something of an expert on the trade (see: 1.3.2 Previous Studies). 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Extant Evidence of the Trade 

The production of Samson and Halcyon Days/Bilston and Battersea Enamels Ltd., appear to 

present a continuum of production between the trades’ inception circa 1740 to the present, but 

in reality this is not the case. The continuity of knowledge has been fractured at the demise of 

the English trade. It is questionable, therefore, whether either the Samson52 or the Bilston and 

Battersea manufacturing process highlight any reliable knowledge concerning the production 

methods used by the [original] South Staffordshire trades, especially the craftsmanship 

processes required to make complex forms from copper foil.  

 

Furthermore, searches reveal that no paper records (workshop manuals) of production 

processes exist that emanates directly from the UK trade. This in part justifies the enamel 

artefact as primary source in this research. Written accounts and/or documentary evidence of 

the making processes employed are confined to the treatise, encyclopaedia, travelogues, trade 

catalogues and other local publishing of the period, and are predominantly restricted to enamel 

decoration - media preparation and application. By far the most significant legacy of production 

are the extensive collections of enamel artefacts in public and private ownership. Within the 

UK significant public collections are held by the V&A, Wolverhampton Art Gallery 53 , 

Manchester Art Gallery54, Museum of London and smaller provincial museums such as the 

Harris, Preston. Overseas, examples of the genre are represented in the Smithsonian, 

Washington D.C. and the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                            
52 Erika Speel provides an overview of Samson enamels including reference to production methods, see: Speel, E. 
(2008a) 'Imitations, Copies and Fakes',  Painted Enamels: An Illustrated Survey 1500-1920. Aldershot: Lund 
Humphries, pp. 135-137. 
53 In addition to the Wolverhampton Arts and Culture online catalogue, interested scholars wishing to find further 
information on the enamel collection should see: Morris, M. S., Gallery, W. A., Museum, B. and Gallery, A. (1973) A 
Catalogue of English Painted Enamels, 18th and 19th Century, in the Wolverhampton & Bilston Collections. 
Wolverhampton Art Galleries and Museums. 
54 Manchester Art Gallery holds a collection of around 450 English painted enamels, bequeathed by collector and retired 
bank manager Harold Raby, in 1958. For detail about the collector, and the collection, see: Hall, D. (1960) 'The Raby 
Bequest of English Enamels to Manchester City Art Galleries', The Connoisseur, pp. 237-240.  
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The Focus on Attribution 

Unusually, as Rackham reminds us, despite consumer demand for the products and the scale 

of production across manufacturers, none of the workshops that produced the ware 55 , 

regardless of location or time of production, ever marked it with a manufacturers mark 

(Victoria and Albert et al., 1924, p. 6). This has subsequently led to much misconception over 

the principal sites of production and their respective contributions to the evolution of the trade.  

 

Consequently, connoisseur collectors, historians and curators have invested considerable effort 

in attempting to attribute the artefacts to their sites of manufacture, whether that be specific 

workshops or more broadly geographical locations (see: Previous Studies below), since the 

trade’s demise. As we shall see the lack of ability to attribute them to places of production 

correctly, coupled with limited accounts of production in eighteenth-century literature (see: 

chapter 2), has resulted in much mystique around where they were made, and in particular, 

placing too much significance on the Battersea factory (Hughes and Hughes, 1951, p. 13), and 

incorrectly attributing the best artefacts to this short-lived works (see: Previous Studies section 

below).  

 

1.3.2  Previous Studies 

 

The majority of the studies into English Painted/South Staffordshire enamel are confined to 

the twentieth century (1924 – 1980) and principally centre on three subjects: attributing 

artefacts to the sites of manufacture/hands of artisans; investigating the trade’s critical role in the 

development of transfer printing; historical surveys of locations of enamel factories and the 

individuals involved. 

                                                                            
55 Large manufacturers included: in Bilston, the works of Bickley, Beckett; in Wednesbury, Yardley; in Birmingham, 
John Taylor; in London, the York House works at Battersea. In addition, there were many smaller concerns, for example 
in Bilston nine other family workshops focused on enamel production, which is the reason for its strong association with 
the trade. For further information see authors such as Cope, T. (1980) Bilston Enamels of the 18th Century. Black 
Country Society. Benton, E. (1970) The Bilston enamellers. ECC Transactions. Vol. 7, No 3. Available at: 
http://englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/647 (Accessed: 4th November. 2015). 
Watney, B. (1966a) Petitions for patents concerning porcelain, glass and enamels Birmingham The great toyshop of 
Europe Part 1a. ECC Transactions. Vol. 6, No. 2. Available at: 
http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/171 (Accessed: 4th November. 
2015), Charleston, R. J. (1966a) Petitions for patents concerning porcelain, glass and enamels Birmingham The great 
toyshop of Europe Part 1b. ECC Transactions. Vol. 6, No. 2. Available at: 
http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/172 (Accessed: 4th November. 
2015).  
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The first major study into the genre was Rackham’s Catalogue of the Schreiber collection 

(Victoria and Albert et al., 1924). This focused on the question of attribution, and, challenged 

established thought that the best enamels were a product of the York House factory, Battersea, 

London56. He identified a mismatch between a combination of the sheer number of extant 

artefacts and their styles of embellishment - rococo through to neo-classical - and the period of 

operation of the Battersea works (1753 – 1755). He suggested that these factors meant they 

could not all be attributed to three-years of operation57. This study caused a paradigm shift in 

thinking. His method utilised stylistic analysis to re-assign artefacts to other known sites of 

manufacture, principally South Staffordshire and Birmingham. His work was a catalyst for an 

increase in interest in the genre. Consequently, the 1930s saw prolific publishing of scholarly 

papers. Those by Read (1932), Rackham (1932a), Toppin (1932), and  Hughes (1935), dwelled 

on the question of attributing unmarked enamels to locations of manufacture and presented 

arguments that substantiated or revised Rackham’s original classifications. Other papers, such 

as those by Watney (1966a)  and Hughes (1935), and books such as Cook (1948) focused on 

the enamel trade’s role in the development of the important process of transfer printing, 

identifying the key engravers, printers and processes used, and establishing the location of its 

first inception. This appears to have established the primacy of decoration that then prevailed 

in subsequent texts on the genre: of particular note those by Hughes (1951) and Benjamin 

(1987). Where authors departed from these subjects, historical surveys of the participants 

involved in the trade were the norm, such as Benton (1970) and Cope (1980), or investigations 

into the methods of transfer printing used, that was a common process to both enamel and 

ceramic trades (Wyman, 1998; Wyman, 1979). The latter principally centred on researching 

literary sources such as technical diaries of printers, petitions for patents. Interestingly, one by 

Drakard (1995)  employed material investigation into transfer printing processes and revealed 

how this knowledge could be used to analyse enamel and ceramic transfer prints on artefacts in 

the collection of the V&A. 

 

However, though much research was undertaken during this period, the studies have been the 

product of both professional and amateur scholarship, about which in some cases, the methods 

                                                                            
56South Kensington Museum (1870) A Guide to the Art Collections of the South Kensington Museum: Spottiswoode & 
Company. Available at: https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=JKifAAAAMAAJ. Page 46 puts the period of operation of 
the Battersea factory as 1750 to 1775, and goes on to describe enamelling in Bilston as ‘inferior’, providing evidence of 
the prevailing belief that London was the significant centre.  
57 There has been much confusion over the exact date of the operation, revisions being made over the years. Original 
thinking considered that the operation commenced in 1750 and ended in 1756. Benjamin (1987, pp. 40-47) provides a 
useful summary of the shift in thinking. 
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of their investigation, rigour, and reliability is hard to ascertain. Moreover, although some 

reference is made to the trade in more contemporaneous books on the wider enamel genre, 

such as Speel (2008b, pp. 83-94) and Clarke and Williams (2008, p. 223), they often present 

knowledge relating to the genre established in these early investigations, thereby perpetuating 

earlier opinion. 
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2  Contextual Review: Literature of the Eighteenth-

Century  
 

 Chapter Contents  

 

 2.1 Literature Review Introduction 

 2.2 Explicit and Absent Enamel Craftsmanship in Eighteenth and Nineteenth- 

  Century Literature 

  2.2.1 Enlightenment Encyclopaedias and Treatises 

  2.2.2  ‘Local’ Eighteenth-Century Writing: Travelogues, Directories and  

   Gazettes 

  2.2.3 South Staffordshire Enamel: A Victorian Historian Presents a  

   Witness Account 

 2.3  Eighteenth-Century Substrate Craftsmanship Absence: Indicative of Important 

  Intellectual Property? 

 2.4  Conclusion. 
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2.1  Literature Review Introduction  

 

This literature review seeks to identify enamel craftsmanship references relevant to the English 

painted enamel trade, particularly that undertaken in South Staffordshire, documented in 

formal and informal eighteenth-century writing. Relevant literature was identified principally 

through searches of the following sources: EthOS (British Library EthOS, 2014); Glass on 

Metal Magazine; Google Scholar (Google Scholar, 2014); Transactions the English Ceramic 

Circle online archive (ECC, 2015); the British Library online catalogue (Online British Library 

catalogues, 2015); Eighteenth Century Papers online (Online, 2016). Combined with 

bibliographic mining of twentieth and twenty-first-century scholarly texts on the genre of 

painted enamels (see: 1.3.2 Previous Studies). 

 

An exploration of the emergence of enamel references in the perceived ‘authoritative’ 

Enlightenment texts; encyclopaedias and treatises of the early to mid-part of the long 

eighteenth-century, set in the context of the Enlightenment writing tradition will be explored. In 

doing so, descriptions of earlier French enamel and Venetian glass practices are delineated 

from eighteenth-century British enamel processes. Then, writing rooted in the local is 

explored; trade directories and witness accounts, are identified and analysed. This review 

suggests that enamel media preparation and application (decoration) form the bulk of 

references across the corpus of literature, while there is a dearth of information on metal 

substrate manufacture, the fundamental metal skeleton that the subsequent decorative coats of 

enamel relied on. The manifestation of this in the eighteenth-century texts is explored, 

considering, amongst other things, whether it was a product of the Enlightenment writing 

tradition, which subsequently resulted in or helped the establishment of a decoration orientated 

bias that set a precedent for future texts, or indicative of the trade being protective of important 

intellectual property. Finally, by deconstructing texts rooted in the local, the value of the 

content is considered, and eighteenth-century craft skills relevant to this research identified. 

This material forms the basis of analysis (see: 4.2 Context: the Means of Production, page 4.2).  
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2.2  Explici t  and Absent Enamel craftsmanship in Eighteenth and 

Nineteenth-Century Literature 

  

2.2.1  Enlightenment Encyclopaedias and Treatises 

 

The Context for Enlightenment Writing 

The long eighteenth century [or the Enlightenment] (1685 to 1815) was a time of rational 

change. Theological doctrines on world order were being treated with scepticism: scientists, 

mathematicians and philosophers suggested knowledge came through experience and rational 

questioning. Using science, mathematics and philosophy, they set about trying to understand 

the world around them (Sullivan, 2010, p. 4). The ‘early’ Enlightenment (1685 to 1730) saw 

Descartes, Locke, Newton et al., publish a series of seminal works, that revolutionised thinking 

on knowledge. The high Enlightenment (1730 – 1780) followed: a period of scientific and 

technological fervour. During this period individuals sought to codify and thereby democratise 

knowledge through various forms of publishing, such as encyclopaedias, dictionaries, treatises, 

and trade catalogues. A vast range of subjects came under their gaze including the sciences, the 

arts, natural history and industrial methods of manufacturing.  

 

From the seventeenth to the eighteenth-century, authors were driven by a desire to simplify and 

provide order to published material. Early works often lacked structure and contained 

typographic errors. However, by the mid-eighteenth century a consistency of approach had 

been developed, often providing the reader with an explanation of the structure contained 

within; grouping information in themes; explaining material preparation; listing tools, 

equipment and processes in a logical order - from the general to the specific. This rational 

scientific approach became the norm for explaining, through publication, a range of practical 

activities, providing increased levels of clarity to both the public and the specialist manufacturer 

(Lowengard, 2006). As a consequence of this gradual improvement, contents of previous texts 

were represented, with occasional assurance from the author that the ‘borrowed’ knowledge 

had been tested or sequenced in such a way as to make it more understandable to the reader, 

or more insightful, than the past incarnation. Painted enamel was one such trade that featured 

across a number of these publications.  
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Of the formal eighteenth-century publications, Denis Diderot and Jean Le Rond d’ Alembert’s 

Encyclopédie ou dictionnnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des metiers, (1751) is the most 

often cited and highly regarded. As a consequence of its standing, it is deemed an important 

point of reference for contemporary authors, when considering accounts of eighteenth-century 

scientific, technological or manufacturing processes. The enamel genre is no exception, 

covering ten pages, and warranting the publication of two plates depicting the enamellers tools 

and workshop, and explanatory text in Diderot’s accompanying publication Recueil de 

Planches […](1762). While by virtue of the nationality of its editors Encyclopédie could be 

considered representational of French methods of manufacture, where as Dossie’s Handmaid 

to the Arts, a Treatise that devoted substantial pages to enamelling technique, appears, through 

Dossie’s self-proclamation, to be relevant to the English trade. As a consequence of the 

importance of these eighteenth-century texts, two key twentieth-century books on the English 

Painted Enamel genre, English Painted Enamels (Hughes and Hughes, 1951, p. 109) and 

English enamel boxes: from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries (Benjamin, 1978, p. 12) 

allude to both publications providing us with our first glimpse into the possible processes 

employed by the English/South Staffordshire Painted Enamel trade. However, whilst the 

importance of these two works as examples of Enlightenment writing, that contain enamel 

references, published at the time of the occurrence of the English Enamel trade, cannot be 

denied, what is questionable is whether these sources do in fact provide useful insight into the 

making processes employed in the English trade. As such the nature of these publications, the 

origins of the material contained within, the breadth of making process presented and its 

authenticity, need to be considered.  

 

The Seventeenth-Century Glass Treatise of Neri:  a Borrowed Source? 

During the second half of the seventeenth-century, the emerging Royal Society undertook a 

study of useful and innovative processes and procedures across a range of different trades, with 

the purpose of disseminating findings for commercial and the nation’s economic benefit 

(Tebeaux, 2014, p. 5). For this initiative, Christopher Merrett58  (Neri and Merrett, 1662) 

translated Antonio Neri’s 1612 treatise, The Art of Glass, into English, augmenting the 

Florentine priest’s Venetian glass recipes and process with his own scientific commentary.  The 

inclusion of valuable enamel recipes (the media used to decorate ceramics, glass and enamel) 

meant that this knowledge soon began to reappear in different guises in a number of 
                                                                            
58 Christopher Merret was physician, botanist, librarian of the Royal College of Physicians and Director of the History of 
Trades for the Royal Society.  
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subsequent ‘authoritative’ Enlightenment texts when referring to ‘enamelling’ (Dolbashian, 

2013). The perceived usefulness of Neri’s text to the expanding eighteenth-century European 

glass, ceramic (porcelain) and enamel industries, was also recognised by German Chemist 

Johann Kunckel. Mirroring Merrett’s approach, he published Ars Vitraria Experimentalis […] 

(Kunckel, 1679) an account of Neri’s treatise. As a consequence, this material appears to have 

been borrowed by a number of subsequent authors of encyclopaedias and treatises for their 

enamel entries prior to and including Diderot and Dossie. Understanding this lineage (Fig. 2.1) 

is essential in appreciating the validity of these later texts to the English trade and provides 

insight into the establishment of a focus on enamel chemistry and application, and the minimal 

explanation of substrate manufacture in the eighteenth-century. 

 

Enamel in Early Enlightenment Texts 

William Salmon’s (1644-1713) Polygraphice (1701) and Ephraim Chambers (1680-1740) 

Cyclopaedia, or, An Universal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences (1728) were two texts where 

enamel recipes featured heavily. Salmon’s Polygraphice: or, The arts of drawing, engraving, 

etching, limning, painting, washing, varnishing, gilding, colouring, dying, beautifying and 

perfuming […] (1672) was a particularly voluminous book, which, as the title describes, 

contained extensive descriptions of the preparation of media and techniques for a wide range 

of purposes. Salmon in his preface, and like many authors to follow, made bold proclamations, 

asserting that his work brought together in one publication, a hitherto unknown process, new 

methods of working, simplification and clarity to existing processes. However, despite enamel 

decorated gold being a popular style of artisanal work during the seventeenth-century, 

particularly in France and England, it was not until the eighth edition (1701) that Salmon 

considered that enamel warranted inclusion as a section, and drew special attention to it in his 

Postscript: 

 

‘The tenth book, containing XLIII. Chapters, is wholly new, there being exactly laid 
down, and in a succinct and brief Method, all the ways of Painting, Colouring and 
Staining of Glass, Crystal, Enamel and Gems, and the way of making Adulterate or 
Counterfeit Precious Stones so exact […]’ (Salmon, 1701, p. 32) 
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Figure 2.1: Flow chart, tracing similarities of content for enamel recipes in seventeenth and eighteenth-century 

texts. 

	

1612	-	L’Arte	Vetraria	by	Antonio	Neri	
	

Treatise	documents	Venetian	glass	processes.	Includes	recipes	for	making	
coloured	enamel	-	a	media	common	to	glass,	ceramics	and	enamel.	

1728	
Cyclopeadia		
Chambers	

(Contains	enamel	and	enamelling	entry)	

1762	

Diderot	

Recueil	de	Planches	[…]	

(Contains	plates	of	enamel	workshop,	kiln	and	tools)	

1751	

Encyclopédie	

Diderot	

(Contains	enamel	and	

enamelling	entry)	

Cited	source	of	
enamel	recipes	

	

1662	-	Art	of	Glass	by	Merrett	
	

	(English	translation	of	L’Arte	
Vetraria,	includes	Merrets	

experimental	testing	of	recipes)	

1679	-	Ars	Vitraria	by	Kunckel	
	

	(German	translation	of	L’Arte	
Vetraria,	includes	Kunckel’s	

experimental	testing	of	recipes)	

Unspecified	source	for	
enamel	recipes		

but	similar	to	Neri/Merret	
	

Unspecified	source	for	
painted	enamel	history	

	

Unspecified	source	for	
painted	enamel	process	

but	appears	to	be	
describing	17th	C	European	
painting	enamel	on	Gold	

	

Unspecified	source,	but	
content	similar	in	scope	

	

Cited	source	of	
enamel	recipes	

	

Unspecified	source	for	
painted	enamel	history	
but	could	be	Durand	as	
states	as	personal	friend	

	

Cited	source	of	
enamel	recipes	

	

Unspecified	source	for	
painted	enamel	process	

but	appears	to	be	
describing	17th	C	European	
painting	enamel	on	Gold	

	

1753	
Cyclopeadia		

Author	Chambers,	E.	Completed	and	
ed.	Scott,	G.L.	

(Contains	supplementary	information	–	
recipes	for	enamel	colours	and	spike	

oil)	

Cited	source	of	
enamel	recipes	

	

1701	–	Polygraphice	by	

William	Salmons		

8th	Edition	containing	Enamel	

/	Enamelling	section	

	

	(1st	edition	pub.	1672)	

1758	

Dossie,	R.	

Handmaid	to	the	Arts	[…]	-	1st	edition.	

(contains	specific	information	on	English	

Enamel)	

1756	

Taunay	

Memoire	sur	la	Peinture	en	Email	

(Contains	description	of	enamel	workshop)	

1796	

Dossie,	R.	

Handmaid	to	the	Arts	[…]	–	3rd	edition.	

(contains	specific	information	on	English	Enamel,	unchanged	from	1st	edition)	
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Whilst Salmon’s enamel entry appears of little relevance to the Staffordshire trade, preceding it 

by some 50 years, and describing enamel miniature painting on precious metal originating from 

mainland Europe, his work begins to reveal the emergence in publications of a set format that 

focuses principally on recipes for colours of striking similarity with Neri’s recipes. 

 

Some thirty years later Ephraim Chambers first published his ambitious Cyclopaedia, or, An 

Universal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences. This project which preceded Encyclopédie by some 

twenty years and is said to have inspired Diderot and d’Alembert’s work (Chambers' 

Cyclopaedia | The ARTFL Project, 2017). Like Polygraphice, this very substantial text 

attempted to capture information on a bewildering array of subjects, encapsulated in yet 

another lengthy title59.  

 

Enamel and Enamelling provides a sizeable entry in Chambers’ first edition, covering nearly 

two pages of what was a huge publication60. Where Salmon’s entry lacked structure, Chambers’ 

text attempted to present information in a more ordered manner. However, a summary of his 

entry, in the order given, perhaps reveals issues remained with this regard. 

 

The Enamel entry is divided into two sections: Enamels for Painting; Enamels used by 

Jewellers, Goldsmiths and Enamellers. Under the general section on Enamel, Chambers 

defines the term, summarises enamel’s chemical composition, and identifies enamel as the 

principal material required for three specific activities; the counterfeiting of stones; painting in 

enamel; and enamelling gold, silver and other metals. Under Painting in Enamel, he provides 

recipes for a range of enamel colours: ruddy brown, black, blue, red, and yellow. A recipe for 

white is omitted, merely referring the reader to those within the section Enamellers (on metal)61, 

which he notes is the same. The recipes provide information on chemistry and the preparation 

process and vary in complexity, some are detailed, as illustrated by this formula for Lake Red: 

                                                                            
59 The subtitle of the 1728 edition summarizes the scope of Chambers' project: Cyclopaedia, or, An universal dictionary 
of arts and sciences: containing the definitions of the terms, and accounts of the things signify'd thereby, in the several 
arts, both liberal and mechanical, and the several sciences, human and divine: the figures, kinds, properties, productions, 
preparations, and uses, of things natural and artificial; the rise, progress, and state of things ecclesiastical, civil, military, 
and commercial: with the several systems, sects, opinions, &c; among philosophers, divines, mathematicians, physicians, 
antiquaries, criticks, &c: The whole intended as a course of ancient and modern learning. Chambers' Cyclopaedia | The 
ARTFL Project (2017). Available at: https://artfl-project.uchicago.edu/content/chambers-cyclopaedia. 
60 Smith, K. (2014) Material goods, moving hands : perceiving production in England, 1700-1830. Manchester: 
Manchester University Press. Provides insight into the size of this book, revealing it to be so unwieldy it was clearly aimed 
for the homes of the wealthy rather than as a technical guide for use in the workshop.  
61 It is likely here that Chambers’ is differentiating between enamel painting on porcelain and enamel painting on 
enamelled metal.  
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 ‘is composed of fine Gold, dissolved in Aqua Regia62, with Sal Armoniac, or  common 
salt. The dissolution being completed, ‘tis put in a cucurbit63 with Spring Water and 
Mercury, o’er hot Sand for 24 hours. The powder remaining at the Bottom of the 
Cucurbit, when the Water is poured off, is ground up with double its Weight of Flower 
of Sulphur, and put in a Crucible over a gentle Fire. And when the Sulphur, which 
takes Fire, is exhaled, the red Powder remaining, is ground up with Rocaille.’ 
(Chambers, 1728, p. 305) 

 

While others receive only a cursory note, as illustrated by this description of an amber colour:  

 

 ‘White Copperas calcined64, makes a Colour much like the amber Colour used by the 
 Limners’ (Chambers, 1728, p. 305) 
 

Under the second entry Enamelling, two enamelling methods are described: Painting in 

Enamel and Enamelling by the Lamp (Chambers, 1728, pp. 305-306). The former is only 

relevant to this research; its description is somewhat muddled by the conflation of a description 

of a number of processes under one entry – champlevé and painting on enamel, a trait we see 

re-occur later in Diderot’s Encyclopédie. Focusing on the historical context for the art of 

Painting in Enamel, he describes the transferral of the process from ceramic to metal 

substrates, describing the Art as ‘being retrieved’ in Limoges65. He distinguishes between two 

methods, one that uses transparent enamel and one that employs opaque enamel. The former, 

he states, is ground and applied with water, requiring edges or borders of metal to prohibit 

migration of one colour into another during firing, a description of champlevé. The latter, he 

refers to as ‘thick enamel’ (the process more akin to that used by the South Staffordshire trade 

30 years later), providing an in-depth explanation of this process’ historical development and its 

application to a metal substrate. Cautionary notes on the chemical reactions between enamels 

and metal, both problematic and beneficial, resulting in colour changes are provided, 

particularly the necessity to coat copper with a layer of black enamel upon which silver leaf is 

applied as a base for coloured coats of painted enamel. Chambers provides context for his 

process descriptions, with an overview of historical developments, acknowledging the 

pioneering work of French enamellers of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries; 

                                                                            
62 Aqua Regia is a blend of Hydrochloric Acid and Nitric Acid at a ratio of 3:1, the mixture is used for dissolving Gold, 
Platinum and Palladium. 
63 Cucurbit is a bell-shaped chemistry flask made from the hard outer dried skin of a Squash. 
64 Calcination is the process of subjecting ground metals to prolonged intense heat to create metal oxide used as 
colouring agent in the enamel. 
65 The French city of Limoges has been synonymous with enamelling since the Middle Ages, from the twelfth to the 
fifteenth century producing champlevé and cloisonné before perfecting methods of coating gold and later copper with an 
overall coat of enamel that could be finely painted in further enamel. 
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Toutin, Dubie, Mortiere Pierre Chartier of Blois, and in England; Petitot, Bordier et al66. 

Reverting back to process: he reiterates that gold is the preferred metal and that copper has 

limitations; describes the importance of the metal being domed and the need to apply a ground 

coat front and back to create even tensions during firing; he provides a brief description of the 

furnace used to fire the work in; and states that painting enamel67 needs to be applied and fired 

on multiple occasions until the desired decorative effect is attained. 

 

A further edition was published in 1753, after his death 68 , which provided additional 

information to complement the first. This enamel entry is far shorter, covering only half a page 

in supplement 1. The section opens with a cautionary note to the reader of the problems of 

"adulterated oil of spike"69 (Chambers and Scott, 1753, p. ENA), particularly where the mixing 

of turpentine to the oil has occurred which, the encyclopaedia states, can discolour the enamel 

surface during the firing process. This observation we see re-appear in Handmaid to the Arts 

(Dossie, 1758, p. 303) and reveals a desire on the part of the authors to facilitate perfection 

through the more nuanced observations they provide. Next, a recipe is provided for the making 

‘common matter’ the core constituent of all enamels. Finally, a description of the content and 

making processes for a range of colours including black, azure, green, milk-white, purple and 

violet is provided. It is interesting to note that whilst no credit is provided for the source of 

enamel recipes in the first edition, in contrast, and perhaps reflecting the shift towards a more 

ordered means of codification of knowledge, those formulae for common matter and each of 

the colours described in the later edition are credited to Neri’s (1612), the author going as far 

as to direct the reader to a specific page.  

 

Diderot’s Encyclopédie -  the go-to Source for al l  Things Technical? 

The Encyclopédie ou dictionnnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des metiers of Diderot 

and d’Alembert covered some 17 volumes which were published between 1751 and 1772, and 

contain entries contributed by over a 130 individuals(The ARTFL Encyclopédie | ARTFL 

                                                                            
66 Toutin, Dubie, Mortiere Pierre Chartier of Blois, Petitot, Bordier were some of the most skilful artists working in 
enamel during this period, known for fine portraits and miniatures, painted in enamel on a white enamel coated precious 
metal base.  
67 Finely milled enamel mixed with oil of spike to make a painting medium for decorating enamel ground (usually white). 
68 Two supplementary volumes were published in 1753. The publishers initially employed John Lewis Scott and then Dr 
John Hill to edit papers amassed by Chambers, and to author new content themselves for these editions, however, it is 
unclear who the compiler of this additional enamel entry was. 
69 Thick, sticky oil, derived from Lavender, used as a medium to mix with enamel powder to create enamel paint. Or, used 
as an adhesive, painted on to the metal over which powdered enamel was sieved (sprinkled). 
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Encyclopédie Project, 2017). Enamel forms an extensive section within the Encyclopédie 70, the 

section bearing some similarities in terms of content to the work of Chambers, a fact 

overlooked by twentieth-century authors Hughes and Benjamin. A summary of the content 

reveals the nature of some of this duplication. 

 

Under the enamel entry, Diderot distinguishes three types of enamel practice; the making of 

imitation stones; painting with enamel; and enamelling by the lamp, the last two appearing to 

mirror Chamber’s format.  It is the section on painting with enamels that is of relevance to this 

research. Here, Diderot cites Kunckel’s (1679) translation of Neri as his primary source for 

enamel recipes (detail omitted from Hughes and Benjamin) providing a brief description of the 

making of ‘Common material for all kinds of enamel’, a series of formulae for a variety of 

colours.  

 

‘The Art of Painting on Enamel’ commences with a historical overview, near identical in scope 

to that of Chambers. However, Diderot’s gaze dwells far longer on the practices of seventeenth-

century European enamellers than his predecessor (Diderot et al., 1751, p. 5.536), providing 

an extensive reference to the talents of Zincke, Durand, Liotard and Rouquet. Next, the 

craftsmanship process is considered (Diderot et al., 1751, p. 5.537), Diderot again adopting a 

similar strategy to Chambers, by, rather confusingly, conflating descriptions of recipes and 

processes for two genres of enamelling: Champlevé and Painted Enamel. Concerning the 

former, considerable explanation is provided, describing the cutting of champlevés into a gold 

surface; the charging of the incised cells with enamel powder in wet form; and the subsequent 

firing technique involved. With regard to the latter, an explanation for the application of 

enamel on a copper surface and subsequent decoration with enamel paint is provided. Here, 

unlike Chambers, he describes the method of applying enamel directly to the copper surface 

positing no technical problems with this, revealing some technological advancement in the 

intervening years. First, he states the importance of shaping the copper into a dished form, 

describing the use of a mallet and steel punch to strike an indentation in the copper sheet that 

has been placed on top of a forgiving block of lead71. Next, he recounts the method of 

preparation and application of enamel media, however, what is unclear is whether this 

                                                                            
70 At the time of writing no translation for the enamel section from French appears to exist, and so translation software 
has been employed to undertake an analysis of this text. 
71 The doming of the metal substrate helps counter the effects of expansion and contraction exerted on the metal by the 
enamel as it heats and cools during the firing process, reducing the distorting effect this has on the metal.  
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description of enamel preparation concerns both of the enamel processes described earlier or 

one specifically. A source of heat is essential for the enameller in order to fuse the enamel 

media to the metal substrate. Here Diderot departs from Chambers considerably, providing a 

sizeable descriptive section on the furnace (Diderot et al., 1751, p. 5.538). His explanative 

narration describes the complex methods of laying Beech charcoal within the furnace walls; the 

fixing of a clay muffle (the firing chamber) inside the furnace; the means to ignite the fuel and 

check its temperature; and the method of firing the enamel within the muffle. To aid 

interpretation, he directs the reader to the two finely engraved plates published 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Plate 1 of Peinture en Email, from Recueil des 

Planches […] (1765) visualisation of the enameller at work (top 

left) applying enamel, (top right) firing in the furnace, and 

(bottom) the anatomy of the furnace used. Source: 

www.planches.eu (2017). 
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in a separate publication, Recueil des Planches, sur Les Sciences, Les Arts Libéraux et Les Arts 

Méchaniques, Avec Leur Explication (Diderot, 1762). In this, two engravings provide visual 

information to complement the written explanation of Encyclopédie. The first plate (Fig. 2.2) is 

divided into two sections that focus on the artisans’ ‘workshop’ and the furnace. One section 

depicts the furnaces’ anatomy, the other its use. This section provides a visualisation of the 

workplace setting as an opulent eighteenth-century room. Deep windows provide light for the 

enameller to paint or charge a champlevé; a second artisan works at the furnace, situated within 

a fireplace. A second plate (Fig 2.3) provides a visual inventory of the hand tools and 

equipment used in both enamelling processes: brushes to apply enamel; stones and mortars for 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Plate 2 of Peinture en Email from Recueil des 

Planches […](1765) illustrating a diagram of the tools for 

preparing, applying and firing enamel. Source: www.planches.eu 

(2017). 
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grinding enamel media; a box for hot ashes to dry enamels over; and tongs to place the work 

into the furnace.  At this juncture, Diderot has described the preparation of an enamelled 

domed metal blank, counter enamelled (enamel applied to the front and back to counter 

distortion), describing the preparation of a virgin surface on which the decoration will be 

painted.  Methods of remedying any imperfections in the pure white surface in readiness for 

decorating are described. Next, the method of painting with enamel colours are revealed, 

indicating to the reader that though the recipes are secret (Diderot et al., 1751, p. 5.539), they 

are contained in the article on porcelain. At this point, in contrast to previous publications, 

Diderot focuses the readers’ attention on the knowledge that could enable them to re-enact the 

enamel process successfully. He suggests that it is necessary to become conversant with the way 

colours behave during the firing process, by making metal test plaques, each numbered and 

painted with different colours, to aid recollection and decision making when enamel painting is 

undertaken in the future. Next, he describes how to mix enamel with lavender oil (as a painting 

medium), the use of a glass sheet backed by white paper as a palette for colour mixing, the 

need to outline the design on the pre-prepared enamel blank in red and evaporating the oil by 

placing it over hot coals before firing. This is followed by a description of how to paint the 

design into this outline with different colours and fire, repeating this up to five times.  

Throughout he articulates the danger to the enamel, blisters, over-firing leading to loss of 

colour, that can occur at each firing stage and the anxiety that this causes in the artisan, alluding 

to his skill and judgement in knowing how long the work needs in the furnace. Having 

provided the reader with instruction on the process, he provides a survey of enamel colours, 

metals that when calcined creates their colour, their visual qualities and respective attributes 

and uses, and the colours that can and cannot be mixed. 

 

Whilst there are striking similarities between Encyclopédie and the earlier work of Chambers, 

most notably in the three subject areas covered, the historical overview of the evolution in 

European Enamelling and the focus on enamel media preparation and application, Diderot’s 

or his contributors’ work, clearly provides a more insightful recounting of the enamel process 

than his predecessors' publications, which is considerably aided by the addition of imagery 

purporting to depict the workplace, the tools used and craftsman engaged in process. 

 

It is this imagery, however, that perhaps makes it apparent that Diderot’s portrayal may not be 

truly authentic even of the French enamelling trade. The image reveals a scene that one would 
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not usually associate with a workshop, that is benches, a clutter of tools and materials, the 

austere wall and floors associated with a utilitarian building, but what appears to be a plush 

domestic interior: panelled walls, curtains and an elegant fireplace. This interior décor seems at 

odds with the act of fusing enamel on to metal, with the fiery furnace situated close to 

flammable drapes and woodwork. This researcher’s analysis of this image, a deconstruction of 

the visual in relation to the craftsman’s activities, considers the size and position of the furnace 

on the floor and the difficulty in operation this would cause; the incompatible nature of smuts 

from the furnace with the need for pristine cleanliness during the application of enamel; and 

this seems to indicate considerable sanitisation of this scene.  

 

Two authors provide evidence that could explain why this image lacks authenticity. Sennett in 

The Craftsman (Sennett, 2008) provides us with two insights that may provide an explanation. 

He reveals that Diderot wanted to put ‘manual pursuits on an equal footing with mental labors’ 

(Sennett, 2008, p. 91) through his publication and so images were sanitised or constructed to 

elevate the status of the craftsman, to eradicate detail that may reveal the true poor working 

conditions (Sennett, 2008, pp. 98 - 99). Secondly, Diderot was engaged in an explanation of 

artisan processes to his readership and so recognised the necessity of clarity in his depictions, 

focussing on the key stages of a process in order to attempt to communicate and illuminate the 

tacit skills of the craftsman (Sennett, 2008, p. 95). Furthermore, Kate Smith in Material Goods, 

Moving Hands (2014, p. 43) provides a more prosaic explanation. Citing J.R Pannabecker’s 

(Pannabecker, 1998) observations, she reveals that artists who were sent out to capture the 

workshop scenes often had little understanding of the process they were sent to document and 

consequently missed nuanced critical detail in the images they created. 

 

Furthermore, the inclusion of one of the first coloured prints depicting what appears to be a 

similar furnace as that of Dossie’s, within a more acceptable depiction of a workshop belonging 

to M. Taunay that featured in Memoire sur la peinture en émail (Taunay, 1756)72, appears to 

reinforce this researcher’s analysis. Consequently, Diderot’s image of the enameller at work 

(Fig 2.4), one which we see migrate to English texts, appearing in the Encyclopaedia Britannica 

                                                                            
72 Sarah Lowengard critiques this image and the accompanying eighteenth-century essay that featured in Gautier’s 
Observations, an eighteenth-century periodical, in Lowengard, S. (2011) 'Coloured printed illustrations in eighteenth-
century periodicals.', in Ionescu, C. (ed.) Book illustration in the long eighteenth century : reconfiguring the visual 
periphery of the text. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars. The eighteenth-century article summarises enamel 
painting techniques by French enameller Taunay. Lowengard surmises that it provides a printed form of factory tour 
through words and image. 
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edition of 1771 ('The Method of Painting in Enamel,' 2000, pp. 36-38) and then in Susan 

Benjamin’s account of English Painted enamel (1978, p. 12) should not be considered a useful 

point of reference to the processes employed in the workshops of the English painted enamel 

trade or an accurate depiction of a workshop environment.  

 

 
Figure 2.4: Section of Plate 2 of Peinture en Email from Recueil des Planches […] (1765). Illustration of an 

‘opulent’ enamelling workshop. Source: www.planches.eu (2017). 

 

 

 

 

The Brit ish Trade: Treatise, Dossie’s ‘The Handmaid to the Arts’ 

The inclusion of extensive entries on the art of enamelling in the late seventeenth and 

eighteenth-century encyclopaedias serves to illustrate the popularity of Enamel in its different 

guises, particularly painting enamel in England and continental Europe at this time. However, 

information on enamelling was not the sole preserve of these texts.  The publication of treatises 

in the eighteenth-century were identified by their authors to provide a more explicit explanation 

of materials, tools and processes, designed for the advancement of scientific, technological or 

artisanal professions. However, while treatises often stated this aim whether they were used or 

intended for this purpose is disputed by contemporary researches. Kate Smith (2014, p. 30) 
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summarises different perspectives on their true purpose prevalent amongst contemporary 

scholars. Citing Berg, Mokyr and Harris she is sceptical that these documents were an adequate 

means to pass on in-depth technical knowledge of the making processes of and for the 

development of trades, suggesting that the real purpose, like the encyclopaedia, was primarily 

for the consumption and exhibiting prestige amongst the affluent and interested genteel and 

landed gentry.  

 

Regardless of these reasons however, enamelling featured in a number of eighteenth-century 

treatises and technical dictionaries, for example, Commercium philosophico-technicum; or, the 

philosophical commerce of arts: designed as an attempt to improve arts, trades, and 

manufactures (Lewis, 1763) and The Valuable secrets in arts and trades: OR, Approved 

Directions from the best Artists (Valuable secrets in arts and trades: OR, Approved Directions 

from the best Artists [...], 1791). However, by far the most extensive description and 

explanation of materials and processes, explicitly targeted at supporting the development of a 

burgeoning enamel painting industry in England, was the treatise, The Handmaid to the Arts 

(Dossie, 1758), produced by Robert Dossie (1717-1777) 73  for The Society for the 

Encouragement of Arts, Manufacture and Commerce, of which subsequent editions followed 

in 1777 and 1796.   

 

It was a compilation of processes and techniques involved in three areas of the arts: of the 

painting of pictures; of processes and devices to aid image reproduction and the creation of 

designs; and of the various process for embellishing surfaces including gilding, silvering and 

japanning of materials.  

 

In the preface, he illuminates his motivation for compiling the treatise. He bemoans the 

increased costs of English labour, and the strong position of France for producing objects of 

taste, he advocates a need for a shift within English manufacturing, underpinned by knowledge 

of artistic skills, in order to compete for the new markets for the luxury goods of fashion, taste 

and discernment desired by the English and European polite society. Then he outlines the 

main artisanal areas he will explain, providing a summary of the materials and processes to be 

considered in each. Enamel forms a substantial section within Part I on painting. He provides 

                                                                            
73 Gibbs, F. W. (2006) 'Robert Dossie (1717 –1777) and the society of arts', Annals of Science, 7(2), pp. 149-172., 
provides useful information on Dossie’s background, his birth and early life in Sheffield, interest in chemistry and his 
literary skills and his work with the Society of Arts. 
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justification for its inclusion pronouncing it as one of the trades that could meet this growing 

demand for luxury items: 

 

 ‘The assisting in the cultivation of the art of enamelling here was indeed one 
 principal object of the design of this book : as that art is very materially interesting to us 
at present ; being become the basis of a manufacture, from which we may expect great 
advantages’. (Dossie, 1758, p. XI) 

 

Having made an economic justification he conforms to the protocol for eighteenth-century 

authors, indulging in a particularly scathing critique of named and unnamed texts that precede 

his treatise as a means to aggrandise the importance of his own. Describing “Cyclopedias, and 

Encyclopaedias and other dictionaries” as “ostentatious”; disparaging the “French Dictionary 

now publishing” (Dossie, 1758, p. XXII) for not, as he saw it, including the innovative 

processes prevalent in France at that time; and also criticises the over-reliance on past and out-

dated sources and a lack of discernment when checking the contemporary relevance of 

material to include. In contrast, he asserts the information in his publication is reliable and 

relevant because it has been observed or tested by himself, or by the judgement of persons who 

practice them (Dossie, 1758, p. XXIV). 

 

Dossie’s section on Enamelling differs from those in Cyclopedia and Encyclopédie by focusing 

solely on Painting Enamel and as such is much more extensive covering 80 pages. However, he 

appears to have borrowed the format established by past authors, focusing on the preparation 

of enamel media, its application and the means to fire the enamel – the furnaces. Divided into 

eight sections: we see rational thinking at play.  

 

The first section ‘Of the general nature of enamel painting’ (Dossie, 1758, p. 228) provides an 

introduction. First he identifies four classes of material as being required: flux, described as 

hard (High temperature) and soft (low temperature) material required to melt onto the 

substrate; grounds that use hard flux to create a high melting base coat enamel on which 

decoration can be applied; colour, being a combination of soft flux and colouring agent to 

make glass pigment; and a secondary vehicle, a liquid carrier used to apply the enamel powder 

to the ground as paint (the oil of spike or lavender oil referred to earlier). Borrowing from 

Diderot and Chambers before: he boasts how his text will explain the processes which he states 

have hitherto not been widely known, having been limited to the Venetians and artisans of 

Dresden. He explains how the firing process is critical and encourages experimentation in 
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order to gain mastery.  

 

The second section focuses on the ‘Apparatus or sets of utensils for the preparing and laying 

on the grounds and colours in enamel painting’ (Dossie, 1758, p. 233). Here general 

equipment is listed and explained, from small hand tools: such as brushes, sieves, tongs, to 

large items: crucibles and furnaces for calcining and preparing constituent parts of the enamels, 

and enamelling the metal substrate. In this section he provides a complex description of the 

construction of furnaces, distinguishing small-scale production from larger-scale production. 

Drawing the reader’s attention to the former requiring a kiln with a muffle and the latter 

needing to be constructed to accept coffins74 in which multiple pieces of work could be fired, 

providing our first indication of the British scaled up production.  

 

The third and fourth sections focus on: the constituent materials of fluxes, and colours; and 

flux and colour preparation. First, fluxing agents are described accompanied by their 

characteristics for use, for example, red lead created a soft flux, suitable for grounds and 

colours, but hindered by a yellow hue; while borax created softer fluxes. Then recipes for 

colours are presented (an explanation of what the different metals and minerals can produce in 

terms of colours), for example, calcined75 tin produced white, while zaffer (cobalt) was the basis 

for blacks, blues, greens and purples. Some recipes involve complex combinations of 

levigation76 or precipitation and calcination in their preparation, for instance, gold dissolved in 

aqua regia and mixed with mercury to produce reds and crimsons. Occasionally Dossie 

intersperses his prose with a critique of Merrett’s experiments or Neri’s recipes, illuminating 

differences or improvement developed through his own experimentation.  

 

Having explained flux and colour manufacture, section five narrates the composition and 

preparation of white grounds77, together with an indication of hardness and suggestions for their 

use. Formulae are numbered for ease of reference in following recipes. Here he begins to 

                                                                            
74 The term Coffin appears to be enamel terminology for a saggar used in the ceramics industry. It is a box made from a 
mixture of refractory clay, in which ware would be placed during the firing process to safeguard it from the contaminating 
effects of fumes from the coal fire. Dossie described coffins as being of length 10”, width 6” and height 7” with columns 
to allow a tray to be inserted to allow two layers of enamels in one box, thereby scaling up production. 
75 Calcining is the process of heating to a high temperature mineral of metals, without fusing. The process effects colour 
change, creating material that can then act as a staining agent either individually or mixed with other material. 
76 Levigation is the process of grinding insoluble material. 
77 The Painted Enamel genre essentially relies on the application of a layer of enamel that coats the entire metal surface, 
front and back, this then provides a surface upon which to apply subsequent coats of coloured enamel decoration (painted 
or printed). These base coats are referred to as the ground coat.  
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make useful craftsmanship observations. For example in one recipe “Composition of a very 

soft white enamel for common purposes.” (1758, p. 279). He suggests that it is ideal as a 

ground: 

 

 ‘it can be worked with a much less heat ; and consequently is both more easy to be 
managed, and less liable to give occasion to the warping or calcining78 the metal plates, 
or other bodies, on which it laid’. (Dossie, 1758, p. 280) 

 

Continuing on the explanatory journey from the broad to the specific, section six concerns 

recipes for making coloured enamels for painting. Referring back to previous recipes, Dossie 

explains how to make a broad palette of colours, giving each an identification number. Recipes 

for primary colours are given first: five reds; five blues; nine yellows. Secondary colours follow: 

six greens; four oranges; four purples. Often here the secondary colours are composed of 

primary colours already listed, their number providing identification, alongside ratios and 

weights required to make the recipe, for example: 

 

 ‘Compositions of a bright transparent green by mixture. No 22. Take of the Yellow No 
13. And of the blue No 8. Equal parts. Levigate them well together for use’. (Dossie, 
1758, p. 295) 
 

Throughout, perceived useful information is provided, including the cost of the colour, its 

particular sensitivity to heat, or its potential application.  

 

Having equipped the craftsman with the knowledge to make enamel ground and colour the 

final two sections explain the means to melt this vitreous material on to a surface. The 

penultimate section explains methods of applying the powdered enamel ground to the metal. 

One utilises oil of spike, mixed with the enamel powder allowing it to be applied to the metal 

surface by brush; the other uses the oil painted on the metal to provide a tacky surface over 

which the enamel powder could be sieved and adheres. This section provides the reader with 

more craftsmanship understanding than has been presented elsewhere in the text. He explains 

the importance of creating a form to the metal, and the need to enamel all surfaces to mitigate 

against heat distortion.  He then explains how the enamel objects could be fired in fixed muffle 

                                                                            
78 The term calcining can be used in two contexts by enamellers, the first as referred to early concerns affecting colour 
change of mineral/metal matter through heating to create a staining agent to produce enamel colour. The second context 
refers to the calcining of the metal substrate upon which enamel has been applied. Heating of the metal during the firing 
process can result in the generation of an unwanted coloured stain in the enamel surface. 
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kilns, in coffins and on an open hearth. He gives detail on how ware should be loaded into the 

coffins, and placed into the furnace, including methods of using a peel79 and tongs to place the 

boxes and retrieve them from the firing chamber. Finally, he suggests that greater attentiveness 

is required when firing the decorative enamel coatings to ensure against loss at this stage. The 

final section ‘Of the manner of laying on and burning the enamel colours’ (Dossie, 1758, p. 

308) concerns the decorative stage: application of painting enamel for decorating the ground 

coated surface. Given the depth of explanation provided on previous topics this section is a 

comparatively meagre offering and contrasts starkly with Diderot’s section on the same subject. 

Where Diderot appeared to recognise the process as complex, requiring great artistry and skill 

to create the decorative surface that ultimately gave the object its value, Dossie appears not to 

recognise this. As a consequence Dossie’s explanation is short, just over a page in length, 

simply advising the reader on how to create a painting medium, to only mix what is needed and 

then instructions to burn80 the enamel as described in the previous section.  

 

Summary of Eighteenth-Century Technical Writ ing 

What relevance do these eighteenth-century encyclopaedia and treatises have in relation to 

providing insight into the English trade in the mid-eighteenth century? Charting the lineage of 

the enamel recipes reveals how the foundation for Dossie's ‘Authoritative’ English work owes 

its origins to an earlier time and discipline: figure 2.1 (see: page 73) illustrating the chronology 

and interconnected nature of these texts. However, this researcher is not asserting that this does 

not mean these enamel recipes were not those that were used and perhaps modified by the 

English trade. However, concerning this research, charting the borrowing of this knowledge 

and revealing its representation in successive works from 1662 to 1751 not only shows the 

source of these recipes but more importantly, reveals the establishment of a format that 

focused on enamel media preparation and application subsequently adopted by Dossie. This is 

critical because this preoccupation could also have been a contributing factor that resulted in 

subsequent authors’ omission of crucial detail, whether intentionally or unintentionally, 

specifically relating to the more complex forms made by the English trade in London and 

particularly in South Staffordshire from the 1750s onwards.  

 

To this contemporary researcher, comparing the complex objects explored during primary 

data collection in museums, such as the candlesticks, square, oval and animal-shaped boxes, 
                                                                            
79 A shovel-like tool with a wide, flat head used to place or retrieve coffins from the firing chamber of a furnace. 
80 Burn is an old term to describe firing an enamel object in a furnace or kiln. 
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inkwells, and reflecting on their method of making in relation to Dossie’s texts, it becomes 

apparent that reference to, or explanation of, the process of complex copper box construction 

needed to make these items is conspicuous by its absence. This seems at odds with Dossie’s 

original assertion that his work concerns the development of enamelling in Britain, and raises 

the question as to why this was. Was it indicative that knowledge was gathered close to his then 

London home and the Royal Society and so his knowledge was limited to what occurred there? 

It appears, however, that the famed Janssen enamel works at York House, Battersea was 

operational between 1753-56 (Rackham, 1932b) and therefore it seems likely that they were 

making boxes at this location that were more elaborate than merely dished plaques, even if they 

were not making the more complex items Rackham and other twentieth-century authors 

(summarised in chapter 1) attributed to South Staffordshire. Or, is Dossie’s elaborate 

explanation of kiln and coffin indicative of activity at this works81, but that his unawareness of 

the critical fabrication of the copper substrate be explained because this was undertaken off-

site, even as far away as the Midlands, and delivered ‘in the white’ for decoration in London? 

(Watney, 1966b, p. 88)82.  Perhaps then printed material rooted more in the locality could 

provide insight. 

 

 

2.2.2  ‘Local’  Eighteenth-Century Writing: Travelogues, Directories and 

Gazettes 

 

The publication of information during the eighteenth-century was not just confined to 

encyclopaedias, and treatises of which there was a proliferation during the period. Other 

printed material, including; trade magazines, commercial dictionaries and topographical 

surveys; provided a means to formally document and codify the rapidly changing 

manufacturing landscape.  The dissemination of knowledge and the cultivation of its 

consumption was not only driven by philosophical and commercial factors but was also seen as 

                                                                            
81 Judith Crouch, Keeper of Enamels at the V&A presented a paper to the ECC in 2003 based on her visit to an 
archaeological survey undertaken at the site of Jansen’s York House factory. Her summary reveals that the archaeologists 
had uncovered the brick foundation of a furnace, and fragments of coffins, which seems to validate the descriptions of 
furnaces and related paraphernalia described by Dossie. See Crouch, J. (2005) York House, Battersea: finds from the 
Excavation of the Enamel Manufactory site. ECC Transactions. Vol. 19, No 1. Available at: 
http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/539 (Accessed: 3rd November. 
2015).  
82  Bernard Watney in a paper to the ECC in 1964 suggests this as a possibility, and given other products from Midlands 
industries were transported to London this does not seem impossible. 
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fashionable by the genteel and elite. Owning and consuming printed literature on scientific and 

technological development projected sophistication amongst their peers. Alongside reading 

these formal texts, individuals attended scientific lectures, exhibitions and participated in 

industrial tourism (Smith, 2014, p. 17).  Trade directory entries and topographic surveys aided 

the tourist in making factory visits. Some of these visitors documented the wonders that they 

witnessed in informal personal writings - travelogues. Whilst the enamel industry seems to have 

attracted few visitors when compared to say the ceramics trade, two personal recordings 

provide useful witness accounts of the goings on within two Midlands manufactories: those of 

the Swedish industrial tourist Reinhold Angerstein who visited the South Staffordshire trade a 

number of times between 1753 and 1755 (Angerstein, 2001); and Lady Shelburne’s visit to 

John Taylors Birmingham works. For the contemporary scholar these writings, rooted in the 

local, are a useful adjunct to the formal, and, in the context of this research, provides perhaps 

more insightful information for contemporary scholars into the processes used within the trade.  

 

English Painted Enamel: Trade Directories,  Topographic Surveys etc.  

Directories listed tradesmen active in different types of professions, and some included 

complementary ‘useful’ information relating to the towns they covered. Facts such as market 

days, waggon and coach destinations, departure times and points, could be included. Some 

compendiums focused on providing information for those considering future careers (Table. 

1), providing the reader with an overview of the skills required for different trades, 

accompanied by tabulated information listing cost of apprenticeships and possible financial 

reward (Kearsley, 1786).  
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Table 1: Listing Enameller’s potential earnings from Kearsley’s Table of trades […], (Kearsley, G, 1786, pg. 9), 

printed for George Kearsley, at Johnson’s-Head, No. 46, in Fleet Street (London): Eighteenth Century Collections 

Online. Available at:  http://tinyurl.galegroup.com.ezproxy.bcu.ac.uk/tinyurl/6zCea1 (Accessed: 27/1/17), Gale 

Document Number: CW3304585416. 

 

 

 

 

 

A comparison of some of these trade directories covering the Midlands begins to provide both 

insights into the locus of enamel manufacturing in the Birmingham and the South Staffordshire 

area and possible distinctions between different branches of the enamelling trade during the 

eighteenth-century. Bailey’s Northern Directory (Bailey, 1781) and Bailey’s Western and 

Midland Directory (Bailey, 1783) makes a distinction in the nomenclature used. The Northern 

Directory lists two individuals working in Birmingham, Godfrey and Richards, under 

“Enameller”. However in the Western and Midland Directory different terminology is used to 

identify those working in the trade; in Wednesbury, Johnson and Wilkes, and Bilston, Isaac 

Beckett and Son., and Mary Perry are listed as “Enameller in general” whilst John Green is 

described as “Enameller”. In addition, The Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Walsall, Dudley, 

Bilston and Willenhall Directory (The Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Walsall, Dudley, 
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Bilston, and Willenhall Directory; or, merchant and tradesman's useful companion: containing 

An historical Account of Birmingham, [...], 1780) makes a distinction using two terminology. 

Here, three listings are made: Bickley, Isaac Beckitt and Thomas Perrey under ‘enamelled box 

maker’ 83  and John Green as ‘buckle maker and enameller’. These nuanced distinctions 

differentiate between the specialist enameller and an individual engaged in a number of trades.  

 

For those that wished to engage in industrial tourism topographical surveys (Tunnicliff, 1787) 

documented the useful information required, providing the traveller with road maps (Fig. 2.5), 

showing the principal routes, the main towns passed and mileage points.  

 

 
Figure 2.5: Map showing proximity of Bilston and Wednesbury to Birmingham from A topographical survey of 

the counties of Stafford, Chester, and Lancaster [...], (Tunnicliff, W, 1787, pg. 5), printed and sold by E. Snelson: 

sold also by Mr. B. Law, Bookseller, and Messrs. Woodman & Co. Engravers, London; and by the Principal 

Booksellers in the above Counties (London): Eighteenth Century Collections Online. Available at: 

http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/6zCnL6 (Accessed: 26/1/17), Gale Document 

Number: GALE|CW0102891842. 

 

 

 

                                                                            
83 The term enamelled box maker may allude to workshops where large three-dimensional ware was made, and perhaps 
substrate manufacture was in-house. 
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Aris’s Gazette 

Other local sources provide brief but useful insight into the enamel trade, particularly the 

importance of the trade in South Staffordshire. Extensive research into its history undertaken 

by twentieth-century authors - Charleston (1966a), Cope (1980), Benton (1970), and Watney 

(1966a) - highlight valuable advertisements pertaining to the trade that appeared in Aris’s 

Gazette, a leading Birmingham newspaper of the eighteenth-century (Aris's Birmingham 

Gazette in British Newspaper Archive, 2017). These reveal evidence of the scaled-up 

production methods being used by the Bilston trade and the high regard in which these 

enamellers were held at the time. Charleston (1966a, p. 70) reveals one advert placed on the 23 

September 1751 by the Birmingham enamel painter and colour manufacturer Abraham 

Seeman. His advert offers for sale enamel colours, particularly a distinctive rose colour, which 

it proudly states ‘Most of the eminent Painters of Birmingham, Wednesbury and BILSTON 

have made use of the above colours to their satisfaction’. An advert placed in Aris’s (Cope, 

1980, p. 49) reveals the nature of scaled-up production in the area through a sale notice of 

workshop premises. The notice describes a workshop, which it notes has within the sale ‘a pair 

of millstones, two mills for grinding enamel, a dressing mill and several other instruments of a 

like kind’. This last notice is of interest because of the work the 1980’s historian Cope 

undertook in mapping the key families involved in the Bilston enamel trade, principally 

through an in-depth investigation of sources such as local parish records84, trade directories, and 

Aris’s Gazette. He suggests that this advert may be for enamelling premises that once belonged 

to the early enameller Dovey Hawksford, which he then surmises was purchased by the Bickley 

family85. Furthermore, Cope reveals within his text, the location of many of the enamellers in 

and around Bilston. This researcher’s analysis: plotting each workshop location on an early 

nineteenth-century map; triangulating their position with descriptions of the directional journey 

Angerstein took and the enamel factories he visited (see section to follow), revealed interesting 

detail. This process revealed that because they were situated in the same location between 

Bilston and Wolverhampton the Bickley works or the premises of Ames, located at Priestfield, 

were most likely to have been the ones visited by Angerstein. 

 

 

                                                                            
84 Some key information revealed by Cope comes from the parish records of a local Bilston priest during the early time of 
the Bilston enamel trade. The priest, Ames was an enameller himself and he appears to have added details in his records of 
births, marriages and deaths that provided Cope with an insight into the key families involved in the trade. 
85 The Bickley and the Beckett families were those with the biggest enamelling workshops in Bilston, and it is thought 
they were responsible for the manufacture of the more elaborate ware for which the area is known. 
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South Staffordshire Enamel: Angerstein’s Witness Accounts 

England’s rapid technological development in the eighteenth-century gave rise to industrial 

tourism. The tourists took two principal guises.  The first were members of genteel society, 

indulging in the new fashion for participating in different forms of ‘knowledge consumption’. 

Members of the public undertook factory tours to witness at first hand the new wonders of 

industrial production; recording what they saw, as a means to project sophistication amongst 

peers. The second concerned industrial espionage, and saw rival manufacturers or individual 

aspirant industrialists, or states, attempting to develop economic advantage by appropriating 

new technologies or different ways of working from their competitors. England and Wales’s 

rapid technological development during the 1700s drew much interest from Europe and as 

such attracted such industrial tourists from near and far. An entry describing Birmingham in 

The Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Walsall, Dudley, Bilston and Willenhall Directory 

describes how the city should be a principal destination:  

 

 ‘The concourse of Nobility, gentry, merchants and traders (as well foreigners as natives) 
who are continually coming hither, either for motives of curiosity or traffick is very 
great. The mere spectator, seems pleased with the number, but the man of Science and 
discernment, expresses his admiration of the ingenuity and productions of our artists.’ 
(The Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Walsall, Dudley, Bilston, and Willenhall 
Directory; or, merchant and tradesman's useful companion: containing An historical 
Account of Birmingham, [...], 1780, p. xx)  
 

For both the genteel tourists and the industrial spy, the recording of observations in diaries and 

letters became an important part of the activity. For the industrial spy, detailed catalogues of 

what they had seen were created for their own reference or their sponsor on their return home. 

Concerning the enamel trade, two documents provide the contemporary scholar with insight 

into enamel craftsmanship processes used in the Midlands’ trades. Lady Shelburne’s visit to 

John Taylor’s Birmingham works typifies the former. While the entry is considered important 

for providing insight into an eighteenth-century factory, in the context of this research its focus 

on decoration makes it less valuable. However, another industrial tourist, Reinhold Rücker 

Angerstein visited the Midlands and provides useful detail.   

 

Angerstein, a Swede, travelled to England and Wales between 1753 and 1755, with the 

principal purpose of recording the rapid industrial advancements occurring in the iron industry 
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in England and Wales at that time86. His diaries survive and were translated into English 

(Angerstein, 2001). Although his principal focus was on the iron industry and related activities, 

he took a particularly holistic view in his mapping, documenting a wide variety of other 

industries, and English society and culture in general.  

 

Some entries were particularly detailed, and notes were accompanied by illustrations, 

documenting: tools and machinery; diagrams of products at different stages of manufacture; 

locations and quality of mineral deposits and methods of extraction. Also, notes were made on 

factory layouts explaining the interconnected nature of processes and industries; the gender, 

skill base and pay rates within the workforce; and costs of finished products and routes to 

market.  

 

Within his writings, the enamelling industries of South Staffordshire, Bilston and Wednesbury 

received four short mentions. The first concerned Bilston, made during his visit to the town on 

the 10th April 1754, where he describes it as having factories involved in enamelled work. A 

second entry made the next day concerns a Bilston enamel works and is of more interest, 

providing some insight into the eighteenth-century production process employed: 

 

 ‘In one farmhouse between Bilston and Wolverhampton there was a factory for snuff-
boxes and other enamelled work, where a large number of women were employed in 
preparing the enamel, dipping the copper sheets and painting. They were also occupied 
in firing and tempering the enamel, which took place in a kiln equipped with a muffle. 
The kiln had to be watched carefully to ensure that the flame from the coal did not 
reach the enamel objects. Later I saw a factory making the same things in Wednesbury 
and there was also a large number of them in Bilston. The boxes fetch good prices 
when sold, according to the quality of the painting. A discount of 15 per cent is allowed 
if one takes a dozen or more.’  (Angerstein, 2001, p. 47) 

 

Then on the 13th April that year he visited an enamel works in the nearby town of Wednesbury, 

noting: 

 

 ‘I was then shown a factory for enamelled snuffboxes which had been started in 
Wednesbury some years before. Mostly women and young girls were employed here, 
busy with painting, glazing, firing of enamel and other work. One could buy here a 

                                                                            
86 England’s rapid cultural, economic and industrial growth in the 1600s resulted in an explosion in the consumption of 
bar iron, this demand which could not be met by domestic suppliers was principally met by Sweden. During the 1700s 
Sweden became increasingly nervous about its position as the principal exporter to England, partly from competition 
from Russia and America and partly from technical advancements in England and Wales. 
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pretty enamelled snuffbox for 2s. 6d and larger ones, according to the size, for 4, 5, 6 to 
8 shillings. If one bought half-a-dozen at one time, a discount of 2s 6d in the pound was 
allowed.’ (Angerstein, 2001, p. 52) 

 

Angerstein made a final visit as he passed through Bilston in the Autumn of 1754 and noted: 

 

 ‘Here are also workshops for enamelled boxes made of copper sheets, which are 
stamped in dies of various shapes. Lacquered boxes of iron sheets are also made 
around here. All these wares are sold at high prices, the actual figures depending on the 
pattern and the novelty-value of inventiveness displayed by the painting, enamelling or 
lacquering’. (Angerstein, 2001, p. 345) 
 

Angerstein’s observations are useful, though they may be lacking in the technical detail of the 

encyclopaedia. However, they do give a clear and concrete reference point to some of the key 

enamel craftsmanship processes being employed at the moment of his passing: copper is 

confirmed as being dipped; coal muffle kilns being employed for firing; dies used to stamp 

copper sheets.  Also, information on other industries provides an insight into the common 

technologies being used such as rolling mills for making sheet copper, accounts of glass 

production, and the mining of fire-clay87 in Stourbridge, that could have provided the materials 

for muffles and enamel respectively. 

 

Comparing Angerstein’s localised observations reveals two contradictions when compared to 

Dossie’s assertions. Firstly, with regards to the means of firing the enamelware, Angerstein 

observes muffle kilns being used in workshops and clearly being used in the context of scaled-

up production, while Dossie’s suggests the use of coffin furnaces for this 88 . Secondly, 

concerning the method of coating metal with enamel, presumably as the ground, where he 

observes copper being dipped in enamel, whereas Dossie considers sieving enamel powder 

over oil of spike or mixing the oil with the powder to allow application by brush as the means 

to coat copper blanks. However, perhaps what is more interesting is that, like Dossie before, 

there is a distinct lack of reference to any observations of copper substrate manufacture 

observed on his visits to multiple workshops across Bilston and Wednesbury. This emerging 

pattern of absence raises the question as to why and does it provide evidence of outsourcing of 

                                                                            
87 A ceramic that can withstand high temperatures without distortion or fracture used to make coffins, muffles and 
crucibles for preparation of enamel. 
88 For more information on muffle and coffin furnace construction and use please see: Grayson, J. 'South Staffordshire 
enamel - HOW...did they make that? The value of contemporary craftsmanship in revealing (absent) 18th century 
metalworking skills in literary sources.', Making Futures V, Plymouth: Plymouth College of Art. A copy of which is in 
Appendix G. 
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this aspect of the trade? And, is this why Angerstein did not observe it?  

 

2.2.3  South Staffordshire Enamel: A Victorian Historian Records a 

Witness Account 

 

Eighteenth-century literature, created during the living memory of the trade, appears to lack 

specificity in relation to craftsmanship skills – tools, materials and processes - associated with 

the South Staffordshire Enamel trade, and though the writing rooted in the locale provides 

more clues to the overall process, such as divisions of labour, and brief references concerning 

metal substrate manufacture, these lack sufficient detail to understand the likely complexities 

involved in this aspect of the trade. In addition, the literature search has exhausted the likely 

eighteenth and early nineteenth-century sources where this information could be documented. 

However, when the trade ceased circa the 1830s, the craftsmanship knowledge used remained 

in existence in the memories of those individuals active in the trade until they died. In one 

instance this knowledge appears to have resurfaced in a nineteenth-century text. Wednesbury 

Workshops; or some account of the industries of a Black Country town (Hackwood and 

Stanhope, 1889) is particularly interesting because it provides an illuminating account of the 

enamelling process used in Wednesbury apparently acquired through interviewing one such 

individual, Nathaniel Hadley, who had, according to Hughes (1951, p. 123) been employed for 

a long period in the trade, gave an account of those processes used by John Yardley, stating 

commonality across the trade. 

 

Hackwood89 was born in Wednesbury in 1851 and became a teacher rising to headmaster. He 

was also a scholar, antiquarian, local historian, and a passionate civic improver of liberal 

political persuasion, driven by a desire for municipal improvement. He was initially a 

Wednesbury resident before moving to Birmingham and ultimately London. Hackwood’s 

interests formed the focus for his writing, comprising articles for the local paper and publishing 

around 35 books90. 

 

                                                                            
89 Hackwood was the author, the Hon. Philip Stanhope (Liberal member of parliament for Wednesbury) contributed the 
introduction. 
90 Local history and antiquities appeared to have been his primary interest. However, his passion for social and moral 
improvement also featured, for example: Hackwood, F. W. (1923) The Bridal Book: being the lore, history and 
philosophy of love, courtship & marriage. [With plates.]. London: Heath Cranton. And, Hackwood, F. W. (1883) Notes 
of lessons on Moral Subjects: A Handbook for Teachers in Elementary School. London: Nelson. T. 
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Wednesbury Workshops, presents an overview of the industrial development of Wednesbury, 

particularly during the latter half of the eighteenth-century. It focuses on the development of 

the manufacturing specialities of the town, particularly those rooted in the local mineral wealth 

– coal and ironstone – found in great abundance locally at that time. The main focus of the 

book was to illustrate the industrial development of Wednesbury. It contains descriptions of 

declining and obsolete eighteenth-century trades juxtaposed with the established manufacturing 

synonymous with the town during the nineteenth-century. For example, he describes the 

metamorphosis of the gun barrel trade into boiler tube and gas pipe manufacturing, to illustrate 

the local trades’ adeptness at applying specialist knowledge and technology to new applications 

as existing demand for weaponry declined. 

 

The Enamel Processes of the Wednesbury Trade 

Wednesbury Workshops starts by describing two defunct trades. The first, Wednesbury 

pottery, long established in the town during the seventeenth-century91; and the second, the 

enamel trade of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century. He considered whether the 

former had had a bearing on the origin of the enamelling trade in the town through knowledge 

exchange. It is the description of the enamel processes that are of interest in relation to this 

research.  

 

The description of the process of enamel manufacture is divided into four stages: metal 

substrate manufacture and preparation; the application of white ground coat; the ingredients of 

the enamel media; and the application of painted or printed decoration. His outline of 

substrate manufacture is the briefest of the four, but it is more comprehensive than those 

contained in eighteenth-century literary sources. In contrast to our perceptions of emerging 

manufacturing industries embracing new machinery to scale up production during this period92, 

Hackwood notes, “that all the appliances used in the industry were of a somewhat primitive 

                                                                            
91 Hackwood makes comparisons between Dr Plot’s observations of the processes used in the Wednesbury ceramics 
trade, and that described by his enamel trade source, in particular; between slip and liquid enamel; the use of powdered 
lead ore to gloss both ceramics and later over transfers. Applied to enamel Plot, R. (1686) The Natural History of 
Staffordshire. Oxford: The Theatre. In: Hackwood, F. W. and Stanhope, P. H. M. P. (1889) Wednesbury Workshops; or, 
some account of the industries of a Black Country town ... With an introduction by Hon. Philip Stanhope. Wednesbury: 
printed by Horton Bros. The Woden Press. P. 13. 
92 Styles, J. (2004) 'What was new?', in Snodin, M., & Styles, J. (ed.) Design and The Decorative Arts: Georgian Britain, 
1714-1837. London: V&A Publications., reveals, that by far the greatest contributing factor to Britain’s rapid 
advancement in manufacturing was not technology (the steam engine and machinery) but the employment of the division 
of labour and outsourcing within manufacturing. He identifies that hand making still played a significant role in 
manufacturing during the eighteenth-century. 
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character” (1889, p. 14), referencing the processes employed for cutting and shaping the 

material.  Copper components were cut from large sheets, shaped using steel dies struck by 

wooden a mallet, the copper shapes being pinked93 on beads of lead, and noting that some 

shapes required multiple dies. More detail is provided here than in any other source: this 

researcher’s nuanced craftsmanship reading of his description, where cutting out and pinking 

are dealt with in separate sentences, could be suggestive of multiple stages in the cutting and 

shaping process – an area to be explored later in this thesis. However, Hackwood’s process 

description also appears reminiscent, albeit as an elaboration, of those described by the 

encyclopaedia and treatise compilers of the eighteenth-century. This could emphasise that long-

established methods of cutting and shaping metal, were to a certain extent, persevered with 

throughout the trades’ existence. Alternatively, it could reveal that Hackwood’s source was 

unaware of contemporary techniques used in the trade, perhaps because as a product of the 

division of labour he was not involved in this aspect of production. As a consequence, the 

similarity could be attributed to Hackwood having to rely on established thought with this 

regard. However, if this is the case, Hackwood provides detail not present in earlier sources, 

and so where did this detail come from? Somewhat confusingly he concludes the paragraph by 

identifying the use of hinges and rims to finish the edges or to secure lids to objects, the 

findings that allow the assembly of the enamel components into a finished enamel box or 

object. 

 

Next, attention turns to the application of enamel in liquid form to the metal body, and 

detailed specifics include: the all-important consistency of the enamel liquid including the 

requirement to occasionally re-dilute it; the method of application – pouring with a spoon or 

ladle; the technique of holding the objects during application of the enamel: 

 

‘delicately holding it by its edges between thumb and finger, so as not to touch any 
important part where the enamel was to be perfect’. (1889, p. 14) 

 

Here this detail resonates with this researcher’s craftsmanship understanding of the enamel 

                                                                            
93 Hackwood does not define the term pinking, but within the context of his usage in the text, it is surmised that he is 
referring to cutting metal shapes with shaped punches. Punches of this ilk for cutting decorative fabric decoration were 
referred to as pinking irons, see: Timmins and, S. and Roberts, K. D. (1976) Tools for the trades and crafts : an 
eighteenth-century pattern book. Fitzwilliam. N.H.: Ken Roberts Publishing Co. He also refers to cutting as well as 
pinking within this section of the text, this may be a nuanced use of language to distinguish between process, for more 
information see: Grayson, J. 'South Staffordshire enamel - HOW...did they make that? The value of contemporary 
craftsmanship in revealing (absent) 18th century metalworking skills in literary sources.', Making Futures V, Plymouth: 
Plymouth College of Art. 
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process and feels authentic. Hackwood's descriptions could be a reference to the metal’s 

fragility; the danger that dirt and human contamination transferred from skin to metal could 

pose, thus impairing adhesion of the enamel to the metal surface. Hackwood (or his source) 

goes on, explaining the method of coating the external surface, drying (on a drying stove)94 and 

then coating the internal surface; skills to ensure uniform application and the elimination of 

drips; and description of the iterative process of coating, drying and firing to build up multiple 

enamel layers; again these descriptions correlate with this researcher’s experiences of working 

with liquid enamel. Finally, Hackwood describes the firing of the ware in a muffle kiln. 

Angerstein’s diary entries provide observations that concur with this use of liquid enamel and 

the use of muffle kilns.  The statements, rooted in the locale of the trade, describing the use of 

liquid enamel appearing to validate Hackwood’s descriptions and invalidate elements of 

Dossie’s account concerning the application of powdered enamel methods for applying 

grounds. 

 

Hackwood devotes one paragraph to the description of the ingredients of the enamel, which 

contrasts with the numerous pages devoted to the chemical composition of various colours and 

the methods of their preparation in eighteenth-century texts (Dossie, Diderot et al), perhaps 

further indicating reliance on local knowledge. Hackwood reveals that the exact composition 

was a trade secret, but reveals, in contrast to many of the recipes proffered by the authoritative 

texts, that the chief constituent was glass from ‘broken goblets from inns and hotels’ mixed with 

‘sea sand, red lead, arsenic, gum Arabic and other matters’ (Hackwood and Stanhope, 1889, p. 

15). This somewhat contrasts with the information presented by Dossie described earlier, that 

presents a plethora of recipes for each of the differing colours. This dichotomy could be 

evidence of the separation of trades and lack of awareness on the part of Hackwood’s source 

and as a consequence relying on local hearsay, or inaccuracy in Dossie’s treatise perhaps 

further indicating his overreliance on the far removed recipes of Merret. 

 

Finally, Hackwood summarised the painted and printed decorative enamel techniques 

required to transform the white ware into finished objects. No description of the painting 

techniques employed is given, but perhaps he does afford us a glimpse of either the 

                                                                            
94 Liquid or wet process enamel (the contemporary term) is finely ground enamel held in a suspension of water. Before 
firing in kiln or furnace, it requires all moisture to be driven off. Any moisture present when the object is placed in a kiln 
will instantly turn to steam affecting the surface finish of the enamel. This type of enamel is associated with the industrial 
enamelling of metal objects and is particularly suitable for applying grounds to three-dimensional objects especially 
where an inaccessible internal surface needs to be coated. 
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demarcation of decorating roles in the enamel factories or his, or his interviewee’s, personal 

bias on gender and skill while reflecting on the relative skills of those engaged in decorating the 

ware: 

 

 ‘The artists who did the hand-painting (and the engraving of the plates) were sometimes 

 men of no mean skill, although the commoner hand-painted daubs were the efforts of 

 unartistic workgirls’. (Hackwood and Stanhope, 1889, p. 15) 

 

No further detail is provided on the application of the painted enamel to the surface or the 

methods of firing; perhaps Hackwood’s source was not engaged in this aspect of the trade. 

However, he does provide an in-depth explanation of the method of printing enamel transfers 

using ‘printing black’ 95 transferred from an engraved plate to paper. Once the paper was 

removed from the plate, the image was transferred to the enamel surface, using moisture to 

help the paper adhere96, the object then being fired and the paper burnt away leaving the image 

melted onto the surface, finally a clear enamel coating being applied to give the object gloss 

(1889, pp. 16-17)97.   

 

Hackwood: a Dubious Whig Historian?  

However, herein lies the problem, like many historians of his time, Hackwood was particularly 

prone to not documenting his sources, and Charleston draws specific attention to this in his 

paper A Document of the Later Bilston Enamel Industry (1985, p. 127). Contemporary 

historiographers would perhaps consider Hackwood to be one of those Victorian historians of 

                                                                            
95 There is much conjecture as to whether the ceramics trade or the enamel trade perfected tissue print technology, 
although it is apparent that there was much sharing of technology between the two trades at this time. As a consequence, 
much investigation has taken place by twentieth-century scholars trying to reveal to what extent the development can be 
attributed to the enamel trade. Initially, early twentieth-century thought attributed much of this to the York House works 
and Battersea, but later investigations appear to prove that printing on enamel occurred in the Midlands at or even before 
this point. For information on black-printing see: Haggar, R. (1976) 'Black-printing on porcelain', ECC Transactions, 
10(1). For information on enamel printing see: Hughes, H. W. (1935) Authorship of some designs on porcelain and 
enamel and Robert Hancock's connection with Battersea and Bow. ECC Transactions. Vol. 1, No. 3. Available at: 
http://englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/27 (Accessed: 4th November. 2015).  
96 A variant on tissue printing was common in the ceramics industry. Burleigh Pottery in Stoke-on-Trent in the last 
remaining producer of ceramic ware using this print transfer method. For interested parties factory tours allow this 
process to be observed. Burleigh (2017) How We Make Burleigh. https://www.burleigh.co.uk/pages/how-we-make-
burleigh: Burleigh Pottery. Available at: https://www.burleigh.co.uk/pages/how-we-make-burleigh (Accessed: 3rd 
November 2017). 
97 Through assistance from Burleigh Pottery, a small sample of printed Burleigh tissue was acquired, this was successfully 
tested by applying it to a small enamel plaque, coated with a layer of clear enamel and fired, producing a clear, glossy 
printed image in cobalt blue on a white ground. 
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dubious or limited merit, whose perspectives were framed by the Whig historical perspective98 

dominant during the nineteenth-century. His writing style and politics were undoubtedly in line 

with the Whig view of history. This could explain Hackwood’s vagaries concerning attributing 

his sources in his writing when judged by contemporary standards. This is not to say 

Hackwood’s book is bereft of any references, some do occur, but they are generally very 

sporadic and often vague.  

 

However, given the dearth of eighteenth and nineteenth-century written descriptions of 

craftsmanship processes specific to the English Painted Enamel trade, Hackwood’s description 

of the enamel process specific to South Staffordshire are, if reliable, a particularly valuable 

resource in terms of its ability to locate absent craftsmanship knowledge. The question is, 

therefore, what evidence is there to corroborate the authenticity of Hackwood’s enamel 

information.   

 

However, triangulation with two sources of primary information shed light on the possible 

authenticity of his craftsmanship account or aspects of it. Firstly, Angerstein’s 1753 and 1755 

observations of copper sheets being dipped in enamel, and firing in muffle kilns, bears a 

striking similarity to those described by Hackwood. Given that Angerstein’s text did not come 

to prominence in Sweden until 1951 or an English translation made until 1992 (Angerstein, 

2001), his entries provide independent corroboration of this aspect of craftsmanship accounts 

presented by Hackwood. Secondly, analysis of the objects held in the museums, grounded in 

this researcher’s craftsmanship knowledge of working with wet process enamel, reveals 

correlation in terms of drips and other material that points to this aspect of Hackwood’s 

testimony. Furthermore, scholars who have undertaken research into the subject during the 

twentieth-century, a summary of which will be considered later in the chapter, presenting 

papers to the English Ceramic Circle, including Bernard Rackham (1932a, p. 48) of the V&A 

and Eric Benton (1970, p. 184), both turned to Hackwood (for advice) for information when 

compiling papers. As a consequence, this substantiates Hackwood as a valuable source in this 

context.  

                                                                            
98 The Whig historical tradition grew out of a perception particularly dominant amongst liberals at the time, that the 
power and prosperity of the mid-nineteenth century, generated by scientific and technological developments and empire 
was attributed to “the development of political institutions embodying the principles of constitutional liberty” Carr, E. H. 
(1961) What is history? London: Macmillan. Whig historians sought to present history in this vision and ignored 
economic causes. Amongst other things, a Whig historian’s writing could be characterised by a lack of referencing of 
sources, the author empowered by their own perceived superiority and an assumption that readers would take as a given 
that their sources were reliable if they so pronounced.  
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2.3  Eighteenth-Century Substrate Craftsmanship Absence: 

Indicative of Important Intel lectual Property? 

 

Hackwood provides us with some valuable information on methods of applying enamel and 

print decoration and reveals more information than previous authors concerning aspects of 

copper substrate manufacture, particularly the use of simple tools and processes. However, it is 

apparent that there appears a disconnect between the simple metal fabrication descriptions he 

provides and those needed to create the substrate for the complex forms associated with the 

South Staffordshire trade. There is a knowledge gap evident across the corpus of literature 

emanating from the eighteenth and early nineteenth-century. What processes could be absent 

and what other sources could provide clues to these processes? This will be the main focus of 

this research and dealt with in depth later in this thesis.  

 

Returning to the question as to the manifestation of the absence of substrate-making across this 

corpus of literature, and what it could reveal, it could be that its absence in the formal writing of 

the treatise was a product of tacit skills being developed and retained in the workshops, 

knowledge that would only be passed on verbally and so was difficult to capture in written 

form. Scholars have long doubted the capacity to capture tacit skills in the written word, and 

eighteenth-century authors themselves indicated that they too recognised the fallibility of text in 

this regard (Smith, 2013, pp. 23-24) (Smith, 2014, p. 43). However, given the desire of 

Enlightenment writers to codify and explain, regardless of how effective, this seems an unlikely 

explanation. Another could be that substrate manufacture was regarded as prosaic, being a 

ubiquitous way of constructing metal shapes at this time and so disregarded. If this was the case, 

it is surprising that some knowledge does not emerge during twentieth-century research on the 

genre. Perhaps then the pattern of absence could be an indication that processes were indeed 

outsourced and so disconnected from the enamel trade. This would explain why Nathaniel 

Hadley was generally unfamiliar with the intricacies that this involved and Angerstein missed it 

on his visits to the area. Nonetheless, given that Hackwood’s source worked in the trade for an 

extended period, it would seem odd that he was unaware of this. Perhaps a more 

straightforward explanation here was that during his period of working in the trade, which was 

its twilight years, complex objects were no longer manufactured and the simpler ones were 

made as he describes. However, this would not be a suitable explanation to explain absence in 

Angerstein’s writing. He made multiple visits to both the enamel and others metal trades within 
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South Staffordshire during the earlier part of its operation and did not refer to substrate 

manufacture either. So, in his case, was it that this aspect of the manufacturing was outsourced, 

and so accidentally missed by this casual visitor? Or, was it more fundamental than 

happenstance in this instance? A product of a conscious decision to protect from prying eyes, 

valuable intellectual property on the part of the craftsman involved in the trade? If the latter 

was the case, this puts a different perspective on the absence of substrate making, revealing it to 

be considered technologically innovative at the time, possibly unique to the Midlands trade, 

and therefore valuable knowledge not given away lightly. It has to be noted that with such few 

text-based sources to consult this hardly constitutes strong evidence. 

 

 

2.4  Conclusion 

 

In summary, analysis of eighteenth-century writing (primary and secondary sources of this 

period) reveals limited information concerning the English painted enamel genre. Analysis has 

shown that the encyclopaedists - Chambers, Diderot et al., conflated historical surveys and 

technical descriptions covering a range of enamel genres, rooted in European enamel practices 

and the glass recipes of Neri, demonstrating that these provide little specific information of 

relevance to the English painted enamel trade. Whilst Dossie’s treatise appears to be written 

for the development of the British trade, from which we could infer that it is representational of 

it, other than the in-depth descriptions of the furnaces’ construction and use, the rest - the 

recipes for enamel, preparation and application - appear to share a common lineage back to 

Neri.  

 

In contrast to these world-view writings, it has been shown that texts rooted in the ‘locale’, the 

South Staffordshire and Birmingham area, Angerstein’s diary of industrial espionage, trade 

directories, newspaper adverts, and Hackwood’s interview, appear to provide a much more 

authentic, albeit fleeting, insight into the practices of the English trade. When considered as a 

whole, these practices allow this researcher to piece together and identify a general 

understanding of craftsmanship employed by the trade.  

 

Given the complexity of the structures required to make much of the ware emanating from 

South Staffordshire; such as candlesticks, inkwells, double salts, animal-shaped boxes, this 
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researcher has demonstrated that across the corpus of literature, there is scant information on 

copper substrate manufacture crucial to the enamel’s existence – the material, tools, technology 

and craftsmanship methods employed in this critical component of the trade, raising the 

question as to why this was the case. This researcher posits this was indicative of methods 

employed by the trade, to construct the complex three-dimensional copper forms being 

innovative and proprietary.  

 

Furthermore, in the context of this research, the pattern of absence raises another question. 

What was this caused by? Ignorance on the part of the Enlightenment author, due to negation 

in researching; deprivation of information of a ‘trade sensitive’ nature by the manufacturers 

themselves; or by the Enlightenment writing tradition – the common practice of re-presenting 

existing knowledge? Understanding this is important for two reasons. First, regardless of the 

cause, this emergent eighteenth-century narrative, where decoration and aesthetics appear to 

form the dominant and central focus on the genre, could have influenced later writing and 

understanding resulting in lack of consideration of the potential significance of substrate 

manufacture and ultimately impoverished our knowledge on the genre. Secondly, it points to 

the absent craftsmanship knowledge being important. This provides justification for an enquiry 

into the substrate of these enamel artefacts in order to address the identified knowledge gap 

relating to complex copper substrate manufacture in the eighteenth-century literature, that has 

not been addressed by scholars since the trade’s demise (see: 1.3.2 Previous Studies). 
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3.1  Methodology Introduction 

 

This chapter presents the methodological approach for the research. First, a survey of 

qualitative and quantitative object-based and craft research methods are outlined to situate the 

research approach that is subsequently developed.  

 

A rationale for the methodology is provided by summarising the copper substrate knowledge 

gap, the role that the researcher’s contemporary craft practice had in identifying this 

phenomenon, and the past skills and knowledge that he has acquired through professional 

engagement as a craftsmaker used to underpin this enquiry. Next, the researcher makes a 

justification for enamel objects as a primary source, presenting the theory that craftsmanship 

clues exist on the enamels that can be interpreted by the craftsperson as a researcher, to reveal 

lost knowledge.  

 

The subsequent section explains the naturalistic research methodology – craftsmanship-framed 

object analysis, and practice-based research – craft making in the workshop as a lab.  The 

process of devising the method, summarising scoping activities, preface the research method: 

the object selection criteria and process; the method for generating data through object analysis 

and the role of connoisseurship, expertise; an explanation of the use of practice-based research 

- craft making – to investigate emergent historic craft process and validate theories developed 

on eighteenth-century production methods. 

 

The chapter concludes with a consideration of ethical implications relating to the research 

method followed by a summary of the chapter.  

 

 

 

3.2  Surveying Suitable Research Methods  

 

In order to inform the development of a research methodology that uses artefacts as a primary 

data source, and employs craftsmanship as the approach, a survey of research methods was 

undertaken.  
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Within the field of conservation and museum curation quantitative approaches to enamel 

object investigation, often employing x-ray scanning techniques, have been adopted to identify 

the composition or degradation of materials, to support conservation methods and authenticate 

artefacts.  Papers presented to the ICOM-CC Enamel Group99 (2018) provide an overview of 

research undertaken in this area. The prohibitive levels of complexity in arranging loans of, and 

access to museum artefacts for scanning, and the cost involved, placed this method beyond the 

resources of the study. The method certainly could have confirmed the hypothesis that the 

enamel’s substrate consisted of composite components, and certainly could delineate each 

part’s form. However, scanning would have separated the researcher from the artefact and the 

opportunity for tactile interaction with it, a crucial aspect in developing an understanding of the 

breadth of information on the craftsmanship processes employed in the trade, and therefore 

was considered inappropriate for this research. 

 

Jack Ogden100, maker and researcher within the field of ancient, medieval and early modern 

jewellery/fine metal, has extensive craftsmanship understanding rooted in a background of 

goldsmithing and archaeology respectively. Ogden combines scientific (x-ray scanning and 

electron microscopy) with a craftsmanship-framed enquiry to visually analyse clues to the 

manufacture of historical objects. Ancient Jewellery: Interpreting the past (Ogden, 1992) 

provides an overview of his approach to ‘reading’ marks generated by tools: describing 

methods of recording, through drawing and photography, and interpretation by triangulation 

with historical documents or data drawn from scientific analysis of materials. His writing reveals 

the value in craftsmanship understanding for object investigation, a precedent of approach, and 

the value of objects for developing new insight. 

 

Within the fields of history and material culture, artefacts as primary sources, investigated 

through object analysis, has been gaining traction over the last thirty years (Hamling, 2016, p. 

132) - Fleming101 (1974) and Prown102(1982) being influential. Adrienne D. Hood103 in Material 

                                                                            
99 The International Council of Museums – Conservation Council (ICOM-CC) supports museum conservation. Split into 
working groups, enamel falls within the Ceramics and Glass group, papers are disseminated through a newsletter 
Enamel, and periodic conferences. 
100 Dr Jack Ogden has published widely on the subject of ancient jewellery and metalwork, with a particular focus on 
materials and techniques, and methods to analyse, authenticate and attribute objects. For more information see: Jack 
Ogden - Academia.edu (2018). Available at: http://independent.academia.edu/OgdenJack. 
101  Dr Edward Fleming was Head of Education at the Winterthur Museum. 
102  Emeritus Professor Jules Prown, Yale University, has published widely on Art History and Material culture, 
methodology and method.  Jules Prown | Department of the History of Art (2018): Yale University. Available at: 
https://arthistory.yale.edu/people/jules-prown (Accessed: 30th January 2018). 
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Culture: the Object (2009) and Tamar Hamling104 in Understanding Early Modern Primary 

Sources (Sangha and Willis, 2016), provide contemporary variants of the model. However, 

there has been some scepticism over the object as a primary source and confidence in the 

method in the past, which is indicative of the entrenched perceptions of the primacy of text 

within these fields. Professor Adrienne Hood, in Material Culture: the Object  (2009) presents 

a strong justification for the analysis of objects, she writes: 

  

 ‘Rarely do we begin our research with objects or use them as integral forms of 
 evidence. Moreover, some argue that the absence of objects makes little difference to 
 our ability to study the past since we can more comfortably learn most of what we 
 need from written material. But this is mistaken. By dismissing or ignoring ‘stuff’ we 
 overlook a major category of evidence. Perhaps even more important, we neglect a 
 source that can lead to unique, often inspired, questions about the past.’ (2009, p. 176) 
 

Prown’s Object Analysis model, presented in Mind in Matter: An introduction to Material 

Culture Theory and Method (Prown, 1982, pp. 7-10), was designed to rebuff any accusations 

from sceptics and presented a three-stage object analysis model. In summary: the visual analysis 

of an object, shifting focus from recording observations of the object through a visual and 

haptic encounter, to, deductive and speculative interpretation through a combination of direct 

analysis and comparison with broader historical and contemporary material culture. Hamling 

cautions that though templates and an ordered sequence for analysis (advocated by Prown105) 

provide evidence of a methodical, rigorous approach: the mechanism to ‘breakdown existing 

categorizations, hierarchies and assumptions, thus allowing new insights beyond the established 

wisdom about the object’. She notes that they can also cultivate a rigid reductive approach 

(Hamling, 2016, p. 140). Furthermore, although Hood acknowledges the solid foundation, 

Prown’s model provides contemporary researchers (2009, p. 180), and contemporary 

acceptance of the approach, she suggests scholars adapt the model to meet the contemporary 

requirements of their specific research, by bringing approaches from other fields. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
103 Professor Adrienne Hood writes on the subject of textiles: material culture and methodology and museology, with a 
background as museum curator she has a particular interest in museum collections as a primary data source to develop 
historical and cultural insight, particularly in America. http://www.vic.utoronto.ca/academics/A__Hood.htm 
104 Dr Tamara Hamling employs multidisciplinary approaches to research in art, artefacts and architecture of the early 
modern period. See - University, B. (2018) Dr Tara Hamling - Department of History - University of Birmingham. 
www.birmingham.ac.uk: Birmingham University. Available at: 
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/staff/profiles/history/hamling-tara.aspx (Accessed: 30th January 2018). 
105 Prown appeared pragmatic about the difficulties of keeping separate objective and subjective interpretations and 
advised ‘Vigilance, not marshal law’ Prown, J., David. (1982) 'Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture 
Theory and Method', Winterthur Portfolio, 17(1), pp. 1-19. 
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Malins and Gray in Appropriate Research Methodologies for Artists, Designers & 

Craftspersons: Research as a Learning Process (Malins and Gray, 1995) present methodologies 

specifically appropriate to craftsmakers for research in or on craft. Their motivation is to 

demonstrate how practice-based research is rigorous and to counter criticism from other fields 

of the validity of approach (Malins and Gray, 1995, p. 4). They highlight the unique skills the 

craftsmaker has for ‘thinking in action’ and ‘thinking on action’ (Schön, 1991), acquired 

through practice, that can be applied to a research context. In Visualizing Research: A guide to 

the research process in art and design (Malins and Gray, 2004), they suggest studio or 

workshop-based creative practice undertaken by artist or craftsmaker as researcher, aligns well 

to naturalistic enquiry (Lincoln and Guba, 1985): a qualitative framework of enquiry, that 

validates research occurring within real-life contexts rather than the lab, placing the researcher 

as participant in the research rather than external to it, allowing theories to emerge through 

analysis.  

 

Designing Craft Research: Joining Emotion and Knowledge (Niedderer and Townsend, 2014) 

went further, articulating the benefit of craft skills to research in the field of craft. The paper, 

written somewhat as a rationale for the launch of Craft Research106, articulated the reliability of 

craft research method, aimed at addressing criticisms of the perceived subjectivity levelled at 

both expertise and connoisseurship, skills often implicit to a craft research approach, within 

research circles. On understanding Expertise, Connoisseurship, and Experiential Knowledge in 

Professional Practice (Niedderer and Nimkulrat, 2015) unpacked this narrative further, 

exploring how craft practitioners develop this expertise and connoisseurship, to demonstrate its 

value and reliability. Presenting both as a binary: the mode of acquisition of expertise and 

connoisseurship having commonality, both relying on professional engagement as the means to 

acquire skills and knowledge, and in the context of research application, the two being applied 

in concert.  

 

However, connoisseurship, as a rigorous research method is much debated:  Connoisseurship 

as practice (Ebitz, 1988); The thinking eye, the mind that sees: The art historian as connoisseur 

(Opperman, 1990); and Connoisseurship and the stakes of style (Neer, 2005) describe its 

transition from long establishment and acceptance within the fields of Art History and 

                                                                            
106 Craft Research, edited by Dr Kristina Niedderer and Dr Katherine Townsend, publishes current and emerging craft 
research. See: https://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/journals/view-Journal,id=172/   
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Archaeology to becoming considered as unreliable. Neer107 describes the critics’ argument that 

it is fraught with personal subjectivity and relies on the fallible memory - the connoisseur sees 

what they want to see. Ebitz 108  identifies connoisseurship’s negative association with the 

mercantile world of the professional art market, the vested interest in defining, determining and 

the promotion of good taste and desirability, or its association with the dilettante gentleman of 

privilege (Ebitz, 1988, p. 207). Furthermore, it was often considered the case that a lack of 

scientific grounding made the findings un-verifiable and thereby difficult to test or replicate. 

However, these authors also defend connoisseurship as a method and make a case for its use. 

Neer reminds us that stylistic comparison and aspect perception is central to much of the 

identification of historical artefacts. And, he suggests that a combination of collective agreement 

over the interpretation of styles and the application of criticism (as advocated by Eisner109 

(Eisner, 1998)) provides rigour and its reliability. Consequently, connoisseurship as a valid 

method has seen a resurgence in recent years. 

 

 

 

 

3.3  Framing the Methodological Approach 

 

3.3.1  Context :  Historical  and Contemporary Enamels 

 

The survey of previous studies and the literature review of eighteenth-century sources has 

revealed a knowledge gap relating to the metal craftsmanship process of this genre of enamel 

objects. This comprises the compounded effects of:  

 

o A dearth of information on craftsmanship processes in eighteenth-century literature.  

                                                                            
107 Richard Neer is Professor of Art History, Cinema and Media Studies at the University of Chicago and Executive Editor 
of Critical Inquiry. He has published widely on a range of subjects particularly classical art. See: 
https://arthistory.uchicago.edu/faculty/profiles/neer 
108 David Ebitz was Associate Professor of Art and Art Education, Penn State College of Arts and Architecture. 
109 Elliot Eisner has been a leading exponent of the value of connoisseurship within art education and has published 
widely on the subject, see: http://infed.org/mobi/elliot-w-eisner-connoisseurship-criticism-and-the-art-of-education/. 
Willis provides a good summary of Eisner’s connoisseurship approach and its contribution as a method to qualitative 
research, in Willis, J. (2007) Foundations of Qualitative Research: Interpretive and Critical Approaches. SAGE 
Publications, Inc. pp162 – 167. 
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o The distorting legacy of Victorian collectors’ assumptions, that attributed high-quality 

objects to the short-lived York House works, Battersea London  

o The transferral of private Victorian collectors’ bias along with their collections, to 

museums  

o The establishment of the primacy of decoration, as twentieth-century scholar’s sought to 

correct the London centric bias and re-attribute objects to Midland workshops.  

 
These effects cemented the value of the enamel artefact as a primary source, but also 

positioned scholarly focus on the history and the decorative technique of the trade. This 

resulted in a lack of understanding of the modes of production (craftsmanship), the sequence 

of manufacture used to create the critical copper substrate upon which the enamel relied for its 

form, which is the focus of this doctoral research.  

 

A contributory factor for the lack of recognition of the all-important metal substrate by 

twentieth-century scholars was in-part their perspective. These well-meaning individuals - 

curators, historians and collectors - came from a range of backgrounds: classics, education, and 

physics. As such, they were devoid of practical understanding of enamel production.  Faced 

with little evidence alluding to the complexity of this aspect of the trade in eighteenth-century 

literary sources, or underpinning experience of making, and unwittingly affected by the 

pervading taint of the Victorian connoisseur collector’s aesthetics, tastes and notions of 

sophistication, they defaulted to an analysis of the visually obvious, the decoration.  

 

This research focuses on revealing and, crucially, understanding the craftsmanship processes 

hidden within the enamels, specifically the copper substrate and what it may tell us about:  

o The manufacturing methods employed 

o The role of hand making in emerging scaled-up production of early industry 

o The value of the lost technology in a contemporary context.  

 

In the light of the inadequate written description of the enamel’s manufacture, and putting to 

one side debates about whether craftsmanship skills can be captured through the written word110 

(Dormer, 1997, p. 219) (Smith, 2013), the artefact, therefore, is primary. The enamel is the 

                                                                            
110 Established crafts discourse says that the activities of the craft workshop cannot be documented and passed on 
through the written word. However new research by furniture maker and researcher David Gates suggests the contrary 
but states that the language of the workshop and of makers needs to be considered. See: Gates, D. (2013) 'a History in 
the Making, The Use of Talk in Interdisciplinary Craft Practice', Oral History in the Visual Arts. London: Bloomsbury. 
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physical embodiment of the craftsman’s act, it has the capacity to mediate, through the witness 

marks to manufacture, the craftsmanship methods of the individuals who made them and 

therefore the wider trade. So, what are these marks and why are they important, and how could 

they be interpreted? 

 

The question now concerns how the contemporary craftsman’s knowledge and skills acquired 

through practice - the confluence of material, process and design understanding - can be 

employed within a research paradigm of enquiry. 

 

 

3.3.2  Witness Marks to Manufacture:  South Staffordshire Enamels 

 

South Staffordshire Enamels, like many mid-eighteenth century artefacts, combined hand-craft 

skills with new forms of mass production (Styles, 2004, p. 136). Tools were employed at every 

stage of the process, for the:  

 

o Cutting, shaping and assembly of components to create the copper substrate  

o Application of ground coats of enamel  

o Painted or transfer printed decoration  

o Manufacture and fitting of precious metal or Pinchbeck111 hinged mounts and rims.  

 

The equipment used within the enamelling trade is open to conjecture. Some authors such as 

Hughes in English Painted Enamels (1951, pp. 109-110) assert that a combination of hand 

tools combined with primitive methods of mass production – simple moulds and dies - would 

have been used. However, these perspectives are uncorroborated and provide no specific 

insight into tools and processes. Where literary sources are lacking the enamel provides 

evidence.  

 
The application of tools and process, however well controlled and skilfully executed by the 

craftsman, left an indelible mark in the material worked. These witness marks to manufacture, 

which are of major significance in deciphering craftsmanship, principally fall into two categories 

                                                                            
111  Pinchbeck, invented by the eighteenth-century London watch-maker Christopher Pinchbeck, is a metal alloy 
composed of copper and zinc. It was created to emulate the visual characteristics of gold and widely used on ‘toys’ and 
larger decorative ware as a cheap substitute for precious metal.  
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in relation to this genre of artefacts/research:  

 

o Marks created in the material by tools as a consequence of direct physical interaction by 

the craft maker during manufacture; for example, blemishes on copper substrate edges 

or surfaces created by cutting and forming tools 

 

o Material surface imperfections generated through ‘hands off’ craftsmanship processes, 

required to enact a transformation in the state of the material, necessary to make the 

enamel artefact. These could include chemical or heat-based procedures such as 

texture on copper possibly caused by acid cleaning prior to enamelling, or, 

discolouration in and on the enamel surface, generated through the firing process 

necessary to fuse the vitreous material to the copper substrate. 

 

These ‘hands off’ processes left witness marks more esoteric in appearance, elusive to find and 

harder to interpret: staining on the enamel could be caused by copper construction methods 

hidden below the enamel’s surface or, equally, could be contamination from an unclean 

furnace interior. However, in both instances, these marks are equally valuable. They stand 

witness to the eighteenth-century craftsmanship and have the potential to be read. It is the 

researcher’s expertise - nuanced understanding of enamel process developed through practice - 

that provides greater understanding for the interpretation of these marks.  

 

Having articulated the theory, based on artefact scoping visits to the Victoria & Albert Museum 

(V&A) and Manchester Art Gallery and through a commission for Bantock House Museum 

(see: section 3.4.2), three categories of witness mark have been identified in the enamel 

artefacts:  

 

I. Observable construction methods in the raw copper: Exposed by missing 

enamel through damage. These ‘chips’ provide unintended windows, hitherto 

undervalued by past scholars, that allow the researcher to view copper substrate and in 

some instances methods of joining copper components. In these occurrences, the joints 

are self-evident of craftsmanship process (Figs. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate construction 

marks visible on an enamel artefact). 
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Figure 3.1: Scent bottle head-shaped lid, 1760-1780, A9818. 

Photograph: John Grayson (2016), copyright Museum of 

London. 
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Figure 3.2: Scent bottle lid, substrate construction, A9818. 

Photograph: John Grayson (2016), copyright Museum of 

London.  

 
Figure 3.3: Illustrated diagram, damaged revealing substrate 

construction, scent bottle lid A9818. Drawing: John Grayson. 
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II. Discernible marks to construction in the enamel surface: These can be 

changes in the topography of the enamel surface that describes a hidden copper joint; 

staining in the enamel that outlines joint construction; or a combination of both. Here, 

in terms of knowing, we move into levels of probability depending on clarity. At one 

end of the scale, a hypothesis of craftsmanship methods can be deducted from visual 

analysis, while at the opposite end definitively knowing becomes problematic. However, 

the placement of the mark on the enamel’s surface at a likely point of construction, i.e. 

a sharp transition in plane of underlying surfaces, the most probable location for a joint, 

provides the correlation between mark and joint below the enamel and consequently 

consolidates the probability that the mark is a witness mark to manufacture. In this 

context, some causes can be both deduced and explained (Figs. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, 

illustrate how stains in the enamel can describe the construction of an enamel artefact, 

hidden below the opaque enamel surface). 
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Figure 3.4: Eighteenth-century candle extinguisher with missing 

handle, Schreiber collection, Sch 277. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2015), © the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 3.5: Eighteenth-century candle extinguisher, enamel stain 

lines [witness marks] describing the construction, Schreiber 

collection, Sch 277. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), © the 

Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 
Figure 3.6: Illustrated diagram of enamel stain revealing 

substrate construction, candle extinguisher Sch 277. Drawing: 

John Grayson. 

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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III.  Ambiguous marks on the enamel surface: These are indistinct because either 

their visual appearance is unrecognisable, or their position on the enamel does not 

correlate with a metal fabrication process (Fig. 3.7). Marks that could fall into this 

category include: fire contamination, scale, dirt, residue of enamel colour transferred on 

to the enamel prior to or during firing; post-production scuffs/marks generated through 

human interaction, which could include eighteenth-century damage, alteration or repair 

by nineteenth and twentieth-century collectors, and historic conservation practices by 

museums.  

 

 

Figure 3.7: Eighteenth-century bird-shaped bonbonnière, V&A 

collection, 1817-1876. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), © the 

Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

 

 

In order to understand how these surface marks could be a product of construction methods 

and interpretable to the knowledgeable eye, it is necessary to understand how staining occurs 

and how it may be symptomatic of a joint. Staining in the enamel is a result of chemical 

interaction between copper and enamel, often exacerbated by topography – the undulating 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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surface of the fabricated copper substrate. Explanation of the chemical composition and the 

process of manufacture of coloured enamel reveals why staining can occur. Enamel is glass 

frit 112 , (usually) coloured through the addition of calcined113  metals. The recipe is heated, 

resulting in the calcined metal staining the glass, thereby making enamel colour (see Dossie’s 

recipes in chapter 2). This illustrates how the glass in enamel is easily susceptible to 

discolouration by metal oxides - a causal link to the substrate. 

 

The historian Dr Jack Ogden describes the problems of staining encountered by historical 

enamellers in his chapter in A history of enamelling techniques in Enamels of the World 1700-

2000: The Khalili Collection (Ogden, 2008). ‘With copper and its alloys, the main problem 

was the discoloration of the enamels by the oxidisation of the copper’ (Ogden, 2008, p. 20). 

While Darty, in her book The Art of Enamelling: Techniques, Projects and Inspiration, 

describes the colours it can cause: 

 

 “When over-firing most colours directly on to copper, the colour will change 
 somewhat as the oxide is taken into the solution with the glass. This might look like a 
 green copper oxide halo or shadows of green, or perhaps dark black specks or black 
 beneath some opaque enamels” (Darty, 2004, p. 40) 
 

This explanation of chemistry reveals the science at work. To understand why staining can be 

indicative of construction joints we need to remember that enamel is a fluid material at the 

point of firing and therefore follows the undulations of the surface it is applied to. The South 

Staffordshire Enamel is a complex three-dimensional form and its surface irregular: a 

combination of its intended form and the multiplicity of jointing techniques used to assemble 

the copper components.  It is these irregularities in surface topography that can cause or 

exacerbate discolouration. When we consider liquid enamel applied to this topography, the 

large undulating surface of the design’s form, and the smaller delicate reliefs generated by 

jointing technique, it is apparent why the liquid enamel settled on to, or drained from surfaces, 

collecting in crevices, creating variations in thickness in the vitreous coating. Subsequently, 

these varying thicknesses of enamel can react to the copper as described earlier: thin enamel 

becoming stained more readily by a copper edge and thick enamel retaining its pure colour. 

Returning to Darty’s technical book, her section on the use of liquid enamels describes this 

                                                                            
112 Glass frit is glass in its raw granulated form. It is the raw product used for the manufacture of glass media. 
113 Calcination is the baking of powdered metal at high temperature and over a long period, in an oxygen-free or limited 
environment. The process creates oxide of the metal, which can be used as a staining agent. 
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process in action when she describes artistic effects that can be created through the enamelling 

process: 

 

 ‘Practice firing white and clear liquid enamels at different temperatures to allow the 
 copper oxides from the metal to come into solution with the glass and change its 
 colour. Where the enamel is thin, the colour will be more green or blue, and where it 
 is thick, the enamel will remain more true to the original colour’ (Darty, 2004, p. 97) 
 

Furthermore, the enamelling process requires multiple repetitions of application of enamel and 

firing to build up layers to generate the rich colours required, each presenting compound risks 

of staining. 

 

 

 

3.4  Methods for Generating, Gathering and Analysing Data  

 

3.4.1  Research Framework: South Staffordshire Enamels  

 

Practice-based research in Art and Design fits best within a qualitative, multi-method 

framework (Malins and Gray, 2004, p. 72). In this research, a qualitative, naturalistic paradigm 

of enquiry is adopted, based on the assumption that knowledge is gained through multiple 

interpretations, where theories are generated from data collection and analysis and meaning 

developed. Within this framework personal experience – one’s subjectivity - brings valid 

perspective to the research; consequently the researcher is positioned as a participant within, 

not external to the research (Creswell, 2002, pp. 9 - 10).   

 

This research approach is predicated on the understanding that: 

o The artefact has specific value as a primary data source. It provides material evidence - 

witness marks - of the craftsmanship process employed in the manufacture of the 

objects. These marks can be interpreted by the knowledgeable craftsperson and 

theories developed 

o The specific skills and knowledge of the contemporary craftsman, a combination of 

expertise and connoisseurship, provides a lens of enquiry through which to interrogate 

eighteenth-century enamels. And, that these craftsmanship skills and knowledge can be 
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employed as an investigative method through practice-based research – craft making – 

in the workshop as a lab. 

o That there is value in revealing lost craftsmanship in the context of contemporary 

research for the benefit of historians, museum curators and contemporary craftsmakers. 

 

Craftsmanship, therefore, is central to this research: it is the object of focus - encapsulated in 

the historic enamels; it provides the lens of enquiry – expertise and connoisseurship developed 

through craftsmanship practice; it is the activity through which research takes place - craft 

making as practice-based enquiry. 

 

This research uses an object analysis method that borrows from Prown and Hood. The model 

draws on Hood’s observation of the importance of utilising a plurality of methods - skills, 

knowledge and approaches - in order to develop new insights (Hood, 2009, p. 180). Here, the 

researcher’s craftsmanship experience provides this: a unique insight through which to 

undertake a comprehensive analysis of the enamel artefact. Furthermore, the researcher 

acknowledges that his perspective is ever-present in his consciousness and should be 

considered a virtue.  

 

The framework of enquiry utilises an object analysis method in which is nested expertise, 

connoisseurship (Fig. 3.8: presents a diagram of the research framework) for data generation 

and analysis; and practice-based research – craft making in the workshop for investigation of 

emergent theories and validation of hypothesis. 
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Figure 3.8: Diagram of research framework. 

 

South Staffordshire Enamels – Research Methodology 
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documentation of the object. Objective documenting of: object type, size, enamel 
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construction (copper and enamel). 
  

OBJECT SELECTION 
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II. Ranking order of priority of objects for Object Analysis. 

2. Deduction 
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stores. 
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mediated 
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expertise (material, 
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understanding in 
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Research 
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workshop. 

Craftsmanship hypothesis surfaced.  
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Craftsmanship lens: 

 craft making expertise 

Practice based enquiry – investigate hypothesis on, 
and value of, eighteenth-century production 

methods. 

Validation – Replication of historic artefacts to test 
theories on construction. 
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1. Object analysis provides the structure through which to generate and analyse data 

through written and visual recording.  

2. Expertise and connoisseurship - knowledge acquired through professional craft practice 

- provides the lens through which to interpret the artefact. This comprises deductive 

and speculative analysis:  

o Situated in the field (museum stores), comprising: identification, recording, 

analysis and interpretation of witness marks to manufacture, through a visual 

and haptic encounter with enamel artefacts to generate a hypothesis.  

o In the lab (craft workshop), and concerns (1) comparative analysis of the written 

and visual data generated during museum object analysis. Correlations between 

construction marks across artefacts generate hypotheses on modes of 

construction. (2) practice-based enquiry - making in the workshop - test theories 

on, and value of, eighteenth-century production methods. 

3. Expertise and connoisseurship through practice-based enquiry - craftsmanship in the 

workshop - provides the method for validating hypotheses, revealing contemporary 

relevance to the research community.  

 

The process of working through data collection, analysis, interpretation and validation, as 

described, is not linear but iterative. Data collection matrixes provide the means to collate, 

analyse and sort data. This becomes more comprehensive with iteration. Furthermore, this 

provides the means for others to evaluate the processes used (Hood, 2009, p. 179) (Malins and 

Gray, 2004, p. 130). 

 

 

3.4.2  Object Analysis:  Devising a Museum-based Data Collection 

Process  

 

The scoping of enamel collections, and the piloting of data collection methods, informed the 

development of the research methodology. Three scoping visits mapped museum collections 

and identified artefacts with damage. Two pilot exercises were undertaken to explore the 

viability of data collection processes identified: microscopy for visual analysis and data 

collection; museum-based object analysis method (Fig. 3.9. provides a diagram of the 

chronology of scoping and pilot studies and their inter-relationship). While the method for  
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Figure 3.9: Diagram showing the chronology of scoping and pilot studies and their inter-relationship. 
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undertaking materials based investigation and validation, employing practice-based research 

(craft making in the workshop) to replicate selected artefacts, was explored through a pilot 

study using initial data derived through the scoping visits, the additional reflection during the 

initial stages of the data collection process informed modification and adaptions (Malins and 

Gray, 2004, p. 15) and where necessary, reflective journals and a video diary facilitated this 

process. 

 

Devising a Museum-based Object Analysis Method 

Museums are custodians of the nation’s artefacts, and as such, they have strict protocols for 

individuals wishing to handle collection items, which are designed to prevent the degradation of 

artefacts. Protocols for handling artefact (see: appendix B, page 322, Museum of London 

protocols for accessing collections for research) means that researchers are restricted to writing 

pad and pencil, however, the use of other equipment can be negotiated in accordance with the 

researcher’s needs. By drawing on a combination of: past professional craft practice 

collaborating with museums; stores scoping visits (V&A, November 2013, Manchester Art 

Gallery, February 2014 and Wolverhampton, February 2014); dialogue with the museum 

curators with significant collections of enamels (see: appendix B, page 322, selected 

communication with museum curators); the mechanics and practicalities of undertaking the 

observation and analysis process were explored (Fig. 3.10).  
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Figure 3.10: Research methods example - journal entry 21/10/15. Drawing devising museum based object analysis. 

(PhD Journal 1, p. 106 –107). 
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Figure 3.11: Object Analysis kit: (1) camera; (2) magnifier; (3) extension lead; (4) camera tripod; (5) box 

(containing) (6) iPad tripod (7) iPad clip; (8) microscope; (9) lens (10) Vernier gauge; (11) microscope base.       
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Consequently, equipment was assembled (Fig. 3.11) (see: appendix B, page 322, methodology 

kit list) that aligned with: negotiated access protocols; research requirements - question, aims, 

objectives and form of data required to be generated; logistics – transporting equipment to 

venues; practicalities of undertaking research in museum stores - equipment set-up time, 

environment for photography and desk to work.  

 

Microscopes/Microscopy: Comparison, Testing, and Adaptation.  

Parameters previously defined in section 3.3.2 dictated a portable microscope was required. A 

comparison test between the Maplin USB Microscope - designed for amateur use, and the 

CellPad-E Digital Microscope114 - a professional level, optic device, was undertaken, followed by 

field trials in Bantock House Museum, between December 2014 and February 2015.  

 

The comparison test (December 2014) was devised to ascertain fitness for purpose, ease of use, 

magnification and portability. A small, 20mm high by 30mm diameter, faux eighteenth-century 

enamel box made for the Playing with Fire exhibition115, was selected as the test subject for its 

comparability in scale and decoration to its Georgian cousins. The object had blue enamel 

ground applied to copper, decorated with a ceramic transfer116, and over-painted with enamel 

colour.  

 

In a test (February 2015) the CellPad-E Digital Microscope had better magnification and image 

quality compared to the Maplin USB microscope (Fig. 3.12 and 3.13). The differential was 

negligible: both revealed microscopic detail, including a silkscreen mesh pattern created in the 

ceramic transfers (this detail is not discernible to the naked eye), fire-scale adhered to and 

scratching on the enamel surface. However, the portability of the Maplin device appeared 

more appropriate for taking into museum settings and this outweighed the resolution 

                                                                            
114 The microscope forms part of the equipment in the School of Jewellery Technology Hub, Birmingham City University. 
115 This object was one of five enamels made for Playing with Fire exhibition 2008 – 2010, curated by the Devon Guild 
of Craftsmen; the University of West of England, Enamel Research Centre; the British Society of Enamellers. The objects 
stylistically mimicked eighteenth-century objects but used contemporary production methods to create their copper 
forms. 
116 Ceramic transfers are used to apply decoration to ceramic or enamelware. They are silkscreen or digitally printed in 
enamel colour on to waxed paper and a clear cover coat applied.  The print is transferred to the enamel by soaking it in 
water to release the cover coat with the image from the waxed paper. The print carried on the cover coat can then be 
transferred to the glazed pot or enamel and fixed by firing. Publications by Petrie and Scott provide useful information on 
transfer print methods, see: Petrie, K. (2011) Ceramic transfer printing. London: A. & C. Black ; Westerville, Ohio : 
American Ceramic Society. Scott, P. (2013) Ceramics and print. 3rd ed. edn. London: Bloomsbury. 
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differential, and justified this pragmatic approach on resolution, although this needed to be 

tested in the field. 

 

 
Figure 3.12: Maplin USB microscope test using a sample of 

contemporary enamel. Photograph: John Grayson (2014). 

 

 
Figure 3.13: CellPad-E Digital Microscope using a sample of 

contemporary enamel. Photograph: John Grayson (2015). 
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Figure 3.14: Grayson, John (2015). #Chaterama, satirical 

automaton [contemporary painted enamel, eighteenth-century 

enamel birds Wolverhampton EM238 & EM239]. Collection: 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture.  Photograph: Dan Haworth-

Salter (2015). 

 

 

 

 

Georgian Enamels: Piecing together a new narrative117 was a collaborative project devised by the 

researcher in his capacity as professional craftsmaker and Wolverhampton Arts and Culture - 

Bantock House Museum, funded through Arts Council England - Grants for the Arts. The 

project used commissioned new work that incorporated fragments of the Wolverhampton 

collection of eighteenth-century enamel (Fig. 3.14. provides an example of an automaton made 

                                                                            
117  Eleven new contemporary craft works containing fragments of eighteenth-century enamel were made 
(Wolverhampton Art Gallery permanent collection); three public handling sessions (one at Bilston Crafts Gallery); 
enamel master class, School of Jewellery, Birmingham City University; two enamel ateliers demonstrating process; 
‘maker and curator in conversation’ and ‘Enamels in Context Georgian History’ seminars; paper - Guild of Enamellers 
conference 2016. See: Grayson, J. 2015. Georgian enamels: Piecing together a new narrative. Wolverhampton.  
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for the project), with workshops and an exhibition at Bantock House Museum, to develop new 

forms of audience interaction and engagement with the enamel collection. Bantock House118 

has a strong association with enamels, through the personal collecting of Mrs Kate Bantock and 

subsequent bequest of around 100 items in the 1930s. This strong association extends to the 

present, in the displays of enamels toys: including snuff boxes, and bonbonnières, and enamel 

domestic ware such as candle sticks and salts. The project provided an opportunity to scope 

the Wolverhampton collection, in particular, to look at artefacts with damage; and to test 

theoretical object analysis data collection methods using actual museum objects for measuring 

and digital recording. The proprietary equipment amassed was tested within the confines of the 

museum and evaluated for its suitability for different applications, and where necessary, 

modified, e.g. construction of a replacement microscope stand. 

 

The microscope was trialled in the field, to gauge suitability and to refine observation 

techniques in order to train the eye to critically assess marks, especially those that could be 

dismissed by the naked eye. Two eighteenth-century enamels were selected: a box top EM141 

(Fig. 3.15) and a finch snuff box base EM238 (see Fig. 3.17 and 3.18). The microscope 

provided suitable magnification and revealed great detail. In the case of item EM141, it led the 

researcher and curator to a new insight: the item appeared to have been hand painted rather 

than printed (see Fig. 3.16) and consequently required re-classification in the museum’s 

catalogue. The testing identified that the proprietary stand was inadequate for the job. It did not 

provide sufficient space below the microscope to place the enamels, or the capacity to hold the 

microscope at the desired position in relation to the object, or sufficient stability. A soldering 

iron stand was re-purposed and adapted (Fig. 3.40) to meet the needs of the research and the 

museum collection access protocols.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                            
118 Bantock House Museum documents the people and industries that shaped present-day Wolverhampton. These 
decorative art collections have their roots in the acquisitions of the Bantock family [themselves]; Worcester and Derby 
Porcelain and enamels. Other collections purchased by or bequeathed to the city represent eighteenth and early 
nineteenth-century trade: such as steel jewellery, buckles, and japanned ware.  
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Figure 3.15: Unknown Birmingham manufacturer, 1765, oblong 

box top EM141. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), image 

courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

 

 
Figure 3.16: Microscope image detail EM141, marks suggestive 

of painting rather than printing – the variation of the tone of 

pigment and the weight of line. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2015), image courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Figure 3.17: Unknown Bilston manufacturer, 1780-1800, 

incomplete finch snuffbox EM239. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2015), image courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

 

 
Figure 3.18: EM239, a microscope image of internal enamel 

staining, indicating joint and intersection between the bird’s beak 

and head. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), image courtesy 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Scoping and Refining Object Analysis Methods 

A draft object analysis template was created using data collected during the scoping visit to the 

V&A stores in November 2013. The suitability of the template for recording, and methods of 

analysing enamels through drawing were explored (Fig. 3.19). This process informed the final 

format of the object analysis method and the recording template. Subsequently, the initial 

object analysis sessions at Bilston Craft Gallery and the V&A in October/November 2015, were 

used to reflect and refine the process. It became apparent that it was necessary to break out of 

the rigid analysis recording sequence. Observations made during one stage, or using one 

particular method, required reconsideration or deeper analysis by another (as described 

earlier). As more enamels were visually analysed, revealing repetitions and similarities, a 

taxonomy of marks developed. Where this occurred, artefacts of the same type warranted 

examination while they were accessible in a particular museum, or, through reflecting on object 

analysis work from previous sessions. This necessitated breaking the sequence, reviewing 

previous object analysis notes, drawings and images became important, particularly where the 

object analysis of one artefact had been extended over multiple visits or artefact type over 

venues. 

 

Figure 3.19: Method Pilot: Analytical drawing of candle nozzle SCHIII 230. Photograph: John Grayson (2014), © 

the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

Images removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Pilot – Practice-Based enquiry as Method for Investigation and Validation 

The scoping visit to the V&A stores provided an opportunity for collecting digital photographic 

data of damaged artefacts and any obvious witness marks to manufacture. DSLR image data 

collected from the Candle Snuffer SCH277 revealed a stain line that appeared to describe the 

repetitions of interlocking joints. The pilot use of drawing as analysis method surfaced 

hypothesis on joint construction used by the craftsman to transform a flat geometric shape into 

a conical form (see: Analysis and Findings: Candle Snuffer, page 185). The use of craft practice 

to investigate eighteenth-century processes and as a validation was scoped: the use of expertise 

to analytically deconstruct and reconstruct the joint – knowledge through action; craft practice 

in the workshop and exploring thinking through action – analytical drawing, card maquettes, 

copper material tests, enamel tests (Fig. 3.20); methods of recording – digital image capture; 

documenting methodology – video capture. This informed the approach which was 

subsequently adopted. 

 

 
Figure 3.20: Method pilot: Candle snuffer replication, scoping 

practice-based enquiry. Photograph: John Grayson (2014).  
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Methods of Reflecting: Written Journals and Video Diary 

Two methods were used to document the research process, critical in providing a means to 

evaluate during, and reflect on after, the methodological and research approach. Reflective 

journals documented the research journey: reflecting on thoughts; drafting approaches (Fig. 

3.21); collating source notes. Journals were numbered, dated, and entries indexed (Fig. 3.22) to 

aid reference. Video diary documented the methodological process: artefact selection process; 

museum observation analysis; and aspects of practice-based enquiry in the workshop through 

craft practice.  

 

 
Figure 3.21: Research methods example - journal entry 22/11/16, devising systems for comparative analysis of 

images of witness marks generated in enamel during material tests (PhD Journal 2, Pg 114 –115).  
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Figure 3.22: Research methods example - Journal extract, example of an index page (PhD Journal 3, Pg 1). 

 

 

 

 

The reflective process led to an adaptation, shifting from real-time recording, that would have 

required hours to watch back and therefore of little use, to a stop-frame video that compressed 

events into a realistic playback time frame. The videos of museum object analysis sessions have 

proved essential, allowing the researcher to observe: actions, identifying what activity was being 

undertaken at a given time and how this corresponded with written notes or drawing made in 

the field; the sequence of events, when artefacts were picked up, turned over and looked at. In 

the workshop validation through practice-based enquiry has allowed the craftsmanship process 

to be revisited, again to understand sequences of events. And, ultimately provides a useful 

dissemination resource of action research/research in action. 
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3.4.3  Enamel Selection Method 

 

The research draws on four UK collections of enamels, the two principal collections; the 

Victorian and Albert Museum, London, and Wolverhampton Arts and Culture; as well as two 

smaller groups at the Museum of London and The Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Preston; 

representing over a thousand artefacts. While this is a sizable number, the researcher is 

mindful that museum collections and artefacts are inherently biased, by virtue of factors 

resulting in their survival. From the point of manufacture through the period of use (circa 1750 

to 1830), to their museum acquisition, artefacts are lost, collections are shaped by tastes of the 

connoisseur collector and defined by the acquisition policy and curatorial stance of the 

museum119.  

 

Furthermore, in the context of this research, outmoded past practices in museum conservation 

have resulted in large sections of chipped-off enamel being filled and over-painted restricting 

the opportunity for the researcher to use damage to view methods of construction (Fig. 3.23. 

shows a penholder where the fluted section of the base, which forms the ink pot, has been 

filled and over-painted, and the lid has been filled on its tip). The researcher, in devising the 

research approach, was therefore mindful of these shaping dynamics (Hood, 2009, p. 185). 

The identification of four museum collections of national and regional significance was a 

deliberate decision to mitigate against these distortions. While there is no way of knowing 

definitively to what extent all these collections are representational of the complete output of 

the trade, the repetition of certain artefacts types within a collection and duplication across 

other collections, provides strong evidence that they reflect the best possible view of the 

breadth of output of the trade, and the craftsmanship techniques used within it. 

                                                                            
119 The ledger of the collector Cedric Houghton (unpublished but in the collection of the Harris museum) and the 
catalogue published by the Harris Museum in 1929, reveal the selection process of a regional museum in the early 
twentieth-century. Sydney Pavière, the then curator, called upon the expertise of Bernard Rackham to assist the museum 
in selecting objects that they should acquire from the Houghton collection in 1910. The publication provides overview of 
the collections, see: Paviere, S. H. (1929) Catalogue of the Cedric Houghton Bequest of English Pottery and Porcelain. 
Preston: County Borough of Preston Harris Museum and Art Gallery.  For information on the context for these 
acquisitions, the development of the Harris as an important regional museum and the personal career motivations of 
Pavière, see: Gray, L. (2012) 'Sydney Pavière and the Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Preston', in Hill, K. (ed.) 
Museums and Biographies: Stories, Objects, Identities: Boydell & Brewer, pp. 45-58. 
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Figure 3.23: Unknown Birmingham Manufacturer, 1745-1765, penholder case EM69, illustrated diagram of 

enamel repair. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), image courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Figure 3.24: Selection of eighteenth-century Etuis of the same shape, and similar colour and decoration, thereby 

indicative of mass manufacture120. Photograph: John Grayson (2013), © the Victoria and Albert Museum, London.  

 

 

 

 

The purpose of the selection criteria was to identify enamels which were likely to provide 

insight into the craftsmanship methods employed in the creation of the copper substrate - the 

parameters defined by the research question.  

 

Four selection criteria were defined: 

(1) Enamels should have a complex three-dimensional form. Rationale: a 

complexity of form combined with the technical limitations of the thin copper shim, 

dictates that they would be jointed. Furthermore, complex forms are likely to be 

assemblages of shaped components.   

                                                                            
120 Similar etuis are in the collections of Wolverhampton Art Gallery, the Museum of London and Manchester Art 
Gallery. 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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(2) Enamels need to be duplicated, either in one or across multiple 

collections. The rationale is twofold: First, the duplication of artefact types 

(uniformity of form, size, decoration) signifies mass production (Fig. 3.24 shows a range 

of near identical etuis); Secondly, the identification of duplicates allows for comparative 

analysis between artefacts to be undertaken, allowing a richer analysis of the enamel 

type. 

(3) Enamels selected should conform to one of f ive types, e.g.  candle 

snuffers,  bird-shaped bonbonnières. Rationale: different types of artefacts may 

employ different construction methods. Selecting five different types provide the means 

to identify differences and the commonalities of making techniques across the genre 

and reveal a more representational picture of methods employed across the trade. 

(4) The enamels should posses witness marks to manufacture: marks on the 

enamel surface or damage that reveals the copper substrate beneath. 

Rationale: the methods of construction are hidden beneath the decorative vitreous 

coating. Damage in two forms provides a mechanism for viewing: marks in the enamel 

surface caused by the manufacturing process; post-production chips in the enamel 

revealing copper substrate.  

 

The selection process was shaped by two external parameters, beyond the researcher’s 

influence, concerning museum collection accessibility:  

o The museums’ capacity to support access to artefacts. During the period of this 

research (February 2014 – August 2018), UK Museums were experiencing significant 

budget cuts, and this meant that staff time to support collections access was limited121. 

Consequently, the researcher had to be mindful of his impact on staff. 

o Geography. The physical distance from the researcher’s base in the Midlands to the 

V&A, Museum of London and Harris Museum, Preston, meant only a limited number 

of visits were possible.  

 

Museum-based research was therefore constrained by time and capacity and this needed to be 

acknowledged in the primary data collection processes, to ensure meaningful data could be 

collected from a representational number of enamels and in a rigorous manner. A three-stage 

                                                                            
121 Hood, A., D. (2009) 'Material Culture: the Object', in  Barber, S. and Peniston-Bird, C., M. (eds.) History Beyond 
the Text: A Student's Guide to Approaching Alternative Sources. London: Routledge., pp. 176 - 198., reveals this as a 
particular obstacle for researchers who wish to use objects/artefacts as primary sources. 
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selection process was developed devised to sift a large group of artefacts as potential data 

sources and to identify a manageable group for data collection (Fig: 3.25, shows a diagram of 

the sifting process), thereby ensuring efficient use of time. This comprised: 

o Museum Artefact Comprehensive List  generat ion. Identification of enamels 

against criteria one and two. A digital filter was employed to select artefacts from the 

Museum of London (London, 2016) and Wolverhampton Museum and Art Gallery 

(Culture, 2015) collections, from their digitised and publicly accessible catalogues. 

Enamels that met the criteria were identified. Where the catalogues revealed damage to 

the enamel, then this was recorded on an Artefact Selection Online Search Log (see 

Fig. 3.26).  Neither the V&A nor The Harris Museum’s enamel collections are 

digitised. Consequently, a combination of scoping visits to the V&A stores122 and a copy 

of the Catalogue of the Schreiber Collection123 (Victoria and Albert et al., 1924) were 

used to identify suitable objects conforming to the selection criteria. The Harris 

Museum’s collection was much smaller 124  but not less significant. An inventory of 

enamel supplied by the Applied Arts Curator was used to identify Harris Museum 

enamels that aligned with those already selected in the other collections.  

 

                                                                            
122 At the time of writing the stores of the V&A were at Blythe House, Kensington Olympia. 
123 For this reason, the Schreiber accession numbers have been used as identification in this research. 
124 The Harris enamel collection is outlined on its web page. See: http://www.harrismuseum.org.uk/collections/118-
decorative-art 
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Figure 3.25: Diagram of the filtering of artefacts to reduce to a manageable size. 
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* The V&A enamel collection does not have an online catalogue, however, the 
Schreiber collection is catalogued (Victoria and Albert et al., 1924). This makes up a 
substantial proportion of the V&A collection and was used to search items. A scoping 
visit identified enamels acquired from other sources, included in the schematic figures. 
	

Artefact Selection – Fil tering Using Digital  and Analogue 
Catalogues 
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o Artefact Fil tering: Identifying groups representational of the breadth of 

shapes and scales of enamels. This stage fulfilled criteria three, in order to select 

enamels that fitted into one of five artefact types within the South Staffordshire 

classification of decorative art. These objects were identified through the online 

catalogue search as having damage informed groupings, comprising:  

a) Candle snuffers  

b) A combination patch box and scent bottle, in the form of female head and shoulders  

c) Snuff boxes/bonbonnières in the form of birds  

d) Double inkstands/salts  

e) Candlesticks  

 

This led to the identification of 79 enamels. These were compiled onto an In-Museum 

Artefact Search Log for each museum (Fig. 3.27), populated with a thumbnail image, a 

museum accession number (for identification in the museum store), and a space to 

both record initial observations and to rank the suitability of enamels.  
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Figure 3.26: Artefact selection method example: Wolverhampton collection, Online Search Log. 
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Figure 3.27: Artefact selection method example: Wolverhampton collection In-Museum Artefact Search log, 
containing pre-recorded data and notes on enamels suitable for object analysis. 
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Final Selection: In-museum identif ication of enamel artefacts for Object 

Analysis.  The final stage required a visual and haptic encounter with the enamels in the 

museum store (Fig. 3.28). Prior to this, artefact selection value judgements were based on 

information mediated primarily through third-party interfaces: museum digital and printed 

catalogues. These sources tend to concentrate on the ‘beauty shot’ rather than focus on the 

artefact’s imperfections. Consequently, the final process of distilling the museum 

Comprehensive List of 772 items into a final data group list involved a preliminary visual 

inspection of the 79 identified artefacts’ interior and exterior enamel surface. Items with witness 

marks to manufacture: staining on the enamel surface that appeared unusual; a bare copper 

substrate, seams and joints; were ranked in order of priority for object analysis (Fig. 3.29). 

 

 

Figure 3.28: Object Analysis session 25th November 2015 - shortlist collection of enamels. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2015), image © the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

Items comprising from left to right: candlestick and nozzle; 3 x double inkwells; 2 x double salts; 5 x bird shaped 

snuff boxes or bonbonnières; purple candlestick and 3 x nozzles.  

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 3.29: Diagram showing final filtering, based on whether enamels had damage and witness marks to 

manufacture. 

 

 

 

 

3.4.4  Object Analysis and Practice-based Research Methods for 

Investigation and Validation 

 

The research comprised four stages. The first three concerned object analysis method 

comprising: (1) Description; (2) Deductive Analysis; (3) Speculative Analysis. The fourth and 

final stage used practice-based research to investigate and validate emerging theories on the 

craftsmanship process. 
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Stage 1 Description  

This concerned creating an objective written and visual record of the enamel artefact, while in 

the museum stores. An Object Observation and Analysis template was created on which to 

methodically collate data (Fig 3.30 & 3.31 shows an example of the template). This was devised 

to ensure rigour of process: it aided memory while in the stores, provided a structure to ensure 

continuity of the type of knowledge collected and once beyond the confines of the stores 

provided a means to undertake comparative analysis. 

 

The first page recorded a description of the artefact to allow future recognition of the enamel: 

museum-specific detail (Fig. 3.30); object type; size; accession number; collection source; place 

and date of manufacture (where known). This information was supplemented with details of 

duplicates in other collections, to facilitate comparison with artefact types across collections.  

 

A visual inspection and written record of the enamel was made. This created a ‘description’ of 

the artefact’s visual characteristics (Fig. 3.31) comprising: 

 

o Form and components  

o Decoration, including coloured grounds, painted or printed embellishment  

o Damage, including self-evident construction, witness marks on the enamel surface that 

could be referential to construction beneath, and ambiguous marks on enamel surfaces. 

When recording marks, the researcher was mindful of making an objective written 

record of the visual aesthetics and position of the marks rather than interpreting them at 

this stage. 

 

Photographic documentation was used to create an image bank in relation to the enamel, to 

complement the written account. A Nikon D3100 digital SLR was used in conjunction with a 

tripod for stability in the low lighting of the stores, to ensure that a high-resolution JPEG image  
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Figure 3.30: Research methods example: Page 1, Object Observation and Analysis template, used to record 

information for enamel candle snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Figure 3.31: Research methods example:  Page 4, Object Observation and Analysis template, written recording of 

analysis enamel candle snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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could be generated. A photographic cove with 1mm graph paper provided scale reference, and 

a magnification lens filters allowed close-up photography. Images comprised:  

 

o Record of the whole enamel from each plane (front, back, sides, top and bottom) 

o Close-up documentation of specific details both internal and external (self-evident 

construction, marks and other irregularities and imperfections on the enamel surface). 

 

The enamels were measured in two ways. (1) Detailed measurements using a plastic ruler and 

Vernier gauge (Fig. 3.32) were compiled for all enamels. Overall dimensions were 

complemented by detailed dimensions such as the thickness of enamel and the widths of self-

evident construction. This information was recorded on a diagrammatical drawing. Plastic 

measuring apparatus was used, in accordance with museum handling protocols to prevent 

damage to artefacts, metal being prohibited because it has the potential to scratch or chip an 

artefact. Although plastic Vernier gauges are not as accurate as metal, the tolerance was 

considered sufficient in the context of this research. (2) For selected artefacts, graph paper 

profile templates were cut to facilitate comparison between enamels appearing to have the 

same design and to aid workshop replication during validation. The enamel was placed on 

paper, pencil dots were made near its exterior edge, the artefact was removed and the shape cut 

from the paper, then it was tested for fit by placing the enamel in the space cut, and where 

necessary the paper remarked and further paper trimmed. This was repeated until the template 

fitted (Fig. 3.33 and 3.34 show profile templates made of graph paper - scale - 1mm per small 

square - of bird-shaped box BI653, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture).  
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Figure 3.32: Research methods example: Senator plastic Vernier 

gauge to measure facets on the hexafoil125 base of candlestick 

BI475. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), courtesy 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                            
125 A hexagonal shape with lobed rather than flat facets.  
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Figure 3.33: Research methods example: Measurement data  - profile templates of bird-shaped box BI653, 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

 
Figure 3.34: Research methods example: Profile template check, 

bird-shaped box BI653. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), 

courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Stage 2 Deduction  

This stage consisted of the accumulation of knowledge through multiple interpretations. The 

haptic and visual encounter with the enamel in the museum store continued: sensory and 

intellectual engagement was used to analyse the artefact in its own context (Prown, 1982, p. 8), 

making deductions in relation to self-evident witness marks to craftsmanship. Comparisons 

were made with other enamels of the same type and knowledge acquired through 

connoisseurship derived from factual evidence, e.g. historical literature or scholarly papers, 

informed the deductive processes. Three methods were employed to generate primary data:  

 

I .  Visual analysis through drawing  

Drawing provided a means to analyse, interpret and record the enamel through the lens 

of the craftsman (fig. 3.35), to develop an understanding of craftsmanship. Clarity is 

critical here: Dr Jack Ogden states “drawings should record the object precisely; artistry 

should not outweigh usefulness […] the picture should provide the maximum amount of 

information for those who are unable to handle the object itself” (1992, p. 17). In this 

research drawing provided two functions. The first concerned developing 

understanding of the physical artefact – its form, explicit or ambiguous clues to 

manufacture, correlations in imperfections internally and externally. This provided a 

documentary account of the enamel’s detail that the researcher, in conjunction with 

digital images, could return to beyond the confines of the museum.  

 

The second concerned the exploration of the craftsmanship process that could have 

resulted in the creation of these details and consequently the enamel. Drawing had 

primacy over the digital photograph because it allowed the researcher to gain a rich 

understanding of the physical artefact that could not be acquired when mediated 

through the digital. Sennett in The Craftsman provides a useful explanation of this in 

action, quoting an architect’s observations that deeper insight is developed when using 

analogue drawing rather than digital drawing tools within the design process:  

 

 “As in other visual practices, architectural sketches are often pictures of 
 possibilities; in the process of crystallizing and refining them by hand, the 
designer proceeds just as a tennis player or musician does, gets deeply involved 
in it, matures  thinking about it. The site, as this architect observes, “becomes 
ingrained in the mind.”’(2008, p. 40) 
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Figure 3.35: Research methods example: Analytical drawings recording clues to the construction of candlestick 

BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. Drawing: John Grayson (2016).  

 

 

 

 

 

In the context of this research, the sustained process of drawing allowed the critical 

detail of the artefact to become imprinted in the mind of the researcher: the form, the 

obvious clues to construction, the identification of anonymous marks on the enamel 

surface, and the recognition of correlations between corresponding marks, 

deformations, etc., both internally and externally. Furthermore, the act of drawing 

shifted perspective from that of a twenty-first century contemporary craftsman as 

researcher: observing (and recording) the physical results of the eighteenth-century 

craftsman – the copper they shaped, the components they joined, the enamel applied 

and decorated - to the perspective of eighteenth-century craftsman: considering what 
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craftsmanship actions could have been employed that could explain the characteristics 

observed. Here the research considered the witness marks to construction in the 

context of the act of making, the detailed analytical drawing providing the means to 

consider the actions that would herald these results. Schön in The Reflective 

Practitioner provides evidence of the capacity of drawing to relocate an individual into a 

domain. In his example he describes the architect using drawing to facilitate imaginative 

exploration of a situation to gain deeper understanding of it: ‘hence he is able to move 

in the drawing as though he were moving through buildings on the site, exploring the 

felt paths as a user of the building would experience them’ (Schön, 1991, p. 159). 

 

II.  Visual analysis through microscopy recorded by digital  image capture 

Ogden suggests that a microscope is essential for the analysis of the construction of 

historical jewellery and metalwork. It allows the researcher to interpret scratches, marks 

and discoloration, differentiating between marks of making and those not, thus 

illuminating the processes employed by craftsman. However, he also cautions: “an 

inexperienced person let loose on a microscope often reads too much deliberate 

human agency or design into miniscule details” (Ogden, 1992, p. 20), a justification for 

the importance of craftsmanship knowledge in the context of this research. 

 

A Maplin USB Digital Microscope (see section 3.4.2 on scoping methods) connected to 

a laptop computer (Fig. 3.36 and 3.37) provided a means to investigate and record, 

through image capture, detail not apparent to the naked eye: such as enamel surface 

qualities and copper construction. Because the image of the magnified section can 

become ambiguous and consequently difficult to locate its original position on the 

artefact, image maps were created on the template, as a means to record both the 

pathway of the microscope and the sequence of image capture (Fig. 3.38 shows the 

map, numbers relate to the sequence of image capture to allow identification of JPEGs 

when cataloguing within data-handling system). The optical device was used to aid visual 

analysis, leading to deductive and speculative observations that were recorded in two 

forms: written, on the enamel’s Object Observation Analysis template and annotated 

notes on analytical drawings. Microscopy digital image capture created a digital image 

bank of specific witness marks identified through the visual and haptic encounter. 
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Figure 3.36: Research methods example: Maplin Digital Microscope connected to MacBook Air to undertake 

visual analysis of candlestick BI524. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and 

Culture. 
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Figure 3.37: Research methods example: Microscope and adapted stand, being used for close-up analysis and 

image capture of base joint of candlestick BI524. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), courtesy Wolverhampton 

Arts and Culture.  
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Figure 3.38: Research methods example: Microscope image map, candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and 

Culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

III.  Visual and haptic analysis chronicled by writ ten account on template  

Although visual and haptic analysis was integral to other data generation methods: 

analysis through drawing and microscopy, it also provided a distinct primary data 

generation method. It had advantages over analysis through optical devices (camera or 

microscope lens) because the researcher’s view is not restricted to the zone defined by 

the lens. The visual and haptic encounter provides the means to undertake a rapid and 

reflexive analysis of the enamel’s surface. Here, hand and eye work in coordination, 

conducted by [one’s] cognition. Holding the artefact, the eye scans and the hand’s 

touch is used to read the textures of the enamel surface, discovering imperfections and 

details. Cognition questions the cause of each mark as they come within the eye’s gaze, 

connoisseurship mobilised questions, such as: has the mark been seen before? Or, is 
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there an explanation that could be derived through comparison with other enamels in 

the museum? These cerebral musings generated through a physical encounter with the 

artefact were documented as a written record on the Object Observation Analysis 

template as they surfaced in the mind. Then, no sooner had the record been made, the 

hand tilted the object to a new vantage point and the process was repeated.  

 

The deductive processes continued beyond the museum store, through comparison between 

enamels of the same type across museums, to identify correlations in witness marks, 

construction techniques in copper, or both, through the compilation of a series of witness mark 

comparison matrixes. The emergence of patterns reinforced a hypothesis of manufacture, 

while comparison with secondary data - craftsmanship accounts in literature (see: appendix A, 

page 316, Eighteenth-century Craftsmanship References in Literature) - helped underpin 

emergent theories.  

 

Stage 3 Speculation  

Speculation focused on considering clues to the manufacture inherent in the enamel in the 

context of the contemporary craftsman’s own experiences (Prown, 1982, p. 10): self-evident 

construction methods in exposed copper; witness marks in enamel surfaces in the form of 

stains; ambiguous marks and imperfections and their cause. Knowledge acquired through 

expertise was used to speculate on both ambiguous witness marks and the craftsmanship 

process surrounding the self-evident construction methods observed at the deductive stage.  

The methods for generating data during the deductive stage were extended: expertise gave rise 

to questions of craftsmanship, for example;  

Is this a joint?  

What type of joint is it?  

What mechanical attributes does it have (e.g. do wedge-shaped joints resists heat expansion)? 

How would this have been made?  

 

These questions were recorded through: 

 

o Annotations on the analytical drawings generated during deduction stage 

o Written record on the object observation analysis template 

o Notes on image comparison matrixes. 
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While deduction and speculation were separate stages within the object analysis method, the 

transition through the stages was not linear but iterative.  

 

In this research, the researcher was concerned with identifying and critically analysing 

eighteenth-century witness marks to manufacture: simultaneously dealing with the tangible, a 

mark in the material that is a product of the craftsmanship act; and the ambiguous, attempting 

to comprehend the craftsman’s cognitive process. While the former could, to a certain extent, 

be identified through objective deduction, the latter could only be speculated on through 

subjective, personal experience. This, therefore, necessitated a reflective process: a continuous 

oscillation between objective deduction and subjective speculation in order to understand the 

interconnection. For example, a line of square copper tabs revealed by a chip in the enamel 

could be considered self-evidently as an eighteenth-century joint. Once recorded as such the 

researcher shifted perspective to consider how the joint was made: the tools, processes and tacit 

craftsmanship knowledge employed. Here subjective speculation had to be employed to 

suggest the most likely possibilities as knowing definitely is not possible. Consequently, analysis 

shifted backwards and forwards between deduction and speculation, and also between written 

record, analytical drawing and microscopy: to produce a series of hypotheses on joint systems 

and form construction.   

 

Primary data handling and sorting consisted of: 

o Digital folders – a repository of collated DSLR photographs and digital microscopy 

images, sorted into enamel-specific folders, indexed using museum accession numbers 

o Hard copy folder collating by enamel type: observation analysis templates, analytical 

drawings, measurement records/profiles 

o Digital data sort – identification of exemplar images identifying witness marks to 

construction 

o Compilation of images into comparison matrixes of witness marks within enamel types 

(Fig. 3.39). 
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Figure 3.39: Research methods example: Page 1 of the candlestick witness mark comparison matrix. Images (left) 

© the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, (right) courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

Images removed due to copyright 
restrictions. 
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The overarching aim of this research (see: section 1.1.2, page 26) is to reveal the lost 

craftsmanship knowledge used to create the copper substrate of this genre of enamels and to 

explore its value in the eighteenth-century and the present for historians and craft makers. In 

this context, Object Analysis - deduction and speculation - led to hypotheses (Fig. 3.40 show 

the process of deductive and speculative analysis and the role of practice-based research – craft 

making in the workshop as a laboratory to investigate and validate theories) relating to two 

aspects:  

 

o Individual joint systems: Concepts of construction, their mechanical 

characteristics, and the craftsmanship tools, process and tacit understanding employed 

o Overall  form construction: Theories on the application of joint systems to make 

complex forms; testing beliefs on eighteenth-century enamel object manufacture; 

exploration of the innovative and versatile nature of the modes of construction to both 

historical and contemporary craftspeople. 

 

To generate a rich craftsmanship understanding, hypothesis required exploration and 

validation through practice-based inquiry in the craft workshop as a lab. 
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Figure 3.40: Methodology diagram: the process of deductive and speculative analysis to surface theories, and the 

role of practice-based (craft making) research to investigate and validate theories. 
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Stage 4 Practice-Based Research -  Craft  Making in the Workshop. 

Hypotheses of the historic craftsmanship processes surfaced through deductive and speculative 

analysis required practice-based research in the workshop as a lab. This comprised two phases:  

 

1. Material  Exploration Phase. To develop further understanding in relation to the 

modes of eighteenth-century craftsmanship used (objective 1), the creative potential of 

the historical process (objective 2),  

2. Validation Phase.  To test theories on the enamel artefact’s construction, the 

historical craft processes’ value (then and now), and to provide insight into the 

complexity and ingenuity of construction used (objective 3). 

 

Phase 1: Material  Exploration -  Investigating Emergent Theories  

This phase focused primarily on hypotheses relating to copper substrate joints:  

 

o The craftsmanship entailed in their making 

o Material and mechanical characteristics  

o Versatility and capacity for adaptation to differing complex forms  

o The technology’s significance to contemporary craft practice  

 

A series of material experiments using the researcher’s professional practice was undertaken 

(see: section 4.4.2 Investigation Through Contemporary Practice, page 233). Simple joint tests 

explored craftsmanship processes and the joint’s material and mechanical characteristics.  

Digital fabrication was used to make press tools to imitate potential eighteenth-century modes 

of forming metal. Two commissioned craft works: The Discombobulated Brexiteer for the 

Crafts Council and La Brexiteuse à Petits Talons 126  (Fig. 3.41 shows a section of the 

automaton) for Made in the Middle - digital and analogue automata that satirised political 

events pre and post the Brexit referendum in June 2016 - were used as vehicles for testing the 

joint’s versatility, capacity for adaptation and significance. By using the researcher’s own 

designs, where internal understanding of the construction was known, dual knowledge 

perspectives were employed: (1) external observation of witness marks; (2) mapping internal 

and external layers of data to register points of interest; (3) identification of the cause and effect 

                                                                            
126 The researcher as a contemporary craft maker prior to commencing this doctoral study appropriated traditional 
industrial manufacturing techniques for the creation of contemporary craftwork. In the eighteenth-century, the 
enamellers often commemorated or satirised people and events topical during the time of manufacture. 
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relationship of witness marks, particularly significant for marks that have been dismissed on the 

historical enamel items.  

 

This phase was followed by a subsequent re-examination of Objects Analysis data in the light 

of findings and to inform the theories of eighteenth-century enamel construction - the second 

phase, validation of hypotheses through replication. 

 

 
Figure 3.41: Grayson, John. (2017). La Brexiteuse à Petits 

Talons. Automata [painted enamel, brass] made for Made in the 

Middle exhibition, Craftspace 2017/18. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2017). 
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Phase 2: Validation –Replication of Eighteenth-Century Enamel Construction 

Phase 2 focused on validating theories on eighteenth-century substrate construction developed 

through the analysis of museum artefacts synthesised with knowledge developed through the 

investigation of craftsmanship processes in the craft workshop. Replication enabled the 

validation of: 

 

o Theories on the methods of constructing enamel forms  

o Hypothesis on the composition of components for specific historical enamel artefacts 

o New insights into the historic workshop process developed through making 

o Theories on the potential significance of the craftsmanship technology in the 

eighteenth-century. 

 

This provided the means to answer the aim of the research in terms of developing an 

understanding of the lost craftsmanship skills and process used in the South Staffordshire 

enamel trade.  

 

A series of replication experiments, recreating artefacts utilising the theories on joints and 

construction were developed, undertaken in the workshop. The form of construction was the 

focus, here measurement details, digital photographs and analytical drawings, were synthesised 

with craftsmanship expertise to design and 3D print tooling (press tools and mandrels127) to 

mimic potential methods used by the eighteenth-century craftsman and to aid the manufacture 

of the object’s copper substrate (see section 4.4.3 Validation of Findings Through Artefact 

Replication, page 263). While a faithful replication of the enamel decoration was not necessary, 

coating with enamel was, for two reasons:  

1. To understand the substrate production in the context of the complete journey of 

craftsmanship (objective 3) 

2. To be able to generate and subsequently make comparisons between witness marks 

developed in the present and those on the historic enamel objects, validating 

craftsmanship as a valid mode of enquiry (objective 4).  

 

 

 
                                                                            
127  A mandrel is a shaped steel block around which metal can be formed; they come in various shapes and sizes for 
different applications. 
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Methods of Recording Practice-Based Research – crafted objects 

Stages of production were recorded through digital image capture, video and written diary 

entry. Objects at various stages were collated in material sample boxes, and the workshop 

journal used to record process, and their outcomes, and explore comparisons between the 

eighteenth-century and the contemporary objects, phase 1 findings being recorded on a 

comparison matrix. 

 

For both validation phases data was generated through making in the workshop and gathered in 

four forms, comprising: 

o DSLR photographs recording craftsmanship stages of manufacture of the copper 

substrate joint and form, and the application of enamel  

o Video capture of the craftsmanship process 

o Material sample boxes of copper substrate and enamelled components (Fig. 3.42, 

shows samples for La Brexiteuse à Petits Talons) 

o A workshop diary documenting the craftsmanship process, firing temperatures, errors, 

and reflection on the process (Fig. 3.43). 

 

Data was sorted, analysed and recorded in relation to the hypothesis, comprising: 

o JPEG image analysis. Images maps were used to identify correlations between metal 

substrate joints, witness marks in enamel and JPEG images (Fig. 3.44). Hard copy print- 

outs of digital folders were used to record images selected for comparison (Fig. 3.45) 

with witness marks identified in primary data   

o Witness mark comparative analysis was undertaken using a workshop lab book to 

undertake an image data sort and comparison, in conjunction with comparative analysis 

of material experiments 

o Findings were collated on a witness mark comparison matrix. 
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Figure 3.42: Research methods example –practice-based research: Collating data - material samples box for La 

Brexiteuse à Petits Talons. Photograph: John Grayson (2017). 

 

Box comprises: (1) laser cut MDF shoulders press former; (2) copper sheet 0.010” press formed half head (tear in 

copper); (3) copper substrate fabricated head and shoulder (head damaged in pressing); (4) sample section 

automata base in Royal Blue enamel ground; (5) female figure in white enamel ground.  
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Figure 3.43: Research methods example - workshop diary entry 14/7/16, log of enamel firing tests, witness marks, 

and substrate distortion. (Workshop Diary: Material Experiments & Validation 1, Pg 117 –118).  
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Figure 3.44: Research methods example - image maps log: To locate photographic viewpoints for respective 

material tests, to correlate enamel witness marks copper substrate joint location. 
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Figure 3.45: Research methods example - data handling and sort: Image selection for migration to workshop 

journal.  
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3.5  Ethics  

 

The ethical implications of this research have been have been considered in relation to BCU’s 

Ethical Principles and Practice Policy (Birmingham City University : Ethical Principles and 

Practice Policy, 2015). The research methods required the collection of data from museum 

owned artefacts, and the testing of hypothesis through practice - craft making. The research 

methods employed, as outlined, did not involve data collection from living participants; 

consequently, it did not require consideration by the University Ethics committee. However, in 

constructing the framework of enquiry the researcher considered that ethics interfaced with the 

research in three areas: 

 

I. Methodological process -  Academic rigour, integrity, honesty and responsibility to 

the discipline was maintained throughout by, ensuring that the research process was 

rigorous; objective; testable and transparent. By keeping accurate records in order to 

allow others to scrutinise the methodological process; disseminating conclusions to 

allow peer review in the future (Creswell, 2002, p. 66). 

II. Museums and their collections – The research required working with museum 

employees and their objects. To ensure the safety of objects during object analysis, the 

research methods employed followed the museum collections specific protocols; where 

the research required deviation, request was made prior to arrival at the museum, 

providing an overview of the methods to be adopted and the equipment to be used, 

allowing the collection officers/curators to make an informed decision. Access to 

collections required the museums and their staff support to facilitate and supervisor 

access sessions. Due care and consideration was made for the impact on them, 

including; not placing unreasonable demands on their time and resources; not abusing 

possible positions of power; are credited in the research and gain benefit from the 

collaboration through the dissemination of findings (thesis/exhibition), here permission 

has been sort for the use of any material given by third parties (Malins and Gray, 2004, 

pp. 69-71) (Creswell, 2002, pp. 64-66). 

III. Workshop as a lab: Researcher Well-being – Central to this enquiry was the 

use of practice-based research – craft making in the workshop as a laboratory. This 

involved the working of metal and the use of enamel, combining re-creation of 

eighteenth-century metal manipulation techniques with the use of contemporary 
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enamelling processes. As such the management of risks associated with this making was 

required: material hazardous to health were used in accordance with suppliers guidance 

and personal protective clothing (PPE) used to eliminate risk when enamelling. 

 

 

 

3.6  Summary 

 

This chapter presented the rationale and justification for the craftsmanship-framed analysis of 

the enamel artefact, in order to address a knowledge gap in the craftsmanship process used to 

construct the fundamental copper substrate of South Staffordshire enamels. To put forward a 

hypothesis on the making process employed, a methodological approach was outlined that 

employed object analysis, grounded in the researcher’s expertise and connoisseurship, acquired 

through professional craft practice. The role of pilot studies and journals in shaping and 

adapting the methods used were presented. Finally, the methods, tools and templates for 

generating, collecting, recording, handling and sorting data were described, and the role 

practice-based research – crafts making in the workshop as a laboratory – as a means to 

investigate and validate craftsmanship hypothesis. The following chapter presents the findings 

developed through the application of this framework. 
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4  Analysis  and Research Findings  
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4.1  Introduction  

 

This study seeks to explore and understand the craftsmanship skills and process used in the 

manufacture of the copper substrate within eighteenth-century enamels: the essential metal 

skeleton on to which the enamel could be fused, fundamental in giving form, and functionality.  

 

The literature review revealed eighteenth-century writing principally concentrated on 

explanations of the decorative process. The corpus of scholarly writing undertaken since the 

trade’s demise (see: 1.3.2 Previous Studies, page 65) focused primarily on styles and modes of 

decoration and the history of the trade, describing the principal individuals and workshops 

engaged in it. Within their grand narrative (Victoria and Albert et al., 1924; Hughes and 

Hughes, 1951; Cope, 1980; Benjamin, 1987), fleeting references to substrate are made but are 

rare, and, often dismissive in nature by virtue of the cursory number of lines presented (section 

4.2 provides examples, see: page 179). Consequently, little in-depth understanding of the range 

of craftsmanship processes used in their manufacture exists. The lack of critical engagement 

derived from the perspective of these authors reveals a lack of understanding of the skilled 

manufacturing processes required. No consideration has been paid to the specific 

craftsmanship processes for creating elaborate three-dimensional copper forms: the essential 

role copper substrate played in the overall mode of manufacture, and the individual fabrication 

methods used. The established narrative, therefore, presents a skewed perspective on the 

trade.  It ignores the foundation layer upon which the enamel is placed, which is a significant 

omission in the understanding of this material culture. 

 

Where previous authors’ approaches followed established methodologies, this research 

provides a more comprehensive view by utilising knowledge and expertise (the craft-making 

skills of, or about, workshop processes) as an analytical framework of enquiry.  
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4.2  Context:  the Means of Production -  Tools,  Equipment and 

Processes 

 

Texts and witness accounts from the eighteenth-century (see: literature review, page 68) 

identified some of the craftsmanship tools and process used. Contemporary scholarship largely 

relies on these descriptions; however scholars also proffer additional descriptions, not 

originating from these sources, e.g., Hughes’ descriptions of forming and joining methods (see 

below). However, due to inadequate referencing, these should be read with caution. To help 

establish the contribution to knowledge of this research, a summary of established thought on 

the craftsmanship processes provides a context to these perspectives, which are revealed by this 

researcher when presenting the analysis and interpretation of data and findings later in this 

chapter. 

 

 

4.2.1  Substrate Material :  Copper Foil 

 

Eighteenth-century authors (Dossie, 1758, p. 229) (Angerstein, 2001, p. 345) describe copper 

sheet as the material of choice for production, the exact gauge not being identified. However, 

clues to thickness can be found: Hughes in English Painted Enamels (1951, p. 109) suggests 

“0.01 of an inch being usual” (0.254mm), while Lesley Durbin128, Ceramic Conservator, in 

Celebrating the Conservation of the Bilston Enamels (Alvarez, Durbin and Grayson, 2005), 

provides a description that alludes to gauge: 

 

‘The most common form of damage to enamel boxes is caused by impact, which 
generally causes the enamel to fracture and break away from the copper foil onto which 
it has been fired. The foil can also become distorted which in turn will cause further 
loss of enamel. It is so thin that distortion can often be corrected by warming and 
pressing the foil gently between finger and thumb.’ 

 

 

 

                                                                            
128 Lesley Durbin is a specialist in the conservation of architectural ceramics. She is Senior Conservator at The Jackfield 
Conservation Studio, based at Jackfield Tile Museum, Ironbridge, UK.  In 2004 she was responsible for undertaking 
restoration work on enamel boxes and objects for Wolverhampton City Council prior to the display of these items at 
Bilston Craft Gallery’s Craftsense permanent exhibition. 
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4.2.2  Modes of Making: Forming, Shaping and Assembly 

 

Thin copper sheet required forming. The use of copper foil as the raw material for press-

formed metal objects is interesting, because it contradicts the established-belief (amongst 

contemporary crafts-makers) that in order for the material to be formed to depth, it requires a 

thickness to allow stretching without tearing129 to occur. This established belief raised questions 

as to how thin copper sheet forms had been achieved.  

 

Scholars Hackwood, Hughes, Benjamin et al., posited that different methods were employed, 

evolving over the chronology of production as manufacturing technology improved. Hughes 

(1951, p. 110) observed that simple-shaped objects, such as flat-sided snuff boxes or oval-walled 

tea caddies and the like, simply used a sheet folded or rolled up, the material seamed at the 

edges using cold connections130.  

 

However, more complex forms required the sheet to be pressed or stamped. Various methods 

have been proffered: Hackwood’s (1889, p. 14) source suggested copper foil was placed on a 

cake of lead and the desired shape was driven into it using a punch and mallet. Hughes 

describes an equally rudimentary method of hammering the copper into basic hardwood 

formers to create simple shapes. This, he observed was used throughout the trade’s history for 

some applications due to its simplicity. However, he also suggests the trade benefited from 

technological advancement: the invention of stamping by Birmingham toy-maker, Richard 

Ford, in 1769 which itself was further improved with the invention of steel dies in 1790. 

Hughes attributes this innovation to the fabrication of animal-shape boxes and larger more 

elaborate hollowware, the designs often necessitating manufacture in sections. Significantly he 

highlights the limitation of the thin copper for stamping in complex steel dies: ‘So thin was the 

copper generally used by the enamellers that the stamp could only be applied to a limited 

extent, and hand-raising was never superseded’ (1951, p. 110). Benjamin concurs with these 

perspectives but adds that metal spinning131 was also used to produce cylindrical forms, though 

she does not provide her source for this belief (Benjamin, 1987, p. 30). Given the 

                                                                            
129 A tear, also referred to as a crack, occurs during a stamping or pressing operation, when the metal is forced between 
two metal shaped formers, to stretch it to a point beyond its natural malleability, causing it to rupture.  Timmins, S. e. 
(1967) Birmingham and the Midland hardware district. London: Frank Cass & Co. Ltd. P305, provides a useful 
description of the history, process and terminology used in the stamping trade circa 1850s 
130 Cold connection refers to methods of joining metal that do not require heat. 
131 Metal spinning is a method of shaping sheet metal. A blank is fixed to a rotating wooden or steel lathe chuck and the 
metal blank forced around it by applying pressure to it with a steel tool held by the craftsman. 
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chronological and geographical spread of the trade, and the different object types being 

produced by it, it is likely that a variety of processes were employed. 

 

The components then needed to be assembled into an object: descriptions of modes of joining 

are scant. Hughes briefly describes three: a lap joint; a hammered overlap seam referred to as a 

‘Roman joint’; and copper ribbons drawn through holes to tie a seam together (1951, p. 110). 

His description is ambiguous and provides little detail of use. Speel in Painted Enamels 

perhaps provides a little more clarity132 , when describing the production process used for 

transforming sheet copper into a box: 

 

‘the sides were bent up vertically and joined by means of cutting the edges into very 
short slats, to be interlaced for a firm hold, in the manner of a Roman joint.’(Speel, 
2008b, p. 89) 
 

Interestingly no detailed description of the means to cut out the shapes of the metal before 

forming or after pressing is provided. Hackwood states punches were used to cut out shaped 

components from a sheet before forming (1889, p. 14), and Hughes describes the same 

method being used later in the trade to cut the openwork133 of baskets to resemble pierced 

porcelain (1951, p. 110). 

  

 

4.2.3  Preparation of the Metal Surface for the Application of Enamel 

 

Opinions differ over the nature of substrate preparation for enamelling. Hackwood stated ‘it is 

not certain whether every blank or shape, before being coated, received a wash in an acid bath.’ 

(1889, p. 14). However, Hughes asserts it did, explaining that the fabricated substrate required 

annealing134 ‘to make it hold its form’ and to degrease it135, then it was cleaned and the surfaced 

                                                                            
132 Both Hughes’ and Speel’s descriptions are extremely limited, and it is not entirely clear that they are describing the 
same mode of connection. 
133 Openwork is decoration made by cutting away sections of material to make a pattern (also known as pierced).  
134 Annealing is the process of softening metal by heating it (in the case of copper to a cherry red colour) and then 
cooling. Once annealed the copper is more elastic, however as it is manipulated (by hitting or pressing) it ‘work hardens’ 
and returns to its original hard state, requiring re-annealing to continue. 
135 Degreasing is recognised as important by contemporary enamellers. Acid cleaning has long been recognised, see: 
Maryon, H. (1971) Metalwork and Enamelling New York: Dover Publications. Available at: 
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/bcu/detail.action?docID=1900849# (Accessed: 3rd July 2018). Pg. 259. 
However, there are other methods such as scouring with pumice or emery paper, are also used, see: Darty, L. (2004) The 
art of enameling : techniques, projects, inspiration. 1st edn. New York: Lark Books. Pg. 25. 
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keyed by ‘plunging into dilute nitric acid for four minutes, then rinsed thoroughly in cold water. 

The copper-bright surfaces were then roughened with a harsh brush of brass wires’ (1951, pp. 

110 - 111). From this researcher’s craftsmanship perspective, these descriptions appear 

incongruous with what would be possible. Annealing drastically softens copper, and so it is 

unclear whether the annealed copper foil, carefully constructed into a form, could have 

withstood this roughening process.  

 

 

 

4.3  Findings from Object Analysis Method  

 

4.3.1  Description of and Extracts from Data  

 

Object Analysis method (see Chapter 3), was deployed to generate data from five groups of 

enamels: bird-shaped bonbonnières, candle snuffers, candlesticks, double inkwells/salts and a 

female-shaped combination scent bottle/patch box. The prioritisation process resulted in some 

of these enamel artefacts only being photographed to inform the comparative analysis. Table 

4.1 provides a comprehensive list of the artefacts used to generate data, identifying: accession 

number, museum, and date of object analysis. Selected Object Analysis field notes, annotated 

drawings, reproductions of selected digital image recording of witness marks with annotations 

and comparison matrixes, are provided in the text. Those omitted that are relevant can be 

found in the appendices (object analysis data collection records - appendix C, page 328; 

annotated drawings - appendix D, page 369). 

 

In the absence of workshop manuals, the artefacts are the primary evidence. They represent a 

physical connection and are the embodiment of craft skills used in their production. The 

framework of object analysis identifies clues to the craftsmanship employed in the manufacture 

of the copper substrate. Continuous comparative analysis revealed repetitions of marks as a 

consequence of the manufacturing process, through which deduction or speculation generated 

data.  
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The following presents key data extracts from across these artefacts focusing on examples 

particularly rich in data. Each example presents a brief description of the artefact; a summary 

of principal data generated and its analysis. The section concludes with a summary of data 

generated through object analysis. 
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Table 2: List of artefacts as data source: locations and dates of object analysis/data generation. 

 

 

LIST OF ARTEFACTS USED FOR OBJECT ANALYSIS 

Enamel Type Accession 
number  

Museum Date/s  of  Object  
Analysis  (OA) 

Date/s  of  
photographic data 

capture only 

OA 
appendix 
locat ion 

Candle snuffer 
/  ext inguisher 

Sch277 
(414:1774-1885) 

V&A 
 

25th November 2015 
 

 
 

 

668-1868 V&A 25th November 2015   
EM206 W’ton 4th, 10th & 11th March 

2016 
  

Candlest ick 414:1761-1885  V&A   1st November 2013*  
Sch239 
(414:1761.1885  

V&A   1st November 2013*  

EM210 W’ton  25th February 2015*  
BI484 W’ton  25th February 2015*  
570:1886 V&A  25th November 2015  
BI525 W’ton 17th, 18th, 29th March, 1st 

April 2016 
  

BI524 W’ton 6th, 13th April 2016   
BI475 W’ton 6th, 13th April 2016   
PRSMG2005.135 Harris 6th, 13th April 2016   

Bonbonnière 
(bird shaped) 

 

EM238 W’ton  25th February 2015*  
EM239 W’ton  25th February 2015*  
BI649 W’ton  23rd October 2015  
BI653 W’ton 23rd October 2015   
BI648 W’ton 4th December 2015   
BI650 W’ton 11th December 2015   
BI645 W’ton 11th December 2015   
1817:1876 V&A  14th January 2016  
C72 1961 V&A  14th January 2016  
C73 1961 V&A  14th January 2016  
C74 1961 V&A  14th January 2016  
C77 1961 V&A  14th January 2016  
Sch 89 V&A  14th January 2016  
CI082 MoL 7th April 2016   
CI083 MoL  7th April 2016  
C1084 MoL  7th April 2016  
C1085 MoL  7th April 2016  
A9807 MoL  7th April 2016  
BA387 W’ton  21st April 2016  
1962M74.1 B’ham  27th February 2018  
1962M74.5 B’ham  27th February 2018  
1962M74.7 B’ham  27th February 2018  
1962M74.8 B’ham  27th February 2018  
Bird - unknown 
number 

B’ham  27th February 2018  

Double 
inkstand 

( including 
double sal t )  

Sch255 (414:1753 
– 1885) (inkstand) 

V&A 25th November 2015   

Sch258  (salt) V&A  25th November 2015  
Sch256 (inkstand) V&A  25th November 2015  
Sch271 (inkstand) V&A 14th January 2016   

Scent 
bott le/patch 
box – female 

head  

A9818 MoL 7th April 2016   

Key:  
V&A = Victoria and Albert Museum; W’ton = Wolverhampton Art Gallery; Harris = Harris Museum; MoL = Museum 

of London; B’ham = Birmingham Museums; * = collected during scoping. 
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4.3.2  Findings from Object Analysis of Enamel Artefacts 

 

A.  Candle snuffer/extinguisher 

Figure 4.1: Artefact Anatomy: Eighteenth-century candle snuffer, 

1668:1868. Object analysis session 15th January. Photograph: 

John Grayson (2016), ©Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

Three artefacts form the candle snuffer data set are near identical in shape and size (Table. 

4.2): a cone, with attached circular handle.  Decoration varies: Sch277 has a dark blue body 

embellished with gold scrollwork, white diaper patterns, and white reserve containing sprays of 

flowers; EM206 and 668-1868 (Fig. 4.1 uses 668-1868 to illustrate the key features of this type 

of enamel snuffer) have a white ground adorned with painted floral decoration, although 668-

1868 has additional gold scrollwork. Object integrity differs: 668-1868 has a complete body and 

handle, while only the body remains in the other two examples. Consequently, damage 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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comprises: staining and blisters (witness marks) created during production and post-production 

damage providing crucial unintended windows to examine the handle connection. 

Conservation filler masks some of the natural topography of EM206. Witness marks were 

examined in isolation and comparatively across all three artefacts. Visual and haptic 

examination, using annotated drawings, written field notes and digital image capture, was used 

as the means to generate data. 

 

Table 3: Data extract: candle snuffer, comparative dimensions across artefacts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V&A Sch277 
(414:1774-1885) V&A 1668:1868

Wolverhampton 
EM206

Average dimensions 

Dimension 
of cone Height 92mm 90mm 91mm 91mm

Base diameter 34mm 35mm
33mm x 36mm 

squashed (average = 
34.5)

34.5mm

Width at tip no dimension 5.9mm 4mm 4.95mm
flair on rim no dimension no dimension 1.5mm 1.5

Cone seam No. tabs visible
5 tabs                                

3 before handle 
joint

tabs not visible tabs not visible
5 tabs                                

3 before handle 
joint

Tab width
10mm and 12.5mm 

at lengths, width 
3.75mm- 5mm

tabs not visible tabs not visible
10mm and 12.5mm 

at lengths, width 
3.75mm- 5mm

Handle distance from rim to 
fix point of handle

no dimension 
estimate between 34 
& 35.25 using other 
dimensions (j) and 

(k)

32mm 37mm 34.5mm

width of handle or 
evidence to the 

effect
7.5mm 7mm hole in cone 6mm 

wide by 2mm wide 6.83mm

diameter of handle no dimension 22mm no dimension 22mm
distance from rim to 
point of departure 

of handle
27mm no dimension 27mm 27mm

distance from tip to 
point of departure 

of handle
51mm no dimension 49mm 50mm

Length of curved 
handle scar in 

enamel
no dimension no dimension 25mm 25mm
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Candle Snuffers Data: Clues to Construction 

Object analysis generated two sets of witness mark data relating to construction, comprising:  

 

Body of the snuffer: 

o EM206: Internal surface - a crack line in the enamel corresponding with an 

accompanying step in the exposed metal edge made visible by the handle tear hole. 

External surface - a seam line in exposed copper substrate revealed at the snuffer tip, 

correlating with the crack identified on the inside surface; copper folded over to radius 

the tip (Fig. 4. 2) 

o Sch277: Internal surface - a series of wedge-shaped stain lines in the enamel running 

horizontally up the body bisecting the handle. External surface - a single blister mark at 

the tip, the copper appears to be segmented at this point  

o 668-1668: External surface - a vertical straight stain line bisecting the handle (Fig. 4. 3); 

a single blister mark at the tip. 

 

Handle of the snuffer:  

o EM206: A curved scar in the external surface of the enamel running vertically in line 

with the crack and seam on the body, a ragged hole 6mm wide bisects this line 

o Sch277: A curved scar (of similar shape and location to EM206) with a thin slither of 

copper protruding (Fig. 4. 4), adjoining the wedge-shaped stain pattern on the internal 

surface previously defined; a horizontal ridge and stain line 7.5 mm wide positioned 

centrally to the curved enamel scar on the external surface. The ridge mirrors the 

location of the bulge described on 668-1668 

o 668-1668: A circular handle, the curve of which changes where it joins the snuffer body, 

the metal appearing to penetrate the snuffer. Enamel has collected between the handle 

and the body, the shape describing the scar on EM206 and Sch277. The handle leans 

slightly to the left; internally a horizontal protuberance in the enamel positioned 

centrally to the point of perceived penetration of the handle exists. This mirrors the 

width and location of the horizontal ridge and stain identified on the internal surface of 

Sch277, and the width and position of the hole in the body of EM206. 
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Figure 4.2: Data sample: enamel snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. Analytical drawing recording 

copper substrate seam and folded metal tip, 17th March. Drawing: John Grayson (2016). 
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Figure 4.3: Data sample: enamel snuffer 668:1868, V&A. Analytical drawing 

recording handle shape and position, and stain line on the external enamel 

surface, 25th November. Drawing: John Grayson (2015). 
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Figure 4.4: Data sample: enamel snuffer Sch277, V&A. Analytical drawing 

recording handle scar, tip construction and wedge-shaped stain lines in the 

internal enamel surface, 25th November. Drawing: John Grayson (2015). 
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Outcomes: Emerging Craftsmanship Theories  

A comparative analysis of the data (Fig. 4.5) presented evidence that could be interpreted as an 

explication of the craftsmanship used to make the snuffer body and handle. For example:  

 

o Placement correlation between the location of the wedge pattern enamel stain inside 

Sch 277, straight line stain and ridge on the external surface of 668-1668, and the 

straight crack inside EM206 suggests a seam where sheet metal has been jointed with 

wedge-shaped tabs to form the cone body (see Fig.4.6) 

 

o The corresponding location of the intact handle of 668-1668, with a ragged hole in 

EM206, the 7.5mm wide horizontal ridge and enamel bulge inside Sch277 and 668-

1668 respectively (Fig. 4.6), provide clues to the handle fabrication. It appears that the 

copper strip was passed through a slot in the body and was bent over to effect a joint, 

the folded copper being the cause of the enamel protuberance.  

 

However, whilst object analysis was sufficient to provide a hypothesis of the modes of 

construction, detailed craftsmanship understanding of how in practice these artefacts were 

made remained unanswered. This required investigation and validation through practice-based 

research – craft making. 
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 Figure 4.5: Data extract: Candle snuffer witness marks comparison matrix - external surfaces, Sch277, 668-1668, 

and EM206. Photographs: John Grayson (2015 & 2016); Sch277 & 668-1668, ©Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London; EM206, image courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

Images removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 4.6: Data extract: Candle snuffer witness marks comparison matrix - internal surfaces, Sch277, 668-1668, 

and EM206. Photographs: John Grayson (2015 & 2016); Sch277 & 668-1668, ©Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London; EM206, image courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

Images removed due to 
copyright restrictions. 
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B.  Candlesticks  

This section summarises the key data drawn from three groups which comprise candlesticks: 

(1) Column style; (2) Hexafoil base style; (3) mixed designs. The first two groups were the focus 

of object analysis across the four museums, and the third is made up of candlesticks photo 

documented only. 

 

 

Group one – Column candlest icks (matching pair  BI524 and BI525) 

 
Figure 4.7: Artefact Anatomy: Bilston manufactured 

Candlestick, 1770 – 1790, BI524. Photograph: John Grayson, 

(2016), image courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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The column-shaped candlestick136 (Fig. 4.7) consists of: a sconce137 for a detachable nozzle 

(missing); a tapered stem that transitions to baluster138 section and square base. The matching 

pair has a white enamel ground, embellished with a black, striped design, over-painted with 

gold lustre patterns. BI524 was in good condition, although in contrast, BI525 had major post-

production damage, the enamel being chipped-off in three locations: on the underside of the 

base; the external surface of the base - corner and top edge; and the transition point between 

stem and sconce, all providing windows to inspect the normally hidden copper substrate. This 

coupled with manufacturing imperfections in both artefacts - blisters in the external enamel 

surface, stains and imperfections in the enamel underside of the base, and the internal surface 

of the stem - provided potential witness marks to craftsmanship that could be interpreted. 

 

Group two – Hexafoil  base candlesticks, (PRSMG2005.135, BI475 and BI484) 

The second group’s design (Fig. 4.8) consists of a lobed hexafoil base and a baluster-shaped 

stem rising to the sconce for a detachable nozzle 139 . Nozzle designs vary, the rim of 

PRSMG2005.135 (comprising a matching pair) and BI475 have openwork, although BI484 is 

solid with a lobbed edge. The design is extensively represented in museums140, generally in bleu 

du roi 141  or white ground, but sometimes green or pink, decorated with floral sprays or 

embellished with pictures, sometimes in white reserves, and gilt scrollwork or other types of 

patterns.   

 

BI484 had major post-production damage, a large chip on the baluster section. The integrity of 

the enamel on the other two artefacts was good, however staining and irregularities of the 

enamel surface, both externally and internally, provided clues to construction. 

 

                                                                            
136 The shape is similar to that of candlestick Sch316 in the V&A collection. 
137  The flared top of the candlestick in which the candlestick nozzle is fitted. 
138 A candlestick’s column section with an alternating convex, concave profile. 
139 A detachable rimmed socket in which the candle itself is wedged, which in turn sits in the top of the candlestick (the 
sconce section). They vary in shape and decoration: square, circular or lobed, either solid or with openwork. 
140 V&A, Wolverhampton Art Gallery, Museum of London and Birmingham Museums. 
141 French for Royal Blue. 
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Figure 4.8: Artefact anatomy: Eighteenth-century candlestick of 

unknown manufacturer, BI484. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2014), image courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

 

 
 
Group three – miscellaneous candlesticks  

Three candlesticks comprised this group: Sch239 (V&A 414:1761.1885) (Fig. 4.9), a square-

based candlestick, with a fluted stem that transitions into an urn-shaped sconce, with detachable  
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Figure 4.9: Artefact anatomy: eighteenth-century candlestick of 

unknown manufacturer, Sch 239. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2013), ©Victoria and Albert Museum, London.  

 

square nozzle; Wolverhampton Arts and Culture EM210 (Fig. 4.15), a nozzle for a cassolette142; 

and, V&A 570:1869 (Fig. 4.18), a square-based candlestick with a corkscrew style stem, with a 

detachable square nozzle with radius corners. 

                                                                            
142 A cassolette was an ornament urn atop a pedestal. The urn was capped with a reversible finial/nozzle that transformed 
it into a candlestick. Two excellent examples Sch315 and Sch240 exist in the V&A collection. 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Table 4: Data extract: table of candlestick witness marks. 
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Object Analysis:  Clues to Construction 

Object analysis generated clues to the methods of production across the data set (Table. 4.3). 

Three groups of witness marks were identified:  

o Marks interpretable in isolation, from which hypothesis of production could be 

developed  

o Marks where comparative analysis was required, to reveal correlations, thereby 

allowing interpretation  

o Ambiguous marks not understood. 

 

The following are examples from the data generated. Please see the object analysis records 

(Appendix C, page 328), annotated drawings (Appendix D, page 369), and data comparison 

matrixes (Appendix E, page 379) for comprehensive detail. 

 

I .  Clues to fabricating components.  

The manufacture of the enamel artefacts required the transformation of a flat sheet into three-

dimensional components. A range of witness marks provides possible clues to the processes 

used.  

 

o Transforming a sheet into tubular form – stem and nozzle: BI524 and BI5252 

presented a combination of clues: a straight vertical stain line running down the inside 

of the tubular stem; small copper wedge tabs on both items (Fig. 4.10, & 4.11), 

reminiscent of the larger variant identified on the candle snuffer earlier. This suggested 

a seam line and a method of closure respectively. The appearance of visual evidence 

suggestive of a similar joint used to fabricate the nozzle of Sch239 perhaps points to the 

wedge method being particularly appropriate for joining tube structures. However, 

analysis of the nozzle and sconce of 570:1869 revealed a differing approach (see ribbon 

tie143 description, section 4.4.1). To understand why this was, and the relative merits of 

each type of joint required a process of practical investigation and subsequent 

validation. 

 

                                                                            
143  A slender strip of copper ribbon used to bind components together.  
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Figure 4.10: Data sample: Candlestick BI524, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. Analytical drawing recording 

clues to construction – wedge tabs and the location of stain lines, 6th April. Drawing: John Grayson (2016). 

 
Figure 4.11: Data sample: Candlestick BI525. Annotated photographs identifying wedge shape tab inside sconce, 

1st April. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), image courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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o Evidence of stamping a sheet into a form: The base chip of BI425 exposed the copper 

substrate, revealing curves and creases (Fig. 4.12). No joints were evident, making it 

apparent that the base was stamped.   

 

With regard to the hexafoil bases of BI475 and PRSMG 2005:135: these were 

encapsulated entirely in enamel; however, witness marks to a forming method were 

evident (Fig. 4.12). The overall base had the characteristics of a stamping: uniformity of 

shape and repetition across objects. However, close inspection revealed a near 

imperceptible difference: in the curvature and width of scallops; slight variations to the 

horizontal fluting on the lobes; a faint horizontal indentation in the scallops, in line with 

a moulded ridge on the adjacent lobes. These minor irregularities appeared 

incongruous with the overall stamped symmetry of the base. This researcher considers 

these to be the evidence of hand finishing, as suggested by Hughes. 

 

 
Figure 4.12: Data sample: Candlestick BI525. Annotated photographs of square base identifying pressed copper 

substrate, 18th March. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), image courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Figure 4.13: Data sample: Bilston manufactured candlestick 1760 – 1780, BI475. Annotated photographs 

identifying hexafoil base with a residue of marks from staged pressing, 21st April. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2016), images courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

 

 

 

II.  Clues to assembly – joints and seams. 

To assemble components into complex forms requires modes of connecting components. 

Object analysis provided clues, comprising: 

 

o Evidence of assemblages of pressed metal components: Chips in the enamel of BI484 

and EM210, revealed seam lines in the baluster stem (Fig. 4.14) and finial respectively 

(Fig. 4.15), revealing curvilinear forms to be pressed in sections, and not spun as 

suggested by Benjamin 
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Figure 4.14: Data sample: Candlestick BI484. Annotated photographs identifying chip that reveals copper 

substrate and seam, 21st November. Photograph: John Grayson (2014), images courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts 

and Culture.  
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Figure 4.15: Data sample: Bilston manufactured cassolette finial 1760 – 1780, EM210. Annotated photographs 

identifying damage that reveals copper substrate and seam, 21st November. Photograph, John Grayson (2014); 

images courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture.  

 

 

 

 

o Modes of joining components: Clues to three techniques were evident:  

1. A chip on the underside of BI525 (Fig 4.16) revealed a series of small square copper 

tabs, measuring approximately 2.5mm x 2.5mm at the junction between the stem and 

the base. The tabs were uniform in size and spacing, except in one instance where 

two tabs were consecutive. These visible tabs correlated with markings and 

undulations in the enamel around the circumference of the junction describing the 

continuation of the seam, and were also evident in the same location on BI524. On 

closer inspection a chip between the stem and sconce of BI525 (Fig 4.17) provided a 

window to view a solitary tab, revealing this method to be deployed elsewhere. Tab 

joints were not confined to the column candlesticks, evidence of the technique was 

found inside the sconce stem joint of hexafoil type BI475, albeit with chamfered 

corners. 
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2. Small wedge-shaped tabs presented on the inside surface of stems and nozzles, 

described earlier. In the absence of an established nomenclature, the researcher has 

defined these as castellated tab144, and wedge joints respectively. 

3. The nozzle and sconce of 570:1869 had undulations in the enamel suggestive of the 

ribbon tie described by Hughes: the nozzle presented a faint vertical seam bisected by 

three small strips. A similar marking was evident on the sconce (Fig. 4.18). 

 

 
Figure 4.16: Data sample: Candlesticks (left) BI525 and (right) BI524. Annotated photograph identifying chip and 

stain revealing copper substrate and seam, 1st April. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), image courtesy of 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

                                                                            
144 A square shaped tongue of metal cut along an edge to affect a joint with another metal component within a Roman 
joint seam. 
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Figure 4.17: Data sample: candlestick BI525. Annotated photographs identifying a chip in enamel that reveals a 

copper tab, seam and tear in the copper substrate, 1st April. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), images courtesy of 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Figure 4.18: Data sample: Eighteenth-century candlestick, 570:1869. Annotated photographs identifying witness 

mark evidence of ribbon tie method of joining components, 25th November. Drawings and photographs: John 

Grayson (2015), photographs ©Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Images removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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o Blisters,  bubbles and cracks: possible clues to joint construction: 

Historically, small imperfections, such as blisters, black dots and cracking that occur in 

the enamel have been dismissed as nothing more than bad craftsmanship: furnace 

contamination and under firing (Hughes and Hughes, 1951, p. 110). However, 

examination by this researcher has established a correlation between some surface 

marks and identifiable joint construction (described earlier). For example, damage at 

the junction between the baluster and base of BI525, revealed a series of bubbles in 

the enamel cross section (Fig. 4.19), trapped in the moment of their forming, when 

molten enamel solidified as the candlestick was removed from the furnace. These 

correlated with the location of the tabs on the inside145, and appear to be the result of 

tab contamination. Furthermore, object analysis also revealed the same correlation 

between stem and sconce junction on BI475. This suggested that the formation of the 

bubbles was as a consequence of the mode of jointing. This discovery provided a 

mechanism to interpret other marks previously determined as ambiguous in other 

locations. For example, the presence of blisters at the junction between stem and 

baluster section of BI524 signified a castellated tab and therefore a Roman joint seam 

at this location (Fig. 4.20).  

 

                                                                            
145 Craftsmanship analysis of the joints suggests that the visible internal tabs would have required corresponding external 
tabs to create the joint (see section 4.4.1, castellated tab). These tabs provide a potential risk to the enamel’s perfection 
because contamination can be trapped between it and the substrate. 
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Figure 4.19: Data sample: Candlestick BI525. Annotated photograph identifying a crack that reveals bubble 

formation in the enamel, 1st April. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), images courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts 

and Culture.  
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Figure 4.20: Data sample: candlestick BI524. Annotated photograph of bubble formation suggestive of locations 

of tabbed seams above and below the baluster section of candlestick base, 13th April. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2016), image courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture.  

 

 

 

 

 

Outcomes: Emerging Craftsmanship Theories  

Witness-marks tell us of the craftsmanship process beyond the identification of seaming, 

stamping, and jointing. Deeper analysis, the comparison between them and consideration of 

the context of making, generates rich detail below the enamel surface: clues to the tools used; 

and craftsmanship processes employed for jointing and stamping components. This section 

presents the development of theories based on observation analysis to be tested through 

practice. 
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Analysis of the copper tabs of BI525 (Fig. 4.21) revealed the appearance of general uniformity. 

Consideration was given as to how these tabs were cut, with snips146  or punch tool. The 

presence of different variants of tabs across the artefacts suggested hand cutting with snips. This 

would have afforded the craftsman the flexibility to decide quickly the joint system required 

and adapt it where necessary. Furthermore, the cost of manufacturing multiple, different-sized 

punch tools required for each of the different joint applications across all variants of design 

could be economically and creatively constricting.  

 

Analysis of the tabs, their position, and marks around them in the exposed copper substrate 

allowed the researcher to consider the obscured parts of the joint system, in order to interpret 

joint assembly.  For example, analysis of each castellated tab on the seam of BI524, revealed 

dimpled substrate between tabs147, suggesting that a tab on the corresponding reverse had 

pushed the copper down. Blisters around the edge of the baluster base joint reinforced this 

belief.  This suggested that the mode of joining was trapping the copper of the candlestick base 

between alternate tabs cut on the stem, anchoring it in position - the Roman joint identified by 

Hughes and Speel to connect corner edges of sheet when constructing a box. Similar analysis 

of the wedge tabs concluded the shape was derived from the need to interlock the tabs.  This 

distinction in the mechanical properties of castellated and wedge tabs is noted and raises the 

questions of downstream craft activities: construction of shape, the decoration process and 

therefore the reason for further investigation through craft-making – practice-based research. 

                                                                            
146 Snips are a form of cutting tool, much like heavy-duty scissors for cutting metal, larger variants (for cutting thicker 
metal) are known as shears. 
147 This witness mark took on a greater significance in terms of its capacity to communicate the craftsmanship when 
investigating the tabbed construction of the Roman joint through practice-based research - craft making in the workshop 
as a laboratory. Through exploring the use of this type of tab/joint system to join neck to shoulder components of 
contemporary work, the act of pressing tabs down on one side caused the accidental creation of the dimple mark in the 
substrate between tabs on the reverse of the substrate. The appearance resembled those witness marks observed on 
BI524. See appendix D: Extracts from lab diary and lab book  - PhD Lab Diary 1 extracts page 97 – 98.  
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Figure 4.21: Data sample: Candlestick BI525. Analytical drawing (top), interpreting marks leading to 

craftsmanship hypothesis, 18th March. Annotated photograph (bottom) identifying imperfection of cut tabs, and 

the double (consecutive) tab, 1st April. Drawing/photograph: John Grayson (2016), photograph courtesy of 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Analysis of marks in both metal and enamel surfaces provided clues to the modes of stamping. 

The faint indentation lines in the otherwise perfect scallops of the hexafoil candlestick bases 

(see: fig. 4.13, page 202) seemed inconsistent with being an intended feature, when compared 

to the deeply defined mouldings of the rest of the artefact.  The researcher concluded that this 

was a remnant of staged stamping. Furthermore, it revealed a potential sequence of production, 

that: first, the base was pressed into a basic form; second, the scallops were pressed in, thereby 

knocking out the section of detail already stamped and leaving a residual line. This observation 

and interpretation provide the researcher with the understanding to stamp unfeasibly thin 

copper foil, through gradual movement of the metal from sheet to finished form. It revealed 

the process of craftsmanship scheduling not often discernible in the finished artefact, providing 

new knowledge critical to developing innovation in contemporary practice. 

 

To understand the practicalities of using hand-cut joints - the craftsmanship required, their 

mechanical properties and the complexity of pressing thin copper - theories gathered through 

object analysis needed to be tested in the studio in order to replicate them through practice-

based research.  

 

 

C.  Bird Bonbonnières 

Bonbonnières (containers for minted cashews as a form of breath freshener) in a bird form are 

widely represented in most collections148 . The artefact comprises a bird-shaped container 

section, a hinged metal mount and a concave enamel lid. The former was always hand painted, 

the latter, painted, transfer-printed, and stencilled through fabric or combination and the bird 

always appears to be sitting down (Fig. 4.22). The choice of artefact type selected for 

investigation is the largest group in this research comprising twenty-four (see: table 2, page 184) 

items.  

 

 

                                                                            
148 The bird-shaped boxes are sometimes listed as snuff boxes as well as bonbonnières, although there appears no 
detailed difference between the two types of box, unlike patch boxes, which can be identified because of the inclusion of a 
mirror in the lid. 
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Figure 4.22: Artefact Anatomy: Bilston manufactured bird-

shaped bonbonnière/snuff box, 1765 – 1785, BI653. 

Photograph: John Grayson (2015), image courtesy 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 

 

 

 

 

Object Analysis:  Clue to Construction 

This group of artefacts was selected because the shape of the body appears unlikely to have 

been fabricated as one component, primarily because of the undercuts in the shape. Object 

analysis revealed a pattern of marks common to all birds that suggested the method of fixing 

the beak to the body. However, concrete evidence of body joints was not present. This 

necessitated analysis to be extended across a wider group of artefacts149 than has been the case 

elsewhere in this research, in order to identify patterns. Self-evident clues to the construction 

comprised: 

o Chipped enamel on the beak’s external surface exposed substrate revealing the beak to 

be fabricated from a conical piece of copper (Fig. 4. 23) 

                                                                            
149 Analysis of artefacts in the Birmingham Museums Trust collection. 
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o Stain lines in the enamel suggested two patterns of internal beak junction (Fig. 4. 24): 

(1) a fan of long thin tabs; (2) three or four large tabs. 

 

 
Figure 4.23: Data sample: Eighteenth-century bird-shaped bonbonnière, Museum of London C1082. Analytical 

drawing recording beak constructed from a cone of copper foil, 7th April. Drawing: John Grayson (2016). 

 
Figure 4.24: Data sample: Bird-shaped boxes, (left) BI653 (right) BI648. Annotated photographs comparing two 

methods of beak to body joint, 23rd October and 4th December. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), images courtesy 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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In addition, a range of ambiguous marks was identified: 

o Enamel burn marks on the internal surface of the bird’s head comprising two stains in 

the enamel on either side perpendicular to the beak’s central axis, common to a 

number of birds. Initially this was interpreted as stain generated by ribbon ties to hold 

two halves together; however, a more prosaic explanation was also considered, that 

they form part of the artefact’s aesthetic - bosses in the copper substrate on which the 

enameller could paint eyes. However, clarity could not be ascertained through object 

analysis and so this required further investigation. 

o Straight burn lines/cracks and ridges down the centre of a number of their backs and 

heads. These were common to a number of birds (see: appendix G, lab book 3, pg. 

23) but object analysis could not prove that these were signifiers of seam lines and or 

joints (Fig. 4.25).  

o Stain lines suggestive of castellated tabs used in the body of a Partridge BI645 (Fig. 

4.26) 

o Bubbles and marks running horizontally around the base of the neck of BI649 (see: 

Figure 4.69, page 278), suggestive of a seam between neck and head. 
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Figure 4.25: Data sample: Bilston manufactured bird-shaped snuff-box, 1760 - 

1780, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture BI648. Analytical drawing recording 

witness marks, crack in the centre of body possible clue to construction, 4th 

December. Drawing: John Grayson (2015).  
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Figure 4.26: Data sample: Bilston manufactured bird-shaped snuff-box, 1760 – 1780, BI645. Analytical drawing 

and microscope image capture of clues to tabbed construction of bird body, 11th December. Drawing and 

photograph: John Grayson (2015), image courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture.  

 

 

 

 

Outcomes: Emerging Craftsmanship Theories 

Deductive analysis confirmed other authors’ observations that the beak section was a separate 

component. Object analysis provided new evidence as to how this joint worked. Exposed 

copper and blisters around the outside of the junction between beak and head suggests the 

mechanical connection is the same as the Roman joint, with castellated tabs sitting inside and 

outside the head. 

 

The lack of conclusive evidence of body joints and seams engendered a certain amount of 

speculation. The lines, cracks and raised ridges central to the main body of a number of items, 

identified above, provided clues to fabrication that required investigation through material 

enquiry and replication in the workshop. 
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D.  Double Inkstand/Salts 

These objects were included because of their intriguing complexity, suggestive of multiple 

components. The double inkstand dishes and double salts were combined in one group 

through an initial misunderstanding that the inkstands were salts. Both sets of artefacts, 

however, appear to have a commonality of construction, with formed side panels and a top 

with indentations. Neither is widely represented in UK collections. Three inkstand dishes (Fig 

4.27) are in the V&A and one in the Raby collection of Manchester Art Gallery150. The two 

double salts examples are in the Schreiber collection (Fig. 4.29). All are decorated with pattern-

work, some including pastoral scenes. 

 

Double Inkstand Dishes -  Object  Analysis :  Clue to Construct ion 

 

Figure 4.27: Artefact Anatomy: Eighteenth-century double inkstand, Sch255. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), 

©Victoria and Albert Museum, London.  

 

 

 

 

Object analysis provided a number of witness marks to construction comprising (Fig. 4.28): 

o Burn lines in the white enamel ground on the internal surface of the artefacts denoted 

what appeared to be the edges of pressed metal componentry. These lines were present 

                                                                            
150 A scoping visit was made to this collection, but artefacts were not included, as outlined in section 3.4.3 – Enamel 
Selection Method. 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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where the cylindrical rebates, (intended for the ink and pounce pot but missing), joined 

the top panel, and were in evidence at the transition between top and side panels  

o Small square tabs positioned periodically along the burn line between top and side 

panels suggested a means of assembly. 

 

 

Figure 4.28: Data sample: Double inkstand Sch255. Annotated photographs identifying stain outline of tabbed 

construction, to fix the top to the sides, 25th November. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), © the Victoria and 

Albert Museum, London.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Double salts -  Object Analysis:  Clue to Construction 

Two sets of witness marks were present: 

o Faint burn lines were present around the junction between the pressed indentations (for 

containing salt) and the top sheet, suggesting separate components (Fig. 4.29) 

o Irregular marking between the top sheet and side panels which may indicate the 

presence of castellated tabs folded over (Fig. 4.29) 

o Slight, intermittent vertical enamel burn lines on the inside surface at each end, 

suggestive of a seam joining the two pressed side panels together Fig. 4.30). 

 

Figure 4.29: Data sample: Eighteenth-century double salt, Sch258, 14th January. Annotated photograph identifying 

stain lines and irregularities indicative of joints. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), © the Victoria and Albert 

Museum, London.  

 

 

 

Outcomes: Emerging Craftsmanship Theories 

Craftsmanship analysis illuminated two aspects of production. The first was related to methods 

of constructing large complex enamel artefacts and provided insight into how the historical 

makers achieved this with the limited technology at hand. Stain lines in the enamel ground 

appeared to delineate the sides, top and indentations of separate components, in both types of 

enamel artefact. This revealed how the historical craftsman constructed complex forms: by the 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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segmentation of an object, it is likely that the small components could be readily stamped and 

then assembled using small tabs.  

 

The second aspect related solely to the double salts and revealed witness marks to modes of 

cutting, on metal edges. An important missing area from both eighteenth-century literature and 

previous scholars research is the description or analysis of methods of cutting metal blanks and 

the removal of waste material from pressings. Beyond Hackwood’s and Hughes’ (see section 

4.2) description of manual punch work, no reference to cutting metal is provided. The removal 

of material critically provides the negative space that defines a shape. It is unlikely that a punch 

would cut the large blanks required for items such as candlesticks or tea caddies. Detailed 

analysis of the exposed edge of the stamped sides of double salt Sch258 (Fig. 4.29 & fig 4.30) 

reveals them to be far from smooth. The curved edges have steps, and the tight radius corners 

have nicks (Fig.4.31). These irregularities suggest hand cutting, with straight shears used and 

little effort to smooth edges with a file (or other abrasive) afterwards. This reveals that while 

tooling was used to press complex forms, hand processes were still required to separate the 

waste from the pressing. 

Figure 4.30: Data sample: Double salt Sch258. Annotated photograph of underside identifying evidence of jointed 

components and hand-cut edges, 25th November. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), © the Victoria and Albert 

Museum, London. 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 4.31: Data sample: Double salt, Sch258. Annotated photograph, section of underside identifying edge 

irregularities suggestive of hand cutting, 25th November. Photograph: John Grayson (2015), © the Victoria and 

Albert Museum, London. 

 

 

 

 

 

E.  Scent Bottles 

Within the groups of artefacts selected, the combined scent bottle and patch box, sculpted in 

the form of a female head and shoulders, (Fig. 4.32) comprised only one artefact: Museum of 

London A9818. However, it was deemed that it warranted inclusion by virtue of the significant 

damage it had incurred. This had been identified through the online catalogue search. 

Significantly this type of enamel appears to be comparatively rare in comparison with other 

types as represented by those selected for this study. Within the museum collections accessed, 

the Museum of London had one other, C1505, in excellent condition. The artefact comprises 

two components: the neck and shoulders form both the patch box - the lid being the underside 

– and the neck contains a small glass scent bottle. This is decorated in painted enamel: exposed 

neck and shoulders, and the top of a red dress. The head is a separate component and forms 

the stopper for the scent bottle. Again this is painted in enamel with flesh tones and black hair. 

Image removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Damage is evident in three locations: the base of the patch box; the neck area; and the top of 

the head. This has exposed the copper substrate, the neck appears to have a piece of a non-

original tube attached as a repair. 

 

 
Figure 4.32: Artefact Anatomy: combined scent bottle and patch box, 1760 – 1780, A9818. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2016), copyright Museum of London. 
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Figure 4.33: Data sample: Combined scent bottle and patch box A9818. Annotated photograph identifying 

methods of joining pressed copper substrate components, (Left) base of head showing tabs to locate each pressed 

half, and copper ribbon to tie the components together; (Right) view looking into head showing enamel describing 

outline of locating tabs, 7th April. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), copyright Museum of London.  

 

 

 

 

Clues to Fabrication 

This artefact was selected because it was particularly rich in self-evident clues to assembly (Fig. 

4.33), comprising: 

 

o Around the neck and the base of the head, the copper substrate could be analysed. 

Here it was evident that the head was composed of two pressings, a front face section 

and back (the seam running around the head bisecting the ears).  At the base of the 

head, a thin copper ribbon measuring approximately 1.5mm was threaded between 

slots in each half of the head (Fig. 4.33, middle). Analysis of the exposed seam also 

identified the presence of some small tapered tabs  

o Tapered tab-shaped stain in the counter enamel on the inside of the head described a 

wedge seam (Fig. 4.33, bottom), although the shape of this was different from that 

witnessed on the candle snuffer Sch277 and the candlestick BI524 and BI525 (see 

earlier). 
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Outcomes: Emerging Craftsmanship Theories  

This artefact was a significant find for two reasons: the exposed substrate provided an 

opportunity to inspect joint construction; the presence of the seam line provided an 

understanding on how enamels such as this were stamped and seamed. The presence of the 

ribbon tie appeared to be self-evident as the method by which they were fixed and correlated 

with witness marks on the enamel surfaces of V&A candlestick 570:1869 (see figure 4.18, page 

207). However, the presence of what appeared to be wedge-shaped tabs was confusing. At the 

point of undertaking object analysis at the Museum of London, a pilot study exploring practice 

as a means of enquiry through replication of the candle snuffer conical form had revealed the 

wedge tabs could not be constructed within the enclosed space of the head tapered tab. If these 

were wedge tabs how could they be assembled? Craftsmanship analysis of the problem and a 

comparison with the evidence from EM210 suggested that these ‘tapered’ tabs were designed 

simply to locate either side of the plain edge of the corresponding pressed head component, 

not to lock it together, the ribbon tie being the means to bind them together. 

 

 

4.3.3  Summary of Data  

 

Object analysis resulted in the identification of witness marks to craftsmanship production, 

ranging from self-evident construction in exposed copper to imperfections in the enamel 

surface. Interpretation illuminated different eighteenth-century fabrication processes. Self-

evident or deductible witness mark data comprised:  

 

o Evidence of the process for transforming a flat sheet into form: (1) metal stamping 

components; (2) transforming sheet metal into a form  

o Different types of jointing systems and the locations used: (1) The Roman joint and 

utilising castellated tabs in their different forms – square section, chamfered square; (2) 

wedge tabs; (3) ribbon tie joint; (4) locating tabs; (5) beak joints  

o Modes of cutting: (1) marks in metal edges, suggestive of the use of hand tools such as 

saw and snips, to shape sheet metal and trim excess material from a stamped blank; (2) 

the identical repetition of shape of some decorative candlestick openwork pointing to 

punches, irregularity of others suggestive of pierced saw work.  
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While some of this knowledge is not wholly new - Hughes talks about jointed seams, the use of 

slender ribbons and the stamping of components - detail is scant. Object analysis presents data 

on a wider range of joint methods used, and the different types of locations and scales of work 

in which they were deployed.   

 

In addition, object analysis has also generated data on surface marks on both enamel and the 

copper substrate which comprised: 

o Blisters and dark stain spots, of a repetitive nature, often occurring at points of the 

shape transition, e.g. between a candlestick base and stem 

o Stain lines in the enamel that appear to describe, through their shape, a joint  

o Surface imperfections such as ridges and cracks in the enamel 

o Textures on the surface of the copper substrate: embossed parallel ridges; reticulation151 

like texture. 

 

These marks were ambiguous when viewed in isolation. However, in some instances, an 

understanding was derived through comparison with them and self-evident or deductible 

craftsmanship data already collected. The following section provides an analysis of this data. 

 

 

 

4.4  Analysis and Interpretat ion  

 

4.4.1  Interpretation of Object Analysis Findings 

 

The literature review suggests that scholars were aware of the presence of clues to construction 

in the enamels, but did not have the inclination, knowledge or skill to analyse or interpret 

them. The craftsmanship-framed Object Analysis of this research addresses the gaps of 

previous research, interpreting self-evident marks of construction, and ambiguous 

imperfections in enamel surfaces with critical enquiry.  

 

                                                                            
151 Reticulation is a texture (a very fine buckling) generated on a metal alloy’s surface, it is created through repeated 
heating and cooling. 
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An analysis of exposed joints revealed different techniques. One explanation could be that each 

was characteristic of the individual craftsman’s personal way of making. However, this seems 

unlikely to be the principal reason. Analysis of the joints in relation to location suggested 

different joints had differing mechanical properties and purposes, devised to meet the technical 

parameters imposed by each design variant, and also to withstand the heat expansion caused by 

the furnace. The analysis also suggested the process of making and mechanical attributes, as 

follows: 

o The Castellated tabs of the Roman joint connect copper sections by trapping a 

plain edge of one component between separated square section tabs of the other. 

Alternate tabs are bent apart to create castellated tabs between which the plain copper 

edge is inserted. The tabs are then pressed back in line thus securing the component 

(Fig. 4.34). It is not suitable in applications where a joint could be pulled apart (Fig. 

4.35) 

o The wedge tab seam connects through interlocking wedges cut on each piece to be 

joined, like a zip. The locking system counteracts pull forces exerted on the seam, 

either during fabrication or firing (Fig. 4.36) 

o The ribbon tie binds components using a slender (2mm wide) strip of copper, 

passed through holes in the metal (Fig. 4.37). The method appears to have been used 

where others cannot be employed, for example, where there is limited finger or tool 

accessibility to a seam inside a form; or where pressed components could be easily 

deformed during assembly of copper components. Or to prevent seams coming apart, 

for example in combination with castellated tabs. 
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Figure 4.34: Analytical diagram: Assembly where the Roman joint is particularly suited. Schematic shows method 

of fixing using castellated tabs on the internal and external surface. Drawing: John Grayson (2018). 

 
Figure 4.35: Analytical diagram: Assembly where the castellated tab would not be a suitable mode of connection. 

Drawing: John Grayson (2018). 
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Figure 4.36: Analytical diagram: Schematic of the method of wedge tab joint construction. The tabs are located on 

the inside to create a smooth external surface. Drawing: John Grayson (2018).  
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Figure 4.37: Analytical diagram: Schematic of the method of ribbon tie joint construction. Ends of ribbon can be 

folded over internally or externally. Drawing: John Grayson (2018). 
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Through this investigation previously lost knowledge of craftsmanship has re-emerged which 

can be applied now. It has established a set of principles for metalworking applicable to enamel 

construction that can now be adopted for contemporary application in the generation of new 

work. 

 

The craftsmanship lens has reinterpreted previously misunderstood enamel imperfections: 

blisters, bubbles, and other marks, which had been dismissed as a product of under firing and 

furnace contamination (Hughes and Hughes, 1951, p. 111). This has provided an opportunity 

for this researcher to identify joint locations and to understand the complexity of construction.  

 

By considering witness marks, two sets of questions arose.  

If a joint was self-evident:  

o How mechanically does it work?  

o What tools and methods should be used to cut and shape it?  

o What is the sequence of production?  

o What tacit knowledge is required to develop work in copper foil?  

 

If previously it had been an ambiguous mark:  

o How likely is it to be evidence of a seam?  

o What can it reveal about the methods of production to make the complete artefact?  

 

Museum-based object analysis could not extend this thinking beyond speculation. 

Furthermore, some marks remained ambiguous due to a lack of data correlation, so it was not 

possible to gain a complete understanding solely from object analysis. The potential 

significance of these marks, together with craftsmanship theories which have arisen on 

production, required exploration through craft practice in order to develop a fuller 

understanding.  

 

Object Analysis:  Emerging Theories Requiring Investigation Through Practice 

1. Joint types had specific material characteristics, functions and applications, which were 

deployed according to the shape of the component being fabricated and its location in 

the enamel. 
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2. Joint system fabrication principally employed handcraft skills, because this provided 

versatility and allowed adaptation to new designs demanded by the market place. 

3. The stains, blemishes, cracks and marks on enamel surfaces are significant and by 

understanding their formation they may reveal further information about the artefact’s 

construction. 

4. By understanding the craftsmanship processes required to transform copper to enamel, 

new insights into the craftsmanship processes and modes of production employed in 

the eighteenth-century enamel trade (tools used, sequence and complexity of 

production, management of risk, e.g. warping) can be made. 

5. The fabrication of copper substrate was complex and technologically innovative, and 

therefore far more important to the trade than has hitherto been recognised by 

scholars.  

6. Eighteenth-century craftsmanship processes were creative, flexible and suitable for 

adaptation. These skills and processes, resurfaced as heritage craft processes, have a 

creative application, allowing new modes of contemporary craft making to be 

developed. 

 

 

4.4.2  Investigation Through Contemporary Practice  

 

To fully appreciate the craftsmanship used in the eighteenth century and its value now, 

theoretical understanding needs to be extended to the practical: to identify the tools and 

processes used; to illuminate the sequence of production; to understand the tacit craft skills that 

reveal the complexity of construction involved. As such, two stages of investigation through 

practice in the craft workshop were undertaken. The first isolated specific processes to develop 

a focus on their unique characteristics, the technical and tacit skills required, and the value of 

this knowledge to contemporary practice, which is discussed in this section. The second, 

synthesised knowledge derived from this exercise, with theories developed through object 

analysis, with observations being underpinned by the researcher’s own craft experience, to 

develop an understanding of the likely mode of construction of examples of complete 

eighteenth-century objects. This validated observations through practice. 
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The creation of two satirical enamel automata The Discombobulated Brexiteer and La 

Brexiteuse à Petit Talons, which focused on pre- and post-Brexit politics, were used to explore 

dual knowledge perspectives:  

I. Practical investigation of the hypothesis of construction techniques which have emerged 

through object analysis  

II. Understanding the creative potential of this lost craftsmanship as a heritage craft 

process.  

 

These objects, like their distant relatives, took cues for their form and decoration from their 

intended purpose – novelty and amusement. Their narrative and functionality meant that both 

objects required the fabrication of human forms – the Brexiteers - and a base to enclose the 

automata mechanism. The design’s form (Fig. 4.38 & Fig.4.39) was located in the historic 

designs, materials, technology and craftsmanship of the eighteenth-century enamel artefacts. A 

montage of appropriated elements: the female form of the Museum of London collection scent 

bottle/patch box (Fig. 4.32, page 224), informed the design of the Brexiteers (Fig 4.40); a 

double salt in the V&A compendium Sch258 (Fig. 4.29, page 221) became the model for the 

automata base and feet (Fig. 4.43, page 240).  

 

 
Figure 4.38: Practice-based research - sketchbook extract: Initial ideas sketch for The Discombobulated Brexiteer.  

Drawing: John Grayson (2016).  
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Figure 4.39: Practice-based research - sketchbook extract: Design concept sketch for The Discombobulated 

Brexiteer, exploring methods of jointing. Drawing: John Grayson (2016).  

  

 
Figure 4.40: Practice-based research – lab book extract: Technical drawings for La Brexiteuse à Petits Talons, 

female figure joint construction. Drawing:  John Grayson (2016).  
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The epistemological belief that learning occurs better through repetition (Malins and Gray, 

2004, p. 130) also informed the design. By using modularised components - an iterative 

process could be undertaken: making, observing, reflecting on outcomes, modification of 

approach and re-making. This provided a greater opportunity for the refinement of 

understanding, and also to observe the material characteristics that emerged. These could then 

be used to make comparisons with the historical objects. 

 

The Brexiteers were designed to explore three specific fabrication processes:  

 

o Sheet metal shaping– folding, rolling, press-forming152 

o Mechanical joining – castellated tabs, wedge-shaped tab, copper ribbon  

o Enamelling – ground coat application, decorating to understand the witness mark 

formation. 

 

The following presents the findings in the sequence of production - sheet to component and 

component to object. 

 

As outlined in section 4.2, the thin copper sheet was the starting point for making. Early 

eighteenth-century writings illuminate problems of the purity of copper provided for enamellers 

(Chambers, 1728, p. 305). However, by the 1750’s it is clear that enamelling directly on to 

copper was the norm. The chemistry, thickness and thus the material properties of Copper 

Coil H/H153 12” x 0.010” supplied by Edwards Metals Ltd., Birmingham, has been considered 

comparable. 

 

Hackwood’s description of stamping presented earlier (see 4.2), using lead and steel punches, 

is still used today within the silversmith’s workshop, albeit substituting toxic lead with other 

material, often plastic-based compounds (McCreight, 2011, p. 56). Hughes describes a diverse 

process, from the simple use of a sheet, flat or curved in one plain, lap or Roman jointed 

together to make simple objects, and stamping using new techniques of the day (see section 

4.2). For this research through practice, two modes of transforming sheet copper into a three-

dimensional form were deployed that mirrored these techniques, to develop an understanding 

of the parameters of using thin gauge copper, comprising:  
                                                                            
152  Press-forming is similar to stamping but the metal is drawn down into the shape more gradually. 
153 This refers to the temper of the copper, H/H denotes  the copper is half hard. 
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o Press-forming. The shaping of sheet metal by stamping the copper into a wooden 

die with a Blu Tack ram. Components made in this way: heads, shoulders, skirt tops, 

mechanism cover/base top surfaces (Fig. 4.49, page 248)   

o Bending or folding the sheet into variants of circular,  oval,  straight-

sided or tapered hollow forms, closed through the application of the 

joint systems l isted. Components constructed using this process: necks, chest/waist 

section of the torso, skirt tops, mechanism/base sides (Fig. 4.49). 

 

A description of the method of press-forming the head for the Brexiteers illustrates the process 

used. A simple silhouette die made by laminating MDF sheets together created an aperture of 

either the front or the back of the head (Fig. 4.41). A prototype was hand cut to establish 

feasibility, and the second was laser cut for accuracy. Initial experiments used a wooden 

doming mallet154 to form the metal into the die but the metal was difficult to control and was 

discounted. The second used Blu Tack secured to a wooden block, and the combination 

created a ram to force the annealed copper into the die. A polythene sheet prevented the tacky 

polymer bonding to the fragile copper foil when pressed. While this process appears to be 

rooted in the contemporary age, with the materials being employed, the mechanical principals 

mirror the method described by Hackwood. In the same way that the steel tool dictates shape, 

so too the MDF die. Where the lead is malleable to take the steel’s impression but resistant 

enough to move the annealed copper, so too is the Blu Tack, thereby pressing the copper 

between the two to shape it (Fig. 4.41). The sequence of production consisted of: 

(1) Copper foil annealed to soften it  

(2) Cleaning in safety pickle155, then washed in water 

(3) Pressing by fixing a copper blank to the die with masking tape to prevent 

movement, Blu Tack ram placed on top, and force applied with the fly-press156 

and removal  

(4) Removal of irregularities in the waste material by resting the pressing on a steel 

plate and hammering with a hide mallet157 or burnishing with the face of a 

planishing hammer (fig 4. 41).  

                                                                            
154 A round-faced wooden hammer used to curve metal. 
155 A very dilute acid solution used to clean scale caused by heating, from a metal surface. 
156 The fly press is a manually operated machine for stamping metal. A weighted horizontal T shape handle forces a 
vertical ram down to apply pressure to shaping or cutting tools placed beneath. Fly presses were used extensively later in 
the metal-work trades for the stamping of shapes and the cutting of blanks. Presses were also available in a variety of sizes. 
157 A coiled hide head hammer used to flatten or shape metal around a mandrel, without blemishing the metal. 
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Figure 4.41: Practice-based research – workshop findings extract: Head pressings for the Brexiteers using the laser 

cut silhouette die, showing the transformation between first and final pressing, 10th June. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2016). 
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The tooling158 used for pressing had varying aperture depths, from 18mm to 24mm deep, and 

widths from 40mm x 55mm to 230mm x 120mm. For the small items, heads and shoulders, 

comparable in size to an eighteenth-century item such as a bonbonnière, practice revealed that 

to press satisfactorily to the same depth, multiple cycles of annealing, cleaning, and pressing 

were required to be undertaken as a gradual process. Attempting to press to the full depth in 

one pressing – in this instance 18mm - resulted in the copper foil tearing as illustrated in Fig. 

4.42. Once pressed the waste material was cut from the pressing using a piercing saw or snips 

or both. 

 
Figure 4.42: Practice-based research – workshop findings 

extract: Pressed copper head showing the effect of too rapid a 

pressing, resulting in the material tearing, 10th June. Photograph: 

John Grayson (2016). 

 

 

 

 

It was not necessary to press-form sheet material to make all the components. Where 

appropriate the flat copper was rolled into form. Templates derived from drawings (Fig. 4.43) 

and card maquettes (Fig. 4.44) of the design were used to translate the net of the shape 

                                                                            
158 The term used in the stamping trade to describe the shaped metal blocks fitted in a press, that come together 
transforming a flat sheet into a shaped component. 
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required, on to the copper foil using a scribe, ruler and where necessary a pair of dividers. 

Shears and snips were used to cut out the desired metal shape. The metal was annealed and 

cleaned as before, then shaped over steel mandrels. Depending on the form, the jointing tabs 

were cut before or after shaping. 

 

 
Figure 4.43: Practice-based research – lab book extract: Technical drawings for La Brexiteuse à Petits Talons, base 

joint construction. Drawing:  John Grayson (2016). 
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Figure 4.44: Practice-based research – workshop/lab: Card maquette for La Brexiteuse à Petits Talons base, used 

as a net for accurate cutting of copper sheet, 28th May. Photograph: John Grayson (2016).  

 

 

 

 

Whether press formed, or sheet material cut and rolled into a simple form, jointing systems 

were required to connect components. A description of the construction of the automata base 

presents an example of the investigation of the craftsmanship process required to deploy the 

castellated tabbing of the Roman joint and the wedge-shaped tab seam, and the material 

understanding that was developed.  

 

Using the procedures for pressing shapes and fabricating components from flat material 

described earlier, the base section was constructed from three components: a pressed oval top 

and two side panels (Fig. 4.43). The base top was a simple pressing, requiring eight stages of 

annealing, cleaning and pressing. The waste copper was trimmed to leave a 2mm lip for the 

castellated tabs of the side panel to be fixed (Fig. 4.45). Next, two identical side panels were 

pressed and profile cut. Tabs 2mm x 2.5mm square were cut using snips into the edge to be 
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joined to the base top pressing (Fig. 4.46). The tab size was derived from the eighteenth-

century, to retain a reference to the original construction methods, along with the craftsmanship 

thinking, the assumption being that the proficient craftsman had settled on this size because it 

provided the best trade-off between ease of bending into position and resistance to grip on a 

component. Once cut, alternate tabs were bent apart (the castellated tabbing) to receive the 

edge of the oval pressing (Fig. 4.47). Next, the two side panels were connected to create a 

double-length base side section. To connect the two identical side panels, a series of wedge-

shaped tabs were cut. To effect an interlocking of the seam, the tips of the wedges were folded 

in, the wedges interconnected, then the tabs folded back down and their tips pressed home 

with the tip of a burnisher159 (Fig. 4.47). To make the seam smooth, the job was supported 

either on a mandrel or planishing block, and the seam struck with a hide mallet or burnished 

smooth with the face of a planishing hammer160. To attach the side panels to the pressed top, 

the double-sided panel was wrapped around the oval pressing, ensuring the 2mm rim of the 

pressed top was inserted between the alternately positioned castellated tabs previously cut on 

the side panels. The fixing of the oval pressing in place was a two-stage process: (1) the opposite 

ends of the side panels were connected; (2) the vertically-orientated castellated tabs were 

pressed down with the tip of the burnisher, trapping the rim and completing the Roman joint 

(Fig. 4.46). 

 

Once all the components for the Brexiteers had been fabricated application of enamel 

followed. This was critical in order to understand the joint’s mechanical performance during 

firing and to reveal knowledge of the process, and potential effects on the enamel’s surface. In 

relation to the latter, the researcher considered whether these joint techniques could create 

witness marks seen on the surface of enamels? The process of undertaking the full journey of 

craftsmanship enabled the researcher first of all to gauge the versatility of the eighteenth-century 

fabrication processes through the application of craftsmanship knowledge to different forms of 

construction. The process also provided an understanding of the relationship between the 

substrate construction techniques and the formation of imperfections on the enamel surface. 

These two elements provided essential information as to how risk was managed - by both the 

                                                                            
159 A tool with a blunt polished steel blade fitted to a handle, used for polishing (by rubbing over a metal surface), or for 
manipulating metal without scratching. 
160 A smooth-faced hammer used for removing irregularities in a metal surface. The flat-face is ideal for use as a large 
burnishes, to rub out irregularities in thin gauge metal. The flat-faced planishing hammer was used in this way in this 
research. 
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eighteenth-century and the contemporary crafts-maker - in order to maintain a high level of 

finish on the enamel surface (Fig.4.49-51).  

 

To complete the enamel object, wet-process enamel supplied by W. G. Ball Ltd., (Ball, 2018) 

was used. The application mirrored eighteenth-century witness accounts: small items were 

dipped into the liquid enamel (Angerstein, 2001, p. 47), large items used a combination of 

dipping and pouring (Hackwood and Stanhope, 1889, pp. 14 - 15). The items were dried, then 

fired in an electric muffle kiln at 800˚c. Between five and seven coats were applied and 

depending on when a good opaque finish was achieved to the ground, decoration was then 

applied. Designs created in Photoshop were converted into digital ceramic transfers161 (Digital 

Ceramics Transfers, 2018), and these were applied to the enamel ground and fired using a 

variant of the method described by Elizabeth Turrell in Transfer printing and enamel on metal 

(Petrie, 2011, pp. 118 - 120). 

                                                                            
161 Digital ceramic transfers are designed for application to ceramic surfaces not enamel, the firing schedule differing 
greatly, measured in minutes for enamel and hours for ceramic. Initially, it was thought that they were not suitable for 
application to enamel because gasses given off during the firing of the enamel became trapped under the transfer. This 
caused it to lift in areas resulting in the pigment that formed the image not touching the enamel ground coat at the enamel 
fusing point. This creates blister marks in the imagery. For those wishing to understand this more fully, see: Hoskin, S. 
and Turrell, E. 'Digital print technologies and their relation to vitreous enamel on metal for the visual artist', 2006 
International Conference on Digital Printing Technologies. University of the West of England. 
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Figure 4.45: Practice-based research – craftsmanship process photostory: Production of La Brexiteuse à Petits 

Talons, base top pressing and trimming, 1st October – 27th November. Photographs: John Grayson (2016). 
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Figure 4.46: Practice-based research – craftsmanship process photostory: La Brexiteuse à Petits Talons base side 

castellated tab cutting, 1st October – 27th November. Photographs: John Grayson (2016). 
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Figure 4.47: Practice-based research – workshop/lab diary entry 27/10/16. Craftsmanship process recording, 

castellated preparation and wedge tab assembly method. J. Grayson, (PhD Lab Diary 1: Material 

Experiments/Validation 1, Pg 145 –146). 
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Figure 4.48: Practice-based research – craftsmanship process photostory: La Brexiteuse à Petits Talons, assembly 

of base top and sides, 1st October – 27th November. Photographs: John Grayson, (2016).  
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Figure 4.49: Practice-based research – workshop findings extract: La Brexiteuse à Petits Talons, copper substrate 

fabrication, and to witness marks generated in enamel surfaces. Photographs: John Grayson (2016). 
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Figure 4.50: Grayson, John (2016), La Brexiteuse à Petits talons, digitally controlled automata, 300 x 250 x 

120mm [painted enamel on copper, brass, DC motors, Arduino Uno and electronics]. Created for Made in the 

Middle 2016 - 2018 touring exhibition. Photograph: John Grayson. 
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Figure 4.51: Grayson, John (2016), The Discombobulated Brexiteer, digitally controlled automata, 290 x 250 x 

120mm [painted vitreous enamel, copper, brass, DC motors, Arduino Uno and electronics]. Commissioned by 

the Crafts Council for A Curious Turn touring exhibition. Collection: Crafts Council162. The Discombobulated 

Brexiteer, 2016.17, John Grayson 2016. Photo: Iona Wolff (2016), courtesy of the Crafts Council. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                            
162  A video of The Discombobulated Brexiteer is available to view on the Crafts Council web site, see: 
http://collections.craftscouncil.org.uk/object-2016-17?Gid=PRO2314 
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Findings Derived from Contemporary Practice 

Hypotheses of joint construction, which had arisen through object analysis, were explored 

through contemporary practice in order to develop an understanding of both the craft practices 

of the past and the currency of this knowledge for historians of material culture, and 

contemporary craft practitioners. Photo documentation of the making process, collated in 

sketchbooks (Fig. 4.52), was used to record the craft process and to make comparisons 

between joint systems and the emergence of marks in enamel surfaces, particularly similarities 

between marks generated in the present and enamel artefact witness mark data. Key findings 

comprise: new knowledge about joints, their mode of construction, mechanical properties and 

the marks they cause; fresh perspectives on causes for distortion in enamels; evidence for the 

extensive use of hand cutting in substrate making; evidence that questions the established 

thinking on pre-enamelling substrate preparation; and new material that considers the 

significance of, and alternative reasons for texture on copper substrate surfaces. These findings 

will be considered in more detail. 

 

Joints:  Mechanical Properties 

Object analysis revealed the use of different joints in specific and very different locations. 

Practice allowed for an extensive investigation to understand the differences between their 

modes of production and mechanical properties. Findings comprised: 

 

o Wedge tab joint: This locking seam, not previously identified in the literature, allowed 

robust material manipulation techniques to be used, counteracting pull forces to be 

exerted, preventing the seam from coming apart, during assembly. In this context it has 

limitations, requiring: (1) tool accessibility to the internal surface of the hollow form to 

close the tabs; (2) heavy forces to smooth the wedges to prevent their protruding above 

the enamel, making it unsuited to connecting components that could be deformed by 

this action. Furthermore, it counteracted expansion and contraction forces exerted 

during firing. However, it was time-intensive to fabricate and therefore only warrants 

use where required 

o Castellated tabbed Roman joint: This was a simple and quick means of joining: tabs 

could be cut rapidly with the snips, making it easier to deploy than the wedge system, 

and was particularly effective where the tab locks two components together, e.g., fitting 

an end to a tube, or a tube in a hole 
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o Ribbon ties: The thin 2mm wide strips of copper provided a simple means to connect 

two pressed components. However, in order to locate the two edges being joined, small 

locating tabs required cutting on the edge of one component (single or more) 

castellated tab.  

 

Joints:  Witness Mark Generation in Enamel Surfaces 

As referred to earlier, established thought dismissed enamel surface marks as bad 

craftsmanship and/or contamination. However, object analysis has revealed some correlation 

between joints and surface marks. Not all marks could be interpreted by the researcher: 

ambiguous blisters, stains and black speckling existed on the enamel surface, the potential 

significance of which, if any, was not understood.  

 

To fire the enamel accurately a KCR1 digital kiln controller was used to regulate temperature, 

ensuring objects were not under-fired. This revealed that despite the enamel being brought to 

the correct fluxing temperature any joint had the potential to create surface imperfections (Fig. 

4.53). Evidence that marks can be signifiers of hidden construction therefore contradicts 

Hughes’ theory (see figure 4.53, page 254, and appendix F: extracts from lab book 2, recording 

and analysing witness mark development). 
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Figure 4.52: Practice-based research – lab book extract: causation tracking of witness marks in enamel surfaces by 

joints in the copper substrate (Lab book 1, Pg 39 – 40, 79 – 80).  
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Figure 4.53: Practice-based research – lab book extract: 

causation tracking of witness marks – blister in enamel surfaces 

caused by ribbon joints in the copper substrate (Lab book 2, Pg 

7). 
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Distorting/Warping of Metal 

Heat distortion is a problem for enamellers, and it is the reason why objects require counter 

enamelling163. Eighteenth-century authors highlight the issue of warping, Dossie (1758, p. 304) 

reminding the interested reader of the need to dish flat copper blanks to counteract this. Object 

analysis revealed the pernicious effect of this heat expansion and contraction at work, most 

notably in the candlestick base BI525 (see figure 4.54, page 256). However, research through 

practice revealed that distortions in the substrate may not just be a product of the furnace.  

 
Angerstein’s observations and Hackwood’s recounting of Nathaniel Hadley’s memories of 

enamel application mirror the dip and pour process used by this researcher (see: appendix A, 

page 316, craftsmanship matrix). In contrast to small objects, enamelling large objects is 

technically challenging, the flimsy copper foil having limited inherent rigidity, and wider 

expanses of flat metal being more prone to distortion, not only during firing but also during the 

application of the first coat of liquid enamel. Whether dipped or poured, the copper object 

needs to be manipulated to ensure the coat of enamel spreads evenly, the operative trying to 

have minimal finger contact that will leave imperfections. The first application of wet enamel 

adds weight to the flimsy copper form, making it easy for it to distort when being twisted to 

drain surplus enamel off. Furthermore, during firing, thermal distortion can occur. 

Documentation of object warping during the firing cycles revealed (see: appendix D, page 369, 

Lab diary 1 extract – warping and witness mark generation) that this was exacerbated by 

irregular thicknesses of enamel building up along an edge. The differentials in expansion and 

contraction of the glass exert forces to distort the copper during firing (Fig. 4.54). Findings 

illuminated the essential tacit knowledge of the silent eighteenth-century operatives required to 

ensure the application of even drip-free coats of enamel, while also highlighting to 

contemporary practitioners the causes of distortion and ways to mitigate against it, which are 

particularly important when working with foil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                            
163 To counteract distortion of the metal substrate by the enamel during firing, the enameller is required to place a coat of 
enamel on both sides of a sheet of metal. 
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Figure 4.54: Data extract: Candlestick BI525, base distortion, 1st 

April. Photograph: John Grayson (2016), image courtesy 

Wolverhampton Arts and Culture.  

 

 

 

 

Evidence for, and the Feasibil i ty of,  Hand Cutting Joint Tabs 

Object analysis posited that joints were hand cut, possibly with snips or shears due to the variety 

of shapes and sizes cut (see: appendix C, page 328, observation analysis records). This is based 

on the theory that it would have provided flexibility for the craftsman to apply standard 

methods to different designs. The tab method of fabrication was deployed in the making of the 

Brexiteers to test this flexibility through application.  

 

With regard to the assembly of castellated tabbed Roman joint seams, initially a number of 

teething issues caused by components not meeting snugly. Sometimes one was too large or one 

was too small, resulting in gaps between the two. After a series of trials to refine the process, 

assembly was straightforward. This joint was deployed across components of scales, varying 

from 18 mm diameter to 115 x 230mm diameter (see fig. 4.49). This revealed that hand cutting 

was indeed viable and creatively flexible.  
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The process of hand cutting uniform-width castellated tabs for Roman joints occasionally 

resulted in an odd rather than even number of tabs. It was the case, therefore, that two tabs 

coincided in the same position when alternate tabs were bent up or down in order to connect 

another component resulting in a double tab (Fig 4.55). At first, the craftsman’s desire for 

perfection questioned whether the tab’s width should be measured to create an even number of 

tabs, to allow for alternating up and down, but this was dismissed as being very time consuming, 

especially within a manufacturing environment. By keeping to standard tab widths this 

phenomenon occasionally occurred but did not impede the joint’s performance. This double 

tab phenomenon was found during the object analysis of candlestick BI525 (Fig.4.21, page 

212), but the significance was not understood at the time. However, its occurrence through 

material experimentation led this researcher to correlate it with his prioritisation of tab width. 

Hand cutting led to minute variations in tab width and consequently different numbers 

produced when multiples of the same component were being made. This appears to provide 

evidence that the seams are a product of hand making and further illuminates the working 

practices of the eighteenth-century craftsman. 

 

In relation to the assembly of wedge tabs, the evidence presented by the candle snuffers and 

the column type candlesticks revealed that wedge tabs were placed on the inside of a form 

being constructed. This would reduce the visibility of marks created. Enquiry through material 

investigation adopted the same approach but revealed how manipulating the copper to 

interlock the tabs in confined internal spaces prohibited its use to those constructions which 

allowed access to both sides of the seam.   
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Figure 4.55: Practice-based research – findings extract: Substrate 

construction, The Discombobulated Brexiteer torso, example of 

two consecutive tabs in the same position - double tab, 28th April 

- 19th May. Photograph: John Grayson (20016). 

 

 

 

 

While the uniformity of shape and regimentation of spacing of the tabs deployed in the 

eighteenth-century enamels appears indicative of a mechanised production process, for 

example through the use of specifically made cutting punches, these findings suggest that tabs 

were cut by hand. The physical application of tabbing across a variety of different shapes and 

scales of component, and the successful enamelling, suggests flexibility that hand making 
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afforded. Hand cutting allowed for minor modifications to the copper components during 

assembly, providing a means for the craftsman to correct errors, and therefore manage risk. 

Practice revealed tabs for joints could be quickly and accurately cut by hand, using snips and 

shears.  

 

Substrate Preparation Prior to Enamell ing 

Hughes stated that the formed copper was annealed, and then placed in acid, washed and then 

the surface keyed164  with a stiff brush (see section 4.2, page 179). However, the material 

experiments of this research reveal that the annealed copper form was very flimsy, and 

therefore easily distorted and damaged by the brushing process, making it seem unlikely that 

this sequence of production was the case. All the forms constructed through practice were 

work-hardened by the pressing and assembly process, to make the copper robust before 

cleaning with a brush and pumice. 

 

Analysis and Interpretation of Textured Copper Substrate Surfaces of 

Eighteenth-Century enamels -  Acid or Stretch 

During observation and analysis of the candlestick base BI525, the presence of a number of 

large chips in the enamel allowed for the inspection of the surface of the copper substrate. An 

exposed section of copper on the flat top surface of the candlestick base (the flat area where the 

candlestick stem was attached) had a pronounced texture (Fig. 4.56). The museum-based 

craftsmanship observation and analysis of the artefact, and specifically this texture, attributed it 

at the time to two possible causes (see appendix C, page 328: Object Analysis data collection 

sheet):  

1. The use of acid to ‘key’ the copper surface to aid adhesion of the enamel (Benjamin, 

1987, p. 30). However, in this instance (candlestick BI525) the pitting texture appeared 

to be too pronounced for this explanation  

2. Texture created by, and as a consequence of the tools used to form the copper 

component, possibly the pressing/hammering of the copper into or around a wooden 

form containing the desired candlestick base shape, resulted in the copper picking up 

texture from these surfaces. 

 

                                                                            
164 Keyed is used in this context to mean roughen up a surface to aid adhesion of the enamel. 
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Figure 4.56: Data extract: Candlestick BI525, textured surface 

on the copper substrate of a base, 1st April. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2016), image courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and 

Culture.  

 

 

 

 

The exposed copper surfaces of the enamel artefacts used for this study often possessed 

texture, and whilst this researcher considered it likely that craftsmanship processes as described 

could be a cause, the literature search identified scholarly papers by those active in the field of 

enamel artefact museum conservation (ICOM-CC, 2018) that identified another potential 

cause. Rough texture on copper and other metal substrate surfaces of historical enamel artefact 

have been attributed to post-manufacturing degradation of the metal surface, possibly caused by 
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the acidic effects of unstable compounds in the enamel itself and materials used to effect 

conservation (Fischer and Eggert, 2012).  

 

However, the candlestick BI525, and much of the exposed copper surfaces of the other objects 

that make up the primary data set, appear to contain a surface texture, some of which may be 

as a consequence of manufacturing acid preparation processes or as a consequence of post-

manufacturing degradation while in museums. The texture on the exposed copper substrate of 

BI525 appears to differ from what might be expected from an acid bite. The texture is quite 

pronounced and the undulation softer and irregular, and this points to the texture being 

created by other means. It led this researcher to consider the source being the initial forming of 

the metal and to consider it as the texture of the press-tooling into which the metal had been 

pressed. However, practice-based research in the workshop highlighted another explanation. 

These material experiments revealed that the schedule of stage pressing, the cycles of 

annealing, cleaning and then pressing, that were critical to stamp the metal gradually to the 

depth required without tearing, appeared to generate the pronounced surface texture on the 

copper, similar in appearance to reticulation165. This texture occurred on all pressings in this 

research (Fig. 4.57 shows an example on one of the neck/shoulder sections for The 

Discombobulated Brexiteer) and appeared comparable in appearance to the texture observed 

on the exposed copper substrate of candlestick BI525.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                            
165 Reticulated copper has a crumpled appearance: the metal draws upon itself due to differentials created during the 
processes of repeated annealing and cooling. 
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Figure 4.57: Practice-based research – findings extract: Substrate 

construction, The Discombobulated Brexiteer, neck shoulder 

component showing textured copper formed during stretching, 

28th April - 19th May. Photograph: John Grayson (2016).  

 

 

 

 

Investigation through Practice -  Conclusion 

The process of undertaking an investigation through practice allowed refinement of thinking in 

relation to the construction theories developed during object analysis. Where ambiguous marks 

had been identified, practice developed an understanding of their possible formation, and this 
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provided a means to filter those that could be a product of a mutual shaping between metal 

joint and enamel, and those that were more likely to be a symptom of contamination by dirt.  

This was used to revisit data and revise theories of production. The act of re-contextualising the 

eighteenth-century methods through making developed a greater hands-on understanding of 

materiality and process. This provided a means to develop an understanding of the lost 

craftsmanship skills, the tacit and technical knowledge required to manipulate the fragile 

material in order to harness its material characteristics, thereby enabling its creative potential to 

be understood. This can now be applied by contemporary craftsmakers as a re-emergent 

heritage craft, to make complex three-dimensional light enamel objects. 

 

 

4.4.3  Validation of Findings Though Artefact Replication  

 

Data collected during object analysis generated hypotheses of production.  These were revisited 

in the light of the findings from the period of practice-based research - investigation through 

practice. The process of applying the jointing systems in practice provided first-hand 

craftsmanship experience in order to revisit theories. Engaging in the process of re-making 

allowed for a nuanced understanding of the process and more knowledgeable interpretation of 

the data. Utilising the sketchbook as a lab book offered a place to refine the hypotheses of 

construction. The sketchbook became the space to synthesise, analyse and interpret the 

material (Fig.4.60 & 4.61, pages 267 - 268), revisiting three specific artefacts: candle snuffer, 

candlestick and bird bonbonnière, in order to validate theories of the craftsmanship used. This 

produced a refined set of theories to test the means of production. 

 

The transformation of materials into enamel objects requires human agency and tools. As the 

literature review revealed, recorded material on production methods is limited, and description 

of tools used, other than in the enamelling process, appears to be non-existent. Contemporary 

authors provide some perspectives, albeit scant. However, across the corpus of literature, no 

process-specific tools were identified, suggesting generic metalworking hand tools166, that were 

available during the period, were used: such as snips, saws, files, mallets, hammers and scribes. 

Consequently, these were considered appropriate for enamel object replication. However, in 

                                                                            
166 The Midlands was well known for the toy trades and those who worked in it. ‘Metal basher’ tool may have been generic 
to a number of trades but the processes for which they used them would have been unique to each. 
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order to replicate modes of forming, along with these generic tools, specialist tools, mandrels 

and press tooling were required. The researcher was guided by past authors on stamping/press-

forming (See section 4.2.2 Modes of Making), and the enamel artefacts themselves (analysis of 

stain lines, cracks, blisters and bubbles). These marks, particularly where they occur at a change 

in the plain of a surface, a ridge or hollow, imperceptible to the eye but discernible to a haptic 

encounter, alluded to potential divisions of components. These bisecting lines defined the 

component, mediated to the craftsman as a researcher the potential forms of the tooling: the 

mandrels167 and the dies for stamping, required for production. This was used to reverse 

engineer the tooling required. The identified tooling shape, such as a bird form or candlestick 

base, was drawn in Sketchup (Fig.4.58) and 3D-printed in PLA168 using a Wanhao Duplicator 

13 Plus (Fig.4.59).  Press tools were mounted in MDF and Plywood housings (see: Fig.4.63, 

page 271 & 4.64, page 272) to increase the surface area of the die to allow a large sheet of 

copper to be pressed. This also allowed a more elaborate tool than the silhouette dies 

previously used to be made. These mirrored the form of the section of the artefact exactly, 

allowing fine shape and detail to be pressed into the metal, replicating the components 

required - a more direct link to the elaborate steel dies evolved by the trade. 

                                                                            
167 A shaped tool around which sheet metal can be formed, often circular or tapered. 
168 PLA is a type of plastic that the 3D printer uses to replicate the CAD design. 
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Figure 4.58: Practice-based research – workshop/lab: CAD drawing for press tool for bird BI648 tooling. 

 
Figure 4.59: Practice-based research – workshop/lab: 3D printing bird BI648 replication tooling in PLA using the 

Wanhao Duplicator i3 Plus, 6th May. Photograph: John Grayson (2018). 
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Replication of Candlesticks BI524/BI525 

In candlesticks BI524 and BI525, section seams and joint methods were identified through an 

analysis of the witness marks. Construction was interpreted as follows: 

 

o Joint between base and baluster section: Supported by self-evident castellated 

tabbing of a Roman joint observable on the underside of candlestick base (Fig. 4.60) 

o Joint between baluster section and stem: Evidence deduced through 

correlation between evenly-spaced blister marks at the transition between baluster 

section and stem, and, similar blisters at the junction between baluster and base, likely 

to have been caused by the castellated tabs of a Roman joint at this location (Fig. 4.60)  

o Fabrication of baluster section: No witness mark clues on the baluster section. 

The researcher made comparisons with curvilinear forms on other objects - the 

exposed copper of finial EM210 (Fig. 4.15, page 204) and the baluster stem of 

candlestick BI484 (Fig. 4.14, page 203). Observable joint seams were evident and led 

the researcher to deduce that these sections were similar to the baluster section of 

candlesticks BI524 and BI525 were made from two press-formed components (Fig. 

4.60)  

o Fabrication of tapered candlestick stem: Evidence of a vertical seam, an external stain 

line and visible-wedge shaped copper tabs, inside both candlestick stems, combined 

with understanding derived through the Investigation Through Practice with regards to 

this joint system, counteracting pull forces of fabrication and firing, led the researcher to 

deduce the use of a wedge tab seam was most likely to have been employed   

o Fabrication of sconce: Two witness marks were evident, comprising: a chip on BI525 

which revealed a tab and seam between stem and sconce, also revealing the latter as a 

separate section (Fig. 4.61); repeated circular black burn marks between stem and 

sconce (Fig. 4.62), interpreted as being caused by individual castellated tabs of a Roman 

joint, that supports the theory above 

o Fabrication of the nozzle: The nozzles for the two candlesticks were missing, 

consequently to make facsimiles accession photographs taken of the items when in the 

collection of Bilston Museum169 in the 1960s were used as a point of reference and 

combined with data derived from analysis of joint systems on other nozzles. 

                                                                            
169 Bilston Museum became part of Wolverhampton Art Gallery when Bilston was absorbed into the Borough of 
Wolverhampton in 1966. 
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Figure 4.60: Data analysis extract - replication lab book: refinement of theories on construction, through critical 

analysis of witness marks to construction - baluster section. Photographs appearing in this lab book extract are 

courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture. 
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Figure 4.61: Data analysis extract - replication lab book: refinement of theories on construction, through critical 

analysis of witness marks to construction - stem and sconce section. Photographs appearing in this lab book extract 

are courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture.  
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Figure 4.62: Data sample: Candlestick BI525, black burn marks 

symptomatic of castellated tabs, 1st April. Photograph: John 

Grayson (2016), courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture.  
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Photostory of Eighteenth-Century Production – Candlestick BI524/5 

The following photo-documentation illustrates the journey of craftsmanship employed in the 

manufacture of the substrate of candlestick BI524/5 (and to follow, the bird-shaped 

bonbonnière). In doing so, it demonstrates how the unique craftsmanship skills of this 

researcher, expertise – technical and tacit knowledge – developed over three decades of craft 

practice, were essential in developing new perspectives.  The photo-story strips away the 

enamel surface, providing for the first time a means for scholars to see and understand the 

methods of construction and appreciate the skills of the craftsmen.  The findings can then be 

applied to new research and, where necessary, revisions can be made in the light of future 

scholarship. The findings also provide a technical explanation of the processes, which acts as a 

visual treatise of sorts to be used as a point of reference by contemporary craft makers to 

develop their practice in innovative ways.  

 

The following section presents a visualisation of the craftsmanship used in the substrate 

manufacture for the replication of candlestick BI524/5: the process of pressing a flat sheet into 

the base (Fig 4.59); the fabrication of the baluster (Fig 4.60); stem (Fig 4.62); and sconce (Fig 

4.64). This is inter-spliced with extracts from the workshop-lab diary which was used to record 

the process, and also to reflect on it (Fig. 4.61 and Fig. 4.63).  
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Figure 4.63: Practice-based research - craftsmanship photostory: Validation through replication of candlestick 

BI524/5 - copper substrate fabrication, the process of pressing base, 17th February. Photographs: John Grayson 

(2018). 
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Figure 4.64: Practice-based research - craftsmanship photostory: Validation through replication of candlestick 

BI524/5 - Copper substrate fabrication, the process of pressing and constructing baluster and base assembly using 

a Roman joint, 13th March. Photographs: John Grayson (2018). 
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Figure 4.65: Practice-based research – workshop/lab diary entry 13/4/18. Craftsmanship process recording - 

baluster to the base assembly, creating castellated tabs to effect a Roman joint. J. Grayson, (PhD Lab Diary 1: 

Material Experiments/Validation 1, Pg 163 – 164). 
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Figure 4.66: Practice-based research – craftsmanship photostory: Validation through replication of candlestick 

BI524/5 - copper substrate fabrication stem and sconce construction, 13th – 17th March. Photograph: John Grayson 

(2018). 
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Figure 4.67: Practice-based research – workshop/lab diary entry 13/4/18: Craftsmanship process recording - stem 

and sconce assembly. J. Grayson, (PhD Lab Diary 1: Material Experiments/Validation 1, Pg 167 – 168). 
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Figure 4.68: Practice-based research - craftsmanship photostory: Validation through replication of candlestick 

BI524/5 - Nozzle fabrication and assembled candlestick, 7th April. Photographs: John Grayson, (2018). 
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Replication of Bird-Shaped Bonbonnière BI648 

The candle snuffer and the candlestick had damage and surface imperfections which provided 

a plethora of witness marks. In contrast, marks on the bird bonbonnière were not as obvious as 

construction was hidden beneath the skin of enamel. From a craftsman’s perspective, these 

artefacts are intriguing. The hollow sculpted shape suggests construction from a number of 

components, the form being improbable to stamp in one170, despite copper substrate not being 

visible across the primary data group. Consistent with all the birds, the only self-evident witness 

marks to construction was enamel staining created by the beak’s assembly, on the internal 

surface of the head (described earlier, see figure 4.24, page 215). Marks indicating seams for 

the body were elusive and less conclusive. Here comparative analysis across the bird 

bonbonnières, identifying imperfections indicative of construction were synthesised with 

knowledge of the types and material characteristics of different joints across the various types of 

enamels analysed for this research. This combined with this researcher’s underpinning 

craftsmanship knowledge was used to read the enamel surface and speculate on likely modes of 

construction.  

 

Visual analysis revealed a pattern of an unbroken stain line on the inside of the birds’ backs 

across a number of artefacts, e.g. C1084 and C1085. In addition, a haptic enquiry revealed a 

ridge evident in the same location on BI648 (Fig. 4.69) and BI650. This was interpreted as an 

overlap between the two halves of the bird. Furthermore, a number had a pronounced dip in 

the top of the head (Fig. 4.69) and back, e.g. C74:1961, perhaps suggestive again of a joint, 

reinforcing the hypothesis above. This raised the question, how was the joint held together? A 

protuberance at the edges of the body of C1082 (Fig. 4.70), centrally positioned was interpreted 

as possibly being caused by a tie of copper ribbon that would be required to hold the two 

halves, ribbons being observed as connection method on other artefacts analysed. 

Furthermore, this researcher’s interpretation was reinforced by findings of an investigation into 

the copper-smithing techniques of substrate manufacture in Limoges enamels that focused on 

the correlation between the position of wire and a bulge in the enamel surface (La Niece et al., 

2009, p. 15). Significantly x-ray scanning techniques revealed the use of wire to tie components 

together. The interpretation of marks formulated the hypothesis that it was likely the bird body 

comprised two halves joined by ribbon ties, and the beak a separate conical attachment. This 

hypothesis was then tested through replication.  
                                                                            
170 The complex three-dimensional form would not be possible to stamp in one piece due to the draft angles and 
clearances required.  
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Figure 4.69: Data analysis extract – replication lab book: refinement of construction theories, through analysis of 

witness marks – crack lines in body and indentations in head suggestive of a joint between components. 

Photographs appearing in this lab book extract are copyright to the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and 

courtesy of Wolverhampton Arts and Culture and Birmingham Museums Trust.  

Images removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Figure 4.70: Data analysis extract – replication lab book: refinement of construction theories, through analysis of 

witness marks – a protuberance on bird chest and indentations in the head and back suggestive of joint and tie 

between components. Photographs appearing in this lab book extract are copyright to the Victoria and Albert 

Museum, London, and the Museum of London. 

Images removed 
due to copyright 

restrictions. 
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Photostory of Eighteenth-Century Production – Bird Bonbonnière BI648 

The fabrication of bird BI648 required the creation of press tooling, and this was done in the 

same way as described earlier. Two bird-shaped copper halves were pressed in stages (Fig. 

4.71). During this process, the copper sheet developed a reticulation-like texture. It was 

apparent in the final stages of pressing, when in full contact with the printed die, that it also 

took on the print line texture of the PLA tooling171. This was significant, as the thinness of the 

copper meant it was susceptible to an impression from the die. Reflecting on a group of parallel 

lines visible in the white enamel ground of C1082 during Object Analysis, when first observed, 

was puzzling. The process of pressing presented a possible explanation: were these lines caused 

by the copper taking an impression of the surface texture from the die it was pressed into, 

marks evidence of the pattern makers’ tools used in carving the wooden former? In this 

hypothesis, the substrate features are not masked by the enamel but are transferred to the 

enamel surface in the forms of stain lines, and so the enamel does not mask but takes on the 

fine contours of the underlying surface. 

 

To effect the jointing of the two halves, one pressing had 2mm extra depth, thus providing the 

overlap seam for tabbing. Waste material was cut from the pressing (Fig. 4.72), the hole for the 

beak in the right-hand component cut, locating tabs and holes for the ribbon ties made. Any 

distortion caused by cutting and filing edges was corrected by placing it in the die and 

burnishing with ball punch and curved burnisher. Three birds were made: one utilised a 

Roman joint but the castellated tabs were judged not to provide the straight burn line evident in 

the data, and two employed an overlap seam with locating tabs and ribbon ties (Fig. 4.73 & Fig. 

4.74). 

 

Chipped enamel revealed the beaks to be copper cones (Fig. 4.23, page 215) connected to the 

pressed copper body by a fan of tabs.  All birds had a cocked head, and this raised the question 

as to whether this was a keen observance of the mannerism of the bird, or in order to benefit 

the ease of production, the beak being fitted to one pressed half before the second half was 

joined. Experimentation revealed that this hindered rather than benefited production, making 

the joining of the two halves more awkward.  

 

                                                                            
171 3D printing that uses Fused Deposit Modelling creates a form from extruded hot plastic. As a consequence of the 
nozzle tracking horizontally to lay down each layer of the model distinctive track lines are created in the plastic. 
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Figure 4.71: Practice-based research - craftsmanship photostory: Validation through replication of Bird BI648, 

body pressing, 8th – 10th May. Photographs: John Grayson (2018). 
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Figure 4.72: Practice-based research - craftsmanship photostory: Validation through replication of Bird BI648, 

cutting out bird body, and beak fabrication, 8th – 10th May. Photographs: John Grayson (2018). 
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Figure 4.73: Practice-based research – workshop/lab diary entry 17/5/18: Craftsmanship process recording - 

method of making an overlap joint. J. Grayson, (PhD Lab Diary 2: Material Experiments/Validation, Pp 2 – 3). 
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Figure 4.74: Practice-based research - craftsmanship photostory: Validation through replication of Bird BI648, 

bird body assembly using tabs and ribbon ties, 17th May. Photographs: John Grayson (2018). 
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Once the substrate was fabricated enamel was applied (Fig. 4.75). The application of white 

ground demonstrated that complex construction is easily hidden by a perfectly-white smooth 

surface, consistent with the lack of witness marks evident on the artefacts. The application of 

painted enamel decoration was fraught with risk. Two birds used a straight overlap seam, a 

locating tab and ribbon tie positioned at the apex of the head. This appeared to lift the enamel 

decoration when the lower temperature of painting enamels was fired. Problem-solving through 

research in action identified that careful application of subsequent coats, thicker applications of 

colour and increased soak172 time in the kiln, resulted in the scar being healed. This ability to 

adapt to the changing situation called upon the tacit knowledge the researcher has developed 

through practice. The experience of working with enamel, allowed the transfer of knowledge of 

enamel behaviour during firing developed through practice, to be applied to manage risk 

during the replication and to ‘repair’ damage generated during production. These processes 

showed that although the eighteenth-century fabrication methods created a multitude of points 

of weakness (the seams), and locations for contamination (tabs and ribbons), that could cause 

scarring in the first coats of enamel during application, knowledgeable application of enamel 

could also provide a means to ‘heal’ these marks, thereby reducing loss and saving the time 

already invested in production. 

 

                                                                            
172 Soak is the period of time an object is in the kiln at a constant temperature after the fusing point of the enamel is 
reached. 
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Figure 4.75: Practice-based research - craftsmanship photostory: Validation through replication of Bird BI648, 

application of enamel ground and decoration, 18th – 20th May. Photographs: John Grayson (2018). 
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Findings 

The application of eighteenth-century craft-making processes to the making of contemporary 

craft objects has demonstrated the creative potential in this previously lost technology and 

developed the technical and tacit knowledge of this researcher. The replication of artefacts 

revealed the skill of the eighteenth-century craftsmen in great detail, particularly their ability to 

work improbably thin and consequently delicate material and transforming it into complex 

three-dimensional objects. This brought to life the ingenuity of the constructions and provides 

the means for contemporary scholars to see [and touch] this technology, previously hidden 

from sight under the decorative enamel surface. 

 

Replication of the candlestick revealed how it can and could have been constructed using 

generic metal-smithing tools and craft skills. And, while it was apparent that the material is not 

easy to handle, great care was required when removing waste material from the pressings, e.g. 

filing irregularities from edges, to prevent deformity. Once tacit knowledge had been developed 

and honed through practice the specialist process was relatively easy to deploy. Replication also 

illuminated the ingenious nature of the design. Once each component was fabricated, by 

enacting a set sequence of assembly techniques, it became clear that these interlocked with 

each other and with purpose.  The round aperture cut in the square base allowed the two half 

pressings of the baluster section to lock together, and the fitting of the stem to this made the 

baluster joint even tighter (see Appendix G: PhD lab diary 1). Consequently, with each 

addition, greater structural integrity was attained. This revealed that although the enamel 

substrate was made from individual fabrication techniques, it was a systematic accumulative 

process of manufacture which considered the whole construction, as each relied on the 

previous step to achieve the rigidity required to withstand and support the enamelling process 

to follow. In essence, the design ensured that the foundation was correct.  

 

Although the research focuses on the substrate, it was apparent that the ability to be able to 

enamel the constructed form in order to understand how the enamel behaves on the 

assemblages of tabbed and tied copper was critical. This developed understanding of both the 

historical methods and how contemporary craftsmakers could apply the techniques. The 

application of the first ground coats of white enamel were the most revealing in terms of mark 

generation. Staining and burn marks produced during the initial coats had  a visual similarity to 

those on the eighteenth-century birds, providing correlation with witness mark data generated 
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through object analysis. However, the continued application of coats created more opacity on 

the contemporary enamel surface both internally and externally and marks diminished. The 

prevalence of witness marks on the internal surfaces of the eighteenth-century artefacts suggests 

the enamel is thinner than on the replication tests and raises questions as to why this would be? 

Perhaps to save material, time and so cost? 

 

Application of the white enamel ground coats proved to be a relatively straightforward process; 

however the application of the painted decoration revealed itself to be more complex in some 

instances. Cracking of the enamel occurred at the crimped tip of the candle snuffers and the tip 

of the bird’s head where the locating tab and ribbon tie are found. Through increasing firing 

times, the tacit knowledge of this craftsman was crucial to the research, as the prior experience 

of working with enamel was brought to bear to remedy the imperfection: by the seventh cycle 

of enamel coat and firing, the scar had been healed. Authors provide evidence of how the 

eighteenth-century enameller often remedied blemishes with over-painting with an insect or 

similar motif. Validation revealed the critical nature of the craftsman’s tacit knowledge to heal 

injuries, ensuring that the time invested to that point in the object’s manufacture is not lost.  

 

Validation illuminated the specialist skills required for the production of the copper substrate. 

This raised a new question in the context of the division of labour and outsourced production, 

and whether the means of manufacture used in these types of trades were employed to 

maximise production (Berg, 2005, p. 98). Although specific details relating to the enamel trade 

are unknown, the specialist nature of the skills required, revealed by this research, suggests it is 

likely that the trade would have needed to divide production. This is because primarily the 

confluence of enamel and substrate would require very different skills and knowledge, not 

easily possessed by the same individual. In this context, substrate manufacture utilised the 

specialist knowledge of a coppersmith to manipulate the thin material into a complex form 

because of the necessity for the foundation stage – the substrate – to be right. Regardless of 

whether this was carried out in-house through the divided factory or outsourced, the 

coppersmith responsible for the manufacture of the objects would require specialist knowledge 

of the parameters of working with enamel, that is tacit knowledge specific to the enamel 

workshop to ensure that downstream process was not at risk of failure. While validation 

through practice has demonstrated the enamel provides a means to hide the construction used, 

it has also made apparent that much mutual shaping occurs between substrate and enamel. It is 
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clear therefore that to mitigate against production loss in the eighteenth-century the copper 

form needed to be designed and manufactured through understanding the parameters of its 

application and firing, necessitating knowledge exchange between these individuals, either 

directly or through oversight by a workshop foreman. 

 

 

 

4.5  Evaluation of Methods  

 

The human being as an instrument was central to this enquiry. The experiential knowledge of 

the researcher, acquired through deep immersion in the materials and processes of enamels, 

provided a new perspective for investigating these artefacts. The strength of this approach is 

that it presents a radical departure from the methods of enquiry used to date to investigate this 

genre of enamel. Where object analysis identified witness marks to construction, the researcher 

as human instrument could, through deduction, make interpretations. While it could be 

suggested a knowledgeable historian could do this, this researcher’s professional craft practice 

has allowed the knowledge to be taken back into the workshop and applied to the principles 

developed through practice to form a more nuanced understanding.  However, the researcher 

is also aware that there were a number of potential factors that needed to be considered 

carefully in this approach, comprising: 

 

I. The researcher’s knowledge perspective: 

o From the context in which his knowledge was acquired, that of contemporary practice: 

whilst the researcher is confident that there was sufficient commonality to be able to 

make comparisons, and build an initial hypothesis of the craftsmanship approach, the 

researcher recognised that this was not sufficient on its own to be able to draw a 

conclusive interpretation  

o The subjective nature of the empirical knowledge acquired from the researcher’s 

practice, could, in the same way that connoisseurs have had accusations that they 

interpret data in line with their own experiences, be seen as biased.  
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II.  Potential  l imitations in object analysis method: 

o The unintended distorting influence of environmental biases generated through 

undertaking research in the field: inaccuracies in museum cataloguing; current and past 

curators’ knowledge perspective; how and where the artefacts were stored; may have 

unwittingly distorted the researcher’s perspectives in some instances  

o The researcher’s relative inexperience with the method resulting in it evolving as a 

technique has improved. Consequently, the data collection method has been modified 

and so there are variances  

o The limitation of data collection tools: climatic light conditions affecting digital image 

capture data, such as low light, reflections, dirt on objects.   

 

In order to mitigate against this, a number of strategies, as outlined by Lincoln and Guba (1985, 

pp. 289 - 329), were deployed, to reduce potential distortion.  

I. Prolonged engagement with the enamel artefacts, the time immersed in object analysis.  

II. Persistent observation meant that data for each artefact was generated in many forms, 

and returned to in the light of new evidence as observation analysis progressed across 

the entire data set. 

III. Triangulation of object analysis data between artefacts. 

IV. The validation of theories through practice-based enquiry - replication, to test grounded 

hypothesis from object analysis. 

V. Rigorous and transparent methods: in-depth descriptions provide transferability; audit 

trails show dependability and conformability when the research is judged by the 

research community, ensuring the method could be deemed credible. 

 

The primary aims of the research were to identify and understand the craftsmanship methods 

used to manufacture the substrate of south Staffordshire enamels. The objectives focused on: 

(objective 1) identifying the specific modes of making; (objective 2) demonstrating the creative 

potential in the present day; (objective 3) developing an understanding of the creative 

application of the processes in the eighteenth-century. Within this context, the methodological 

process is considered to be robust. Furthermore, both methodology (Grayson, 2017a) and 

interim findings (Grayson, 2017b) were presented as conference papers, providing a 

mechanism to open up methods and findings to academic peer review and to acquire feedback 

from makers and academics.  
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4.6  Summary 

 

The catalyst for this research was the absence of references to eighteenth-century enamel 

substrate making methods in literary sources. This research revealed that eighteenth-century 

authors had a predisposition towards documenting/investigating decorative techniques, and this 

raised the question as to why this was the case, and whether it was a prevailing bias towards 

decorative technique. Or, was it because it was hidden from these writers, the result of 

outsourced production, or closely-guarded intellectual property by the trade? In the face of this 

lack of literary reference, this researcher’s investigation turned to the artefact as the primary 

source of material evidence, from which to consider modes of production. Findings have 

emerged that relate to the crafts skills employed to make the copper substrate of these 

eighteenth-century enamels. The lens of the crafts maker, shaped by dual knowledge 

perspective grounded in both contextual research of eighteenth-century material culture, and 

contemporary craft practice, has allowed the researcher to understand the value of the 

emergent knowledge to both fields. The summary of the findings is presented accordingly. 

 

As discussed earlier, increasingly historians’ of eighteenth-century material culture are ‘turning’ 

to artefacts to meet the shortcomings of literary sources. However, their knowledge 

perspectives are still perhaps invariably rooted in the literary. This research is a departure: it 

uses the very specific specialist enamel craft-making knowledge and practice of this researcher, 

to both interrogate existing written narratives and analyse and interpret the evidence of making 

encapsulated in the enamel artefact. Existing scholars have provided a one-dimensional skewed 

perspective derived from the visible through written accounts relating to artefact decoration, 

which usually involve investigating the final finished piece at the end of the craftsmanship 

journey of making, when many of the processes of manufacture are hidden within the enamel 

and illegible without craft knowledge to underpin their investigation.  Throughout this 

investigation this researcher has considered craftsmanship binaries, taking the tangible artefact 

or the explicit description and used it to illuminate absent making knowledge, for example:  

where there was a decorated artefact substrate craftsmanship was required; where there was an 

identifiable construction method visible then tools were required; where there was a creative 

application of process, technical and tacit knowledge was needed. 
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In the context of eighteenth-century production, the findings have revealed that in contrast to 

the narrative presented by existing authors, substrate manufacture was far from a simpleprocess 

of production. It required an understanding by the maker of the exacting parameters of the 

enamelling process, to be able to deploy jointing systems that would take the enamel and hold 

together in the furnace, requiring a dialogue between coppersmith and enameller, and the 

mutual understanding and respect for the material and process knowledge of each craft. While 

variants of the style of joint could have been the result of personal preference, the evidence 

derived through practice reveals that each joint variant has its own mechanical characteristic 

that was deployed accordingly. While the trade was situated in the geographical and 

chronological centre of enlightenment technological innovation, evidence presents significant 

reliance on craft skills in the trade. Object analysis provided clues to the use of hand tools, and 

hand-making processes in the artefacts themselves - the irregularity of cut lines in metal edges, 

marks pointing to staged stamping and hand finishing. Material investigation through practice 

tested the hypothesis. It demonstrated that not only was hand making integral to production 

but that it was the principal means for the trade to apply a standard set of skills to meet the 

ever-changing consumers’ demands for novelty and variety, through the adaptation of batch 

produced production methods prevailing across the trades at this time (Berg, 2005, p. 87). 

Replication of these objects has resulted in the decorative vitreous layer being peeled back, 

revealing the complexity and ingenuity of the mode of production below the surface of three 

enamel artefacts: candle snuffer/extinguishers (Fig. 4.76); square base candlesticks BI524/5 

(Fig. 4.77); and bird-shaped bonbonnière BI648 (Fig. 4.78).  
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Figure 4.76: Validation: Overlay comparison between replication and eighteenth-century snuffers, demonstrating 

correlations between construction and witness marks. Photograph: John Grayson (2018).  

Image removed due 
to copyright 
restrictions. 

 

Image removed due 
to copyright 
restrictions. 
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Figure 4.77: Validation: Overlay comparison between replication and candlestick BI524, demonstrating 

correlations between construction and witness marks. Photograph: John Grayson (2018). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.78: Validation: Overlay comparison between replication of copper substrate (left), overlay (middle) and 

bird-shaped bonbonnière BI524 (right), demonstrating correlations between substrate construction and enamel 

artefact’s form. Photograph: John Grayson (2018). 
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Through the replication and deployment of these processes, an understanding was gained of 

the tacit skills developed by the individuals who made them: the specialist skills required to 

transform copper foil into an artefact.  Significantly, it also revealed the critical skills of those 

individuals further down the sequence of production, where the nature of the substrate 

impacted on their working practices. This has provided additional knowledge to, or revision of, 

existing thought on the activities within the workshop: the delicate cleaning of substrate prior to 

enamelling contrasting with contemporary perspectives of scrubbing with a wire brush; the care 

required when applying enamel to substrate, to prevent deformity either during this process or 

as a consequence of warping in the furnace; the tacit knowledge of the enameller in using skill 

to repair the appearance of cracks and blemishes in the enamel at the later stages of 

production. This reveals that the skill and expertise – tacit knowledge – required to ensure 

successful production was not confined to the master enameller but was reliant on the other 

individuals responsible for different stages of production. Within this new narrative, the skills 

of the metal worker responsible for substrate manufacture take centre stage, providing the 

foundation on which the enameller relied. It is apparent that in the context of divided and 

outsourced labour, successful production would have relied upon an understanding between 

the metalworker and the enameller to ensure production of substrates suitable for enamelling. 

 

While this presents a new narrative of production for the cultural historian, the same insights 

present the contemporary maker with the knowledge to exploit the creative potential of these 

re-emergent techniques as a heritage craft process. Through the description of technical and 

tacit knowledge, this section - a lexicon technicum of sorts - provides the road map of the 

production process required to deploy and adapt the process. In the same way that the 

eighteenth-century techniques were versatile, allowing them to be adapted to diverse 

applications, it is this researcher’s belief that it is this versatility that provides creative potential 

in the context of contemporary practice, thus providing a means to make light and delicate, 

highly complex and sophisticated forms which had previously been problematic using existing 

approaches.  
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5.1  Research Summary 

 

New knowledge about craft making within the manufacturing trades of the eighteenth-century is 

valuable to a broad spectrum of stakeholders: historians of material culture; historians of crafts; 

craft practitioners and theorists. This chapter presents this thesis’s contribution to knowledge 

within these fields; articulates its strengths and challenges; and concludes by reflecting on the 

new knowledge in the context of existing research, also making recommendations for future 

investigation. 

 

This thesis has contextualised the cultural and technological significance of South Staffordshire 

enamels, through the summary of the method, geography and chronology of manufacture. The 

survey of the corpus of research undertaken on the trade illuminated a knowledge gap in 

substrate craftsmanship. The literature review of eighteenth-century texts and witness accounts 

confirmed this gap, justifying the turn to artefacts as the primary data source. The methodology, 

the centrality of contemporary practice as a lens of enquiry within a naturalistic framework, has 

been explained: object analysis and practice-based research – craft-making in the workshop (as 

a lab) - to generate and test the hypothesis.  

 

Through this research, processes previously lost to the crafts community, and overlooked by 

historians of craft and material culture, have been revealed and present cultural and creative 

value. For historians of material culture, the research makes a significant contribution to 

knowledge, providing substantial new information on the craftsmanship skills used within the 

trade and providing a detailed explanation of the critical foundation processes. For the crafts-

maker community, the investigation has revealed a repertoire of skills from which creative new 

applications can be made. 

 

 

 

5.2  Contribution to Knowledge 

 

This research has, for the first time, revealed the complexity and importance of the hidden 

craftsmanship within copper substrate production. It has made explicit the methods and modes 
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of construction used, and revealed and explained the technical and tacit knowledge required to 

enact these processes. Specifically, it has: 

o Identif ied extensive detail  of previously unknown craftsmanship 

methods hidden within the artefact below the opaque layer of enamel,  

e.g. variants of joints critical to construction; revealed the wedge tab and ribbon tie 

(used in conjunction with an overlap seam and locating tabs) and explained the 

castellated tabs of the Roman joint; described the methods of preparing, cleaning, 

cutting and forming metal. Where previous studies had made brief incursions into this 

area, identifying three methods of construction - a ribbon tie, a lap and a Roman joint 

(Hughes and Hughes, 1951, p. 110) - this research greatly enhances and presents new 

knowledge. It includes unknown mechanical characteristics of joints (for example the 

interlocking nature of the wedge joint designed to counteract movement) and material 

understanding required to work implausibly thin copper foil; and, in so doing, has 

provided the information to unpack the methods of production to a greater depth.  

o Revealed the technical and the tacit  knowledge pertaining to substrate 

production used in general across the trade and to three specif ic 

museum artefact types (candle snuffer EM206/Sch277; candlestick BI524 & 

BI525; and bird-shaped bonbonnière BI648). Whether new or previously identified, 

this research explains the processes used, with a focus on the journey of craftsmanship 

rather than the finished artefact. It reveals crucial first-hand insights into the specifics of 

enamel application on to the irregular, multi-sectioned substrate, un-acknowledged by 

previous scholars, and essential in order to create the perfect lustrous enamel surface 

that was the key feature attractive to consumers.  

 

This research has discovered, that: 

o The substrate is the crit ical foundation stage of enamel production 

upon which the enamell ing process rel ies. This factor re-frames the existing 

historical narrative on the trade, positioning substrate manufacture as significant: the 

defining element of form upon which the enamel depended. This disrupts the existing 

focus on decoration because it establishes that without the substrate none of the 

subsequent craftsmanship skills would have developed, or indeed the material artefacts 

that we know as enamels.  
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o The enamels are far more complex constructions than scholars 

previously realised and are ingenious assemblages of metal components, 

comprising seams and joints, necessary to create complex forms from the thin-gauge 

copper. The method of construction from multiple parts creates lines of natural 

weakness and areas inaccessible to cleaning which can harbour contamination, posing a 

risk to the enamel process downstream in production. The unique craftsmanship lens 

of this researcher has identified that because of this, successful production of substrate 

required specialist skills and knowledge on the part of the craftsman who made them, 

in order to make substructures that could withstand the stresses generated during 

enamel firing and which could also mitigate against this risk from contamination.  

o The substrate craft  processes are incredibly versati le and adaptable to 

different designs. The research has revealed a set of technical construction 

principles established in the trade, developed by the nuanced understanding and skill 

of the craftsman to adapt and apply them to meet the complexity of the final form. 

These construction principles have value for contemporary crafts makers who can 

apply them to create complex, creative and surprisingly light and robust enamel 

objects.  

 

Investigation through the nuanced understanding of the craftsman’s lens - analysis of artefacts 

and investigation through practice, deploying the unique craft skills of this researcher - has for 

the first time brought to life these past workshop practices. It has made tangible both the 

methods and the products of their output. This has generated substantial new knowledge. It: 

o Gives ‘voice’ to the absent craftsman previously missing from the 

enamel workshop descriptions emanating from the eighteenth-century literature. 

This researcher’s diary notes, photographs, drawings, material investigations, illuminate 

the subtle making activities essential to production previously not recorded. This is 

important knowledge for future researchers, who can appraise, contextualise and then 

apply it to new research. 

o Fills signif icant gaps in our understanding of the overall  operation of the 

trade, and, as a consequence provides signif icant underpinning 

knowledge relevant to the study of the broader manufacturing ecology in 

which the trade operated. The specialist nature of the craftsmanship processes 

required to make substrate identified the likelihood of outsourced production, and the 
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division of labour within workshops, the former being most likely for small workshop 

concerns. This narrative was wholly absent from the literature of the period (but was 

perhaps implicit through the absence of description of substrate production), and 

historical surveys undertaken since. This research brings a step change in thinking 

about the operation of the trade in the context of the local and regional manufacturing 

ecology.  It also sheds light on the fact that previously unrecognised connectivity to 

supporting trades was required to enable production and raises questions: if specialist 

tools were required who and where were they made? If substrate production was 

outsourced who was involved? And, how were the carefully-constructed flimsy copper 

forms transported?  

o Highlights that making by hand was a principal and crit ical role in 

enamel production. This enabled the adaptation of the repertoire of jointing 

methods and was the essential information that connected the products of emergent 

mass production - the range of differently-shaped stamped components. This also 

provided the flexibility to enable the trade to meet the demands of the market-place for 

many different shapes, sizes and designs of enamel objects. These findings support 

historians’ perceptions of the approaches prevailing in general across manufacturing 

trades of this period (Berg, 2005, p. 87).  

 

In addition, as a consequence of undertaking prosopography analysis during the literature 

review, of the principal individuals who had primarily shaped the established narrative of the 

trade - the connoisseur collectors, curators, historians, an important unexpected finding 

emerged. A significant influence on the absence of investigation of the substrate appeared to be 

as a direct consequence of the narrow perspective of these individuals, with respect to their 

field of expertise, compounded by the interconnected nature of this small group of friends, 
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colleagues and acquaintances173. This perpetuated the limited knowledge amongst them in the 

guidance they provided to other museums, and through the literature they created, which 

resulted in the current biased perspective towards surface decoration and a considerable 

knowledge gap of what lay beneath the enamel.   

 

The findings of this research and the methodological approach make a valuable original 

contribution to knowledge across the fields outlined, however the value of that new knowledge 

to both scholars and contemporary craft makers, in terms of the specific new insight it brings 

and the impact it may have is different. The following provides a more detailed explanation 

and differentiation. 

 

 

 

5.2.1  The Contribution of Knowledge to Scholars and Heritage 

Professionals of Material  Culture 

 

The findings of this research are significant for historians and museum curators interested in 

enamels and eighteenth-century material culture. For these scholars and heritage professionals 

knowledge relating to the trade, or concerning artefacts in collections, relies on the existing 

literature in which references to substrate manufacture are almost absent. The consequence of 

this aspect of manufacture has been significant in two ways:  

 

                                                                            
173 Analysis of publishing dates revealed that clusters occurred, particularly between 1924-1935 and 1966-1973. 
Prosopography, the mapping of published material, the backgrounds of authors and the content and context in which this 
activity was undertaken, revealed connections between the authors and the role the amateur historian played in 
uncovering knowledge. It revealed that published texts that first appeared to be unconnected were often linked through 
professional or social connection. For example, Rackham and Herbert Read were colleagues at the South Kensington 
later the V&A Museum; Benton, a materials scientist at the Canon works Bilston, became involved through invitation by 
acquaintance with Gerald Mander, a prominent Midland historian, Benton then became an amateur historian who 
published a number of papers on enamel, see: Benton, E. (1977) Some eminent enamellers and toy-makers. ECC 
Transactions. Vol. 10, No. 2. Available at: 
http://englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/232 (Accessed: 4th November. 2015). 
Benton, E. (1972) The London enamellers. ECC Transactions. Vol. 8, No. 2. Available at: 
http://www.englishceramiccircle.net/index.php/ECC_Transactions/article/view/197 (Accessed: 4th November. 
2015). This analysis also revealed that publishing activity that appeared to be chronologically separated was, in fact, the 
product of on-going ‘conversations’ between these individuals over long periods, and the fractures in publishing were 
created by conflict (the Second World War), or, were re-started by the emergence of new information. This revealed an 
understanding of the emergence of intellectual trends during this period and an understanding of the historical 
methodology employed. 
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1. It has been inferred, through absence, that substrate manufacture was a simplistic, 

insignificant aspect of production, inadvertently distorting historians’ and curators’ 

perceptions by playing down the significance of the substrate and amplifying 

perceptions of the trade’s reliance on the craft skill and technological innovation 

deployed in decoration;  

2. It has resulted in a substantial gap in historians’ and curators’ understanding of the 

complete method of production, a lack of which has inhibited the development of 

understanding of the broader ecology of the trade: the division of labour within 

factories and the extent to which aspects of production were outsourced; and the supply 

chains of materials, that is the individuals and communities involved in this aspect of 

production.  

 

This research rebalances and enhances historians’ and curators’ of enamels’ knowledge, 

complementing existing scholarship, by providing a comprehensive insight into substrate 

production, and making explicit the processes and technical and tacit knowledge required. 

o For historians, it rebalances the narrative of South Staffordshire enamel production, 

placing equal importance on both the substrate and on decoration, allowing 

consideration of the significance of this aspect of the trade in relation to broader 

histories of eighteenth-century production and consumption, and allowing revision of, 

or addition to, established thought. 

o For curators,  it provides detailed information relating to the enamel artefacts in their 

collections, generating a greater understanding which can also be used to provide more 

comprehensive detail for catalogue entries. It provides a framework of enquiry by which 

to analyse collections, to aid the attribution of artefacts, strengthening and revising 

connections to locales of manufacture. Finally, it highlights the importance of a re-

valuing of damaged artefacts often deemed unfit for exhibition, demonstrating their 

value for communicating the behind-the-scenes narrative of the journey of 

craftsmanship and material construction. 
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5.2.2  The Contribution of Knowledge to Craft  Practi t ioners and 

Theorists  

 

The field of contemporary craft comprises practitioners and theorists, to whom the previously 

lost historical making practices of this research have value. For many makers, the skills and 

process used in daily production have lineage to the workshops of the past, for example, wood 

turning, traditional furniture jointing skills, ceramic-throwing techniques, all spring to mind. In 

parallel, craft theorists underpin knowledge upon which practice is built: investigating heritage 

skills, contextualising their relevance to contemporary craft and critiquing the manner and 

products of their usage. In this context, long-established historical craft processes, whether of 

industrial or rural origin, have value when re-contextualised through creative thinking and 

making objects. For the maker community, the process is equally important as the materials 

themselves: both are there to be manipulated, creative thinking the critical defining attribute 

that allows a proprietary set of processes to be adapted and reapplied, resulting in very different 

outcomes. In contrast, the Radcliffe red list of endangered heritage crafts (Bertram, 2017) - a 

survey of at-risk, dying and recently-lost traditional crafts - suggests that hand-making skills and 

processes unique to ‘heritage craft’ appear to be little recognised as of value by the 

contemporary craft community. However, as Scott alluded to in his ‘areas for further research’ 

in his doctoral thesis Ceramics and landscape, remediation and confection: a theory of surface,  

the sites of past industrial production have value for the contemporary maker and warrant 

investigation (Scott, 2010, p. 233).  

 

This research has focused on revealing and re-establishing the lost craft-making processes of 

the enamel trade. Practice was a defining aspect of this research. Through the re-interpretation 

of the traditional processes, the creative potential of the skills and methods were presented, and 

the value of craft understanding demonstrated as a research method for investigating historical 

making processes. The findings contribute valuable new knowledge for the field of 

contemporary craft in this respect, comprising: 

o For the Craft  Practi t ioner, an explanation of the technical and tacit knowledge 

required to manipulate thin copper foil into complex three-dimensional forms, and the 

different forming, jointing and decorating process. This understanding will significantly 

augment existing enamelling processes, providing new modes of construction of delicate 
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complex three-dimensional objects within the studio environment and provide 

considerable innovation for the contemporary enamel practitioner. 

o For the craft  theorist ,  the research contributes to discourses about the origin of 

craft and hand-making in the context of industrial production. It demonstrates a new 

methodological approach where craftsmanship has framed dual knowledge 

perspectives, which provide valuable new insights simultaneously across fields and also 

demonstrate the value of craft skills and knowledge when used as an analytical 

framework for investigating historical making. 

 

 

5.3  Research Strengths and Challenges 

 

Strengths 

This research is both a historical survey of craftsmanship and a technical investigation of modes 

of making contemporary enamel objects. The rationale for and strength of this approach has 

shown that the perspectives derived from one field have shaped the investigation and 

contribute to the knowledge of the other. The strength, and justification – the validation of dual 

approach methodology - of this research, was the use of the craftsman’s perspective to frame 

the enquiry, and the crafts-maker as a human instrument for the exploration and testing of 

hypotheses on modes of production through practice. This dual approach has provided a 

confluence of traditional and practical research methods that have generated a different 

perspective on the enamel from previous studies. Replicating objects and re-contextualising 

making processes through contemporary practice has uncovered significant new information 

that makes valuable contributions to knowledge that would not have been possible through 

non-practice-based methodologies. This approach perhaps presents the justification for 

increased collaboration between the fields of craft and history in this regard, where the making 

skills of a crafts-maker as researcher align with the historical process being investigated. 

 

Challenges 

The research posed challenges in four areas: (1) the enamel surface as a barrier to investigation; 

(2) identifying levels of authenticity required for replication of the manufacturing process; (3) 

the researcher’s limited knowledge of historical methods and methodologies; (4) methods for 
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recording and disseminating craftsmanship knowledge to convey technical and tacit craft 

understanding to scholars and practitioners. 

 

1. Enamel surface as a barrier 

While the marked enamel surface provides clues to construction for the knowledgeable 

researcher (demonstrated by this research), where the enamel is perfectly intact, it 

prevents the investigation of the complex construction underneath. This research 

identified many objects with interpretable witness marks - unintended clues to 

construction - but equally, there were many interesting artefacts, because of their three-

dimensional complexity, that had to be omitted from the study because of their lack of 

imperfections. As such, while the research framework has generated considerable new 

insight, this researcher is mindful that other novel methods of fabrication may remain 

hidden from view and therefore requires the use of other investigative methods (see 

recommendations for future inquiry 5.4).  

 

2.  Replication authenticity 

It perhaps would have been considered ‘ideal’ to recreate the full enamel 

manufacturing process using known eighteenth-century descriptions, such as Dossie’s 

enamel recipes174. However, an authentic historical re-enactment was not the focus of 

this study, as analysis through a contemporary interpretation was desired. 

Contemporaneous materials and equipment were considered to have sufficient 

commonality with the original process to develop knowledge of substrate craftsmanship 

which was the aim of the research. Comparison between replication experiments and 

the enamel artefact from which data was drawn indicates the reliability of the insight 

into the modes of making used by the trade. Furthermore, the research methodology 

and interim findings were presented for external academic scrutiny during the research 

process. Paper presentations (Grayson, 2017a) (Grayson, 2017b) (Dixon and Grayson, 

2018) to audiences made up of historians, museum curators and heritage professionals 

                                                                            
174 During the later stages of the doctoral study, the researcher corresponded with an RCA master’s student who was 
recreating an eighteenth-century enamel recipe from an unnamed manuscript. This forms part of her MA thesis where she 
is designing a practical research methodology for design historians. For more information see: Spampinato, E.-M. 
(2018) Designing a 'Practical' Research Methodology for Design Historians: Researchgate. Available at: 
https://www.researchgate.net/project/Designing-a-Practical-Research-Methodology-for-Design-Historians (Accessed: 
13th February 2018). 
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provided peer review and an important two-way exchange of knowledge to judge the 

usefulness and validity of the research. 

 

3.  Knowledge of historical methods and methodologies 

When embarking on this doctoral study, the researcher was mindful that the enquiry 

required underpinning with knowledge of historical methods and context in order to 

avoid bias. To address this gap, the researcher became a member of the Centre for 

Printing History and Culture175 subgroup, Accidental Historians176. In addition, joining 

Birmingham Museums’, Birmingham Manufacturers project workshops177 , attending 

history seminars and conferences such as Understanding Material Loss conference at 

the University of Birmingham and having a history scholar as a mentor, provided an 

understanding of historiographies, historical research methods, and contextual 

knowledge relating to eighteenth-century history and material culture. These activities 

resulted in an enhanced understanding of the different historical perspectives 

emanating from this field, which was a rewarding and transformative experience for the 

researcher. 

 

4.  Recording and disseminating craft -making technical and tacit  knowledge 

Scholars of contemporary craft and historians of technical eighteenth-century writing 

generally consider that descriptive text on its own is inadequate in capturing and 

communicating tacit craft skills. As a consequence, this researcher is acutely aware of 

the paradoxical juxtaposition between this and his reliance on the written word (through 

the thesis) to mediate craft skills - technical and tacit knowledge. However, this research 

intended to reveal and demonstrate the value of these re-emergent processes, not to 

provide a comprehensive technical manual. As such a balance was struck between 

written explanation and the use of the photo-story to explain methods of making. 

                                                                            
175 CPHC is a research group jointly hosted by Birmingham City University and the University of Birmingham. It runs a 
number of research projects around print histories and print culture, notable of which, in relation to this research 
includes investigating influential eighteenth-century luminaries whose entrepreneurial endeavour meant that they were 
engaged in a plethora of different businesses extending beyond just printing, for example, John Baskerville. For more 
information see: CPHC (2018) The Centre for Printing History and Culture. Birmingham: CPHC. Available at: 
http://www.cphc.org.uk/ (Accessed: 29th June. 2018). 
176 The subgroup ‘Accidental Historians’ is an informal research seminar group, made up of researchers and doctoral 
students. 
177A network of historians, museum curators and researchers that were supporting the re-cataloguing of Birmingham 
manufactured artefacts by providing and sharing contextual knowledge. Please see: Birmingham Manufacturers Project 
(2016): Birmingham Museums. Available at: http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/blog/posts/introduction-to-
birmingham-manufactures (Accessed: 24th April 2018). 
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Concerning the latter, the many hours spent in the workshop, the copious notes made 

and photographs of each stage have been edited considerably to fit within this thesis and 

its appendix.  

 

 

5.4  Application of Research and Recommendations for Future 

Inquiry  

 

Findings [from the research] have revealed three areas where application of the research would 

be relevant and timely: (1) for revisiting the question of attribution; (2) to revise the 

historiography of the ecology of the trade; (3) to explore the full extent of the re-emergent craft 

process in the context of contemporary practice, particularly in relation to digital design and 

fabrication. 

 

1. New research into the attribution of enamels 

The question of attribution of many of the enamels in collections is still unclear due to 

the lack of the maker’s mark178 . This research reminds scholars of the vital work 

undertaken by Rackham et al., in attempting to address this issue: the grouping of 

enamels by decoration and then subsequent comparison with the (minimal) evidence 

available such as painting style, colour invention, engraving technique. This went some 

way to identify the likely locales of manufacture, workshops or artists. However, it has 

not been wholly conclusive and has been in a state of flux over the subsequent years 

since Rackham’s seminal work, as authors uncovered new evidence with which to make 

a comparison. This research does not doubt their approach or academic integrity but 

rather highlights that within their comparison matrix, substrate evidence was not used, 

perhaps because of a lack of appreciation of the potential structural uniqueness of this 

aspect of production. The patterns of construction identified through this research add 

a new tool for analysis. 

 

                                                                            
178 The maker’s mark is being used in the same context as a hallmark in the jewellery and precious metal trade and the 
‘back stamp’ in the ceramics industry. 
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This researcher suggests that the craft-skills 179  enacted to make substrate, are 

symptomatic of individual craftsman or workshop styles of construction, comparable to 

the decorative deemed so useful by Rackham: 

 

  ‘definite characteristics shown by the painting’ such as ‘painting in colours by an 
  artist with the mannerisms (such as the rendering of clouds with ragged touches 
  of blue) of the painter of Æsop’s Fable subjects and landscapes on porcelain 
  made at the Chelsea factory’ (Victoria and Albert et al., 1924, p. 6)  
 

As such the witness marks to manufacture provides an essential new additional filter 

through which to group, and then to make comparisons with, items of known 

provenance.  

 

This research has made apparent that the fabrication techniques used in substrate vary 

across enamel types but are the same within one type of the same design, e.g. across all 

the cone-shaped candle snuffers considered in this research. Within one design a 

common set joint style and configuration – a set of construction principles - was 

employed. Through the findings of this research a commonality between design - joint 

style and configuration - identifies how new groupings can be established. Once these 

have been determined, then correlations between decorative styles with a known 

provenance can be derived. In addition, these joints - their shape and size - are a 

product of and therefore symptomatic of an individual craft maker or workshop’s 

preferred way of making. Because of this, these newly-emerged patterns can be used as 

a basis for making comparisons with the same construction styles of one artefact group 

and that of a different design in order to further strengthen or identify the provenance.  

 

Further research should be undertaken in this regard, to identify a taxonomy of 

substrate construction, in order to create an additional grouping system that can be used 

to revisit, strengthen and revise established thought on the attribution of enamels. 

 

2. Investigation of enamel types omitted from the study – Investigation of 

Perfect Enamels  

                                                                            
179 In this context craft-skills are the hand-making activities used within industrialised production to adapt and assemble 
mass-produced components, and to undertake fabrication processes where it was necessary due to technical limitation or 
cost. 
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While the approach of this research generated significant and in-depth new knowledge 

on substrate manufacture, some enamel object types were omitted from the study 

because the seemingly perfect state of the enamel provided no means to investigate. 

Because of the barrier the enamel surface presents to a visual and haptic enquiry in this 

instance, a further investigation that incorporates x-ray scanning is required. This would 

generate significant new knowledge on the construction hidden below the surface of the 

enamel; may identify different construction methods currently not identified; help to 

corroborate theories of production generated through this research. This would further 

help the development of a comprehensive understanding of the production methods 

used. However, given the cost and complexity involved in arranging the scanning of 

artefacts, the template of analysis from this research could be employed to focus 

investigations and to narrow down the range of artefacts and/or construction methods, 

with more expensive analysis technology, such as - x-ray scanning, to be employed as a 

last resort. 

 

3. Research into the historiography of the Trade 

Historiographical research would extend our understanding and should comprise:  

 

o Investigation into the nature of the absence of substrate manufacture 

in l i terature, to understand fully the reason why this aspect of the trade was not 

documented, was it indeed (as this research suggests) symptomatic of outsourced 

production, or protection of eighteenth-century intellectual property? Answering 

this question would provide new knowledge on the ecology of the trade and wider 

notions of what industrial tourists deemed important to record and what factory 

owners withheld from these visitors.  

 

o Research to extend knowledge of undocumented enamel production 

Further research needs to be undertaken that synthesises the methods of substrate-

making identified in this research, with eighteenth-century equipment and processes 

identified in the literature. This would comprise research through practice, using 

enamels created from Dossie’s recipes, recreating his furnace and testing methods 

of enamel application described. This would allow scholars to fill in the missing 

gaps between the fragments of extant primary evidence of production, for example, 
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material evidence unearthed during the archaeological survey of York House 

factory at Battersea, as well as the few references to production in the eighteenth-

century writing, and the clues to making in the surviving enamels.  

 

4. Contemporary craft  innovation through further investigation and 

application of eighteenth-century making 

The re-contextualising of the historic craft process through contemporary practice has 

demonstrated the creative potential of this previously-lost craftsmanship. The recording 

of investigation through practice has captured modes of historical craft making and the 

method of use of digitally fabricated tooling to manufacture. This benefits 

contemporary craft practitioners, demonstrating potential innovation and enabling the 

application of the knowledge to practice. However, it is apparent that contemporary 

practice could benefit from further research in these areas, comprising: 

 

o Investigation into the full  potential  of eighteenth-century enamel 

processes in the context of contemporary making 

Further exploration of the true creative potential of the process is required. 

Research extending the craftsmanship to make more diverse shapes and greater 

scales of work thereby amplifying complexity would generate experiential 

knowledge: a comprehensive understanding of how construction systems create 

marks on enamel surfaces, the causes and how to mitigate against distortion. This 

would lead to the development of a set of principles that would allow makers to 

understand and control the process, allowing them to manipulate forms and 

experiment with surface qualities. This would also allow those makers who want to 

celebrate the imperfect to subvert the process, and for those who desire the perfect, 

give them the knowledge to mitigate and manage risk. Ultimately this would allow 

the creative potential to be realised by practitioners.  

 

o Research synthesising historical substrate craftsmanship with digital  

design and fabrication technologies  

Contemporary craft practice has benefited from digital design and fabrication 

technologies, software and machines now being readily accessible for many studio 

craft makers. The adoption of digital technology for this investigation in order to 
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produce tooling has demonstrated the potential for the use of (improbably thin) 

copper foil when past and future technologies interface. The application of findings 

with new technologies is required, e.g. building upon experiments of digitally-

printed tooling and exploring laser technology for cutting blanks and welding 

assemblages in order to create wholly new methods of enamel production, thereby 

developing the full potential of this re-emergent craft process.  

 

o Publishing a treatise of substrate production processes 

This research did not intend to provide a comprehensive technical guide of 

processes used and how they can be applied to innovate contemporary practice: the 

descriptions provided illustrations of some of the methods which give the starting 

point for the maker. An investigation into the most appropriate means to 

disseminate and impart both the technical and tacit knowledge relating to substrate 

craftsmanship generated during this research is required. A publication, in whatever 

form appropriate, would allow the knowledge to extend beyond the confines of the 

workshop and to reach a wider audience. 

 

The thesis provides a written and visual reference source and legacy document for scholars and 

practitioners alike, while the practical outcomes and applications of this re-emergent making 

knowledge extend beyond academia through a touring exhibition, co-curated by the researcher 

and Ruthin Craft Gallery, Wales. The exhibition visited three venues: the Vittoria Street 

Gallery, School of Jewellery, Birmingham City University, November 2018 to January 2019; 

Ruthin Craft Centre, January to March 2019; and Wolverhampton Art Gallery, April to June 

2019.  
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Glossary  

 

The glossary explains specialist metal working/enamelling terms, artefact nomenclature etc. It 

defines words used within this thesis in specific contexts that the reader should be aware of. 

 

Anneal The process of softening metal by heating it (in the case of copper to a cherry 

red colour) and then cooling. Once annealed the copper is more elastic, 

however as it is manipulated (by hitting or bending) it ‘work hardens’ and 

returns to its original hard state, and therefore requires re-annealing to continue. 

Aqua regia   Blend of Hydrochloric Acid and Nitric Acid at a ratio of 3:1, the mixture is used 

for dissolving Gold, Platinum and Palladium. 

Artefact   Refers to eighteenth- and nineteenth-century enamel residing in a museum or 

 private collection. In this thesis, it differentiates between enamel objects made 

in the present (objects), i.e. contemporary craft practice, and replicated historical 

enamel.  

Baluster  A candlesticks column section with an alternating convex, concave profile. 

Bleu du roi French for Royal Blue. 

Bonbonnière  A small box to hold sweet-meats, typically mint flavoured cashew nuts used as 

  an eighteenth-century breath freshener. 

Burn    Old term to describe firing an enamel object in a furnace or kiln. 

Burnisher  A blunt polished steel blade fitted to a handle, used for polishing (by rubbing 

  over a metal surface), or manipulating metal without scratching. 

Calcine/calcination A process of subjecting ground metals to prolonged intense heat to 

create metal oxide used as colouring agent in the enamel. 

Cassolette  Ornamental urn atop a pedestal capped with a reversible finial /nozzle that  

  transformed it into a candlestick. 

Castel lated tab  A square shaped tongue of metal cut along an edge of metal to affect a joint 

with another metal component within a Roman joint. 

Coffin   A lidded fire-clay box in which enamelled ware is placed to protect from 

contaminants from coal used to fire the furnace (same as a saggar). 

Coloured ground  All-over coloured enamel applied in multiple layers as a background for 

decorative media. The term is often used in the context of ‘white ground’ or 

‘blue ground’. 
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Copper foil  Copper rolled to a paper-thin gauge.  

Curcurbit   Bell shaped chemistry flask made from the hard outer dried skin of a Squash. 

Decorative media The collective term encompassing printed, and painted enamel 

decoration. 

Diaper  A diamond-shaped line pattern, with a motif, placed centrally in each lozenge. 

Doming mallet A round-faced wooden hammer used to curve metal. 

En grisai l le   A technique of painting in white and grey tones on black enamel ground to  

  produce an image. 

Etui    A container holding personal items for an eighteenth-century lady’s toilette, i.e. 

scissors, needle, thread, nail file. 

Fire-clay   A ceramic that can withstand high temperatures without distortion or fracture 

used to make coffins, muffles and crucibles for preparation of enamel. 

Fly-press   A manually operated machine for stamping metal. A weighted horizontal T 

shape handle forces a vertical ram down to apply pressure to shaping or cutting 

tools placed beneath.  

Furnace  An old term for a kiln. 

Ground coat  Ground coat is an initial coat of coarse enamel on which the subsequent finer 

enamel coloured grounds are laid. 

Hexafoil   A hexagonal shape with lobed rather than flat facets. 

Hide mallet  A coiled hide head hammer, used to flatten, or shape metal around a mandrel, 

without blemishing the metal.  

Levigation  The process of grinding insoluble material. 

Liquid enamel (wet process enamel)  Finely ground enamel in water suspension. 

Locating tab A singular small tongue of metal cut on a metal edge in which a joining edge 

can be slotted to prevent movement.  

Mandrel   Shaped block, in various shapes and sizes, around which metal can be formed. 

Metal roll ing  The process used to transform slabs of metal into various thicknesses of sheet.  

Metal spinning  A method of shaping sheet metal by fixing a metal blank to a wooden or 

steel lathe chuck. The blank is shaped by rotating it at speed while forcing it 

around the chuck with a handheld steel tool. 

Muffle A fireclay tube, sealed at one end, positioned in the external wall of the furnace 

projecting into the fire, in which the enamelware is placed for firing. It protects 

ware from contaminants from the coal used to fire the furnace.  
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Nozzle   A detachable rimmed socket in which a candle is wedged. This, in turn, sits in 

the top of the candlestick (the sconce section). Nozzles vary in shape and 

decoration: square, round and lobed; solid or with openwork. 

Object  Refers to enamels that are a product of contemporary making of this craftsman 

as a researcher: his past craft practice and the items made for this research. 

Object analysis  Research method - the process used to collect data from and analyse enamel 

  artefacts. 

Oil of spike (spike oil)  Thick, sticky oil, derived from Lavender, used as a medium to mix 

with enamel powder to create an enamel paint, or, as an adhesive, painted on to 

metal over which powdered enamel is sieved (sprinkled). 

Openwork (pierced)  A type of decoration made by cutting away sections of material to 

make a pattern.  

Painted enamel (thick enamel)  A genre of enamel that requires complete encapsulation 

of the metal substrate by enamel, usually applied in liquid form, that is then 

decorated with painted (or sometimes printed decoration.  

Painting enamel  Finely milled enamel mixed with oil of spike to make a painting medium 

for decorating enamel ground (usually white).  

Patch box A small palm size container, to hold black silk spots that were worn on the face 

(initially to hide pox marks, but later worn as fashionable facial decoration). It 

contained a mirror to aid application (early ones being polished steel, later ones 

being silvered glass). 

Peel   A shovel-like tool with a wide, flat head used to place or retrieve coffins from 

the firing chamber of a furnace. 

Pickle (safety pickle)  A very dilute acid solution used to clean scale caused by heating from 

a metal surface. 

Pinchbeck An alloy of copper and zinc (similar to brass) invented by the eighteenth-century 

clock and automata maker Christopher Pinchbeck as a cheap alternative to 

gold. 

PLA   A type of plastic that the 3D printer uses to replicate the CAD design. 

Planishing hammer  A smooth-faced hammer used for removing irregularities in a metal 

surface. The flat-face makes it ideal for use as a large burnisher.  

Press-forming  Similar to stamping but the metal is drawn down into the shape more 

gradually. 
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Reserve   A white or lighter enamel area enclosed by a darker ground and/or patterned 

border in which an image or motif is applied. 

Reticulation  A texture (a very fine buckling) generated on a metal alloy’s surface, it is created 

through repeated heating and cooling.  

Ribbon tie    A slender strip of copper ribbon used to bind components together. 

Roman Joint A method of joining two metal components by trapping one metal edge  

  between a series of tongues of metal (castellated tabs) cut on the edge of the  

  adjoining metal.  

Scène grivoise  A risqué picture; the imagery could be surprisingly sexually explicit. 

Sconce The flared top of the candlestick in which the candlestick nozzle is fitted. 

Shears  See snips. 

Snips    A form of cutting tool, much like heavy-duty scissors for cutting metal, larger 

variants (for cutting thicker metal) are known as shears. 

Snuffbox  A box to hold snuff (ground tobacco), snorted rather than smoked. 

Stamping  Process of transforming sheet metal into three-dimensional form, by pressing 

between two corresponding moulds of the internal and external form of the 

shape to be created. 

Substrate  The metal (copper) skeleton upon which the enamel is applied and fused too by 

the application of heat. 

Tear  A crack that occurs during a stamping/pressing operation, when the metal is 

forced, between two metal shaped formers to stretch to a point beyond its 

natural malleability, causing it to rupture.   

Thick enamel See painted enamel. 

Toy   Manufactured small metal items, such as buttons, small snuffboxes. 

Transfer printing  A process using enamel pigment as ink, the image is ‘transferred’ from 

inked engraved copper plate to a flexible transfer medium (often paper) then in 

turn to the enamel surface, then fired to make it permanent. 

Vignette   A small painted or printed image with faded edges, not enclosed by a border.  

Wedge tab  A series of wedge shape tongues of metal that interlock two metal edges 

together. 

Wet process enamel See Liquid Enamel. 
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Appendix A: Matrix of Craftsmanship in Literature and 

Witness Accounts of the Eighteenth-Century 
 

 

This appendix comprises extracts from the matrix of craftsmanship references in eighteenth-

century literature and witness accounts, the sections relating to copper substrate fabrication and 

the application of the overall ground of enamel are included here.   
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Appendix B: Object Analysis  in Museums Documents 
 

 

This section comprises supporting documents in relation to undertaking primary research with 

museum collections. It includes selected emails with museum curators, an example of the 

museum collections access guidance and a copy of the object analysis kit checklist.  
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Email correspondence 

with the Victoria and 

Albert Museum, 

London, through 

Wolverhampton Arts 

and Culture, asking to 

access the enamel 

collection for research 

purposes, September 

2013. 
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Email correspondence with 

the Victoria and Albert 

Museum, London, to arrange 

access to their enamel 

collection, June – October 

2015. 
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Email correspondence with the 

Museum of London to arrange access 

to their enamel collection, February - 

April 2016. 
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 Copy of the Museum of London collection centre access conditions. 
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Object Analysis kit checklist used to ensure all necessary equipment was taken to each venue. 

 

	 1	

Object in Museum - OA Equipment Check List 
 
Large Black Case 
Items (in order of packing) Check 

1. Spare graph paper (in box)   
2. USB Microscope (in box)   
3. Macro lens filters for camera (in box)   
4. Small bulldog clips (in box)   
5. Wide angle clip on lens for Ipad (in box)   
6. Latex handling gloves (in box)   
7. Hand held magnifying glass (in box)   
8. Plastic Vernier callipers (in box)   
9. Ipad tripod connector (in box)   
10. Graph-paper card (in box)   
11. Tracing paper for light tent (in box)   

   

Box packing 
Clip board   

1. The box containing the above   
2. DSLR camera  + spare memory card   
3. Angle poise light/magnifier   
4. Camera tripod   
5. Extension lead   
6. Masking tape   
7. Cutting mat   

   

Case packing 
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Appendix C: Sample of Object Analysis  Data Collect ion 

Records 

 

 

The following presents a selection of Object Analysis record forms that are most pertinent to 

the thesis; they are presented in the order they appear in the thesis. Some pages have been 

omitted, from the examples, e.g. repeat front pieces pages that document each OA visit or 

pages where microscope image maps were created.  
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Candle Snuffer Sch 277, the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, collection, object analysis record, 25th 

November 2015, page 1. 

Image removed due 
to copyright 
restrictions. 
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Candle Snuffer Sch 277, the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, collection, object analysis record, 25th 

November 2015, page 2. 
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Candle Snuffer Sch 277, the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, collection, object analysis record, 25th 

November 2015, page 3. 
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Candle Snuffer 668:1868, the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, collection, object analysis record, 25th 

November 2015, page 1. 

Image removed due 
to copyright 
restrictions. 
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Candle Snuffer Sch 277, the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, collection, object analysis record, 25th 

November 2015, page 1. 
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Candle Snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 4th March 2016, page 

1. 
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Candle Snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 4th March 2016, page 

2. 
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Candle Snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 17th March 2016, 

page 3. 
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Candle Snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 17th March 2016, 

page 4. 
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Candlestick BI524, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 6th April 2016, page 1. 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 6th April 2016, page 2. 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 6th April 2016, page 2. 

Candle Snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 17th March 2016, 

page 4. 
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Candlestick BI524, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 13th April 2016, page 3. 
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Candlestick BI524, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 13th April 2016, page 4. 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 17th March 2016, page 1. 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 18th March 2016, page 2. 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 18th March 2016, page 3. 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 29th March 2016, page 2. 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 29th March 2016, page 3 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 1st April 2016, page 4 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 1st April 2016, page 5 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 1st April 2016, page 6 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 1st April 2016, page 7 
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 1st April 2016, page 8 
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Candlestick BI475, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 15th April 2016, page 1. 
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Candlestick BI475, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 15th April 2016, page 2. 
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Candlestick BI475, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 15th April 2016, page 3. 
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Candlestick BI475, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 21stApril 2016, page 3. 
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Candlestick BI475, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 21stApril 2016, page 5. 
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Bird-shaped bonbonnière C1082, Museum of London collection, object analysis record, 7th April 2016, page 1. 
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Bird-shaped bonbonnière C1082, Museum of London collection, object analysis record, 7th April 2016, page 2. 
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Bird-shaped bonbonnière C1082, Museum of London collection, object analysis record, 7th April 2016, page 3. 
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Bird-shaped bonbonnière BI648, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 4th 

December 2015, page 1. 
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Bird-shaped bonbonnière BI648, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 4th 

December 2015, page 4. 
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Bird-shaped bonbonnière BI648, Wolverhampton Arts and Culture collection, object analysis record, 4th 

December 2015, page 5. 
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Double inkwell Sch271, the Victoria and Albert Museum, Schreiber collection, object analysis record, 14th January 

2016, page 1. 

 

Image removed due to copyright 
restrictions. 
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Double inkwell Sch271, the Victoria and Albert Museum, Schreiber collection, object analysis record, 14th January 

2016, page 3. 
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Double inkwell Sch271, the Victoria and Albert Museum, Schreiber collection, object analysis record, 14th January 

2016, page 4. 
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Scent bottle/patch box A9818, Museum of London collection, object analysis record, 7th April 2016, page 1. 
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Scent bottle/patch box A9818, Museum of London collection, object analysis record, 7th April 2016, page 1. 
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Appendix D: Object Analysis  Annotated Drawing 
 

 

Appendix D presents selected annotated drawing undertaken during object analysis; drawings 

have been grouped by artefact in the same order as that of the Object Analysis record forms in 

Appendix C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Candle Snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing 1of 3, 10th March 2016.  
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Candle Snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing 2 of 3, 10th March 2016.  

 
Candle Snuffer EM206, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing 1 of 1, 17th March 2016.  
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Candlestick BI524, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing 2 of 4, 6th April 2016.  

 
Candlestick BI524, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing 3 of 4, 6th April 2016.  
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing 1 of 4, 18th March 2016.  

 
Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing 2 of 4, 18th March 2016.  
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Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing 3 of 4, 18th March 2016.  

 

Candlestick BI525, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing, 1st April 2016.  
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Candlestick BI475, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing, 15th April 2016. 

 
Candlestick BI475, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing, 1 of 3, 21st April 2016. 
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Candlestick BI475, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing, 2 of 3, 21st April 2016.  

 

Bird bonbonnière BI648, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing, 1 of 2, 18th December 2015. 
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Bird bonbonnière BI648, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing, 2 of 2, 18th December 2015. 

 

Bird bonbonnière BI650, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing, 11th December 2015. 
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Bird bonbonnière BI653, Wolverhampton collection, annotated drawing, 2 of 3, 20th November 2015. 

Double Inkstand Sch255, V&A Schreiber collection, annotated drawing, 25th November 2015.  
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Female-shaped combination scent bottle and patch box, A9818, Museum of London collection, annotated 

drawing, 7th April 2016. 
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Appendix E: Sample of Artefact Comparison Matrixes 

 

 

 

This appendix contains a sample (using the candlestick matrix as an example) of the artefact 

witness comparison matrix used for collating and comparing witness marks across artefacts. 
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Candlestick matrix cells for 

Wolverhampton Arts and 

Culture, BI475. 
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Candlestick matrix cells for Wolverhampton Arts and Culture, BI484. 
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Candlestick matrix cells for The Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Preston, PRSMG 2005:135. 
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Appendix F: Extracts from Lab Diary & Lab Book – 

Material  Invest igat ion 

 

 

This section contains extracts from the recording of craftsmanship process and findings derived 

through practice-based research - craft making in the workshop, in two forms; (1) Lab Diary 

entries used for recording in real time recording of craftsmanship process in the workshop; (2) 

the Lab Book used to record, collate and analyse witness marks generated. 
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Lab diary 1 extract: recording of craftsmanship process: fabrication of head shoulder components 

for enamel tests (30th April 2016, pg 57). 
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Lab Book 1 extract: 

material investigation – 

recording construction 

method and witness mark 

development (Brexiteers 

neck shoulder sample 

sections, April – May 2016, 

lab book pp. 15 - 16). 
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Lab Book 1 extract: material 

investigation – recording and analysis of 

witness mark development (automata 

base section tests, July - September 2016, 

pp. 43 - 44). 
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Lab Book 1 extract: material investigation – recording and analysis of witness mark development (automata base 

section tests and correlations with enamel artefacts, July - September 2016, pg. 51). 

 

Image removed due to 
copyright restrictions. 
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Lab diary 1 extract: recording of outcomes from enamel tests on automata bases – warping and witness-mark 

generation (13th September 2016, pp. 133 – 134). 
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Lab Book 2 extract: 

material investigation – 

recording of 

construction and 

analysis of witness 

mark development (La 

Brexiteuse à petits 

talons neck, shoulder 

and waist section, (Ma- 

- November 2016, pp. 

3-4). 
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Appendix G: Extracts from Lab Diary and Lab Book: 

Validation through Replicat ion   

 

 

This section provides extracts of the lab book used to refine theories of the enamel artefact’s 

construction, in light of findings generated through object analysis and material investigation 

through contemporary practice The extracts focus on the bird-shaped bonbonnières and the 

candlesticks BI525/5.  This is followed by extracts of lab diary recordings of the craftsmanship 

process employed in the replication of candlesticks BI525/5 as an example of the method. 
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Lab book extract: Hypothesis of the bird-shaped bonbonnière method of construction – beak section (lab book 3, 

pg. 20. Photographic images: John Grayson, copyright the Museum of London). 
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Lab book extract: Hypothesis of the bird-shaped bonbonnière method of construction – joint location of body 

section (lab book 3, pg. 23. Photographic images: John Grayson, copyright the Museum of London and courtesy 

of Birmingham Museums Trust). 
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Lab book extract: Hypothesis of the bird-shaped bonbonnière method of construction – body section of BI648 

(lab book 3, pg. 27. Photographic images: John Grayson, courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture). 
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Lab book extract: Hypothesis of candlesticks BI524/5 method and sequence of construction – base to baluster 

section (lab book 3, pg. 12). 
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Lab book extract: Hypothesis of candlesticks BI524/5 method and sequence of construction – baluster and stem 

section fabrication and reverse engineering tooling (Lab book 3, pg. 16. Photographic image: John Grayson, 

courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture). 
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Lab book extract: Hypothesis of candlesticks BI524/5 method and sequence of construction – stem to sconce 

section (Lab book 3, pg. 17. Photographic image: John Grayson, courtesy Wolverhampton Arts and Culture). 
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Lab diary extract: recording of craftsmanship processes employed in replicating candlesticks BI524/5 – piercing 

out waste material to create base and baluster sections (Lab diary 1, 17th February, pp. 159 – 160). 
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Lab diary extract: recording of craftsmanship processes employed in replicating candlesticks BI524/5 – preparing 

and joining baluster section (Lab diary 1, 13th March pp.161 – 162). 
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Lab diary extract: recording of craftsmanship processes employed in replicating candlesticks BI524/5 – preparing 

and joining stem section (Lab diary 1, 13th March, pp.165 – 166). 
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Lab diary extract: recording of craftsmanship processes employed in replicating candlesticks BI524/5 – fabricating 

the sconce section (Lab diary 1, 16th March date pp.173 – 174). 
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Lab diary extract: recording of craftsmanship processes employed in replicating candlesticks BI524/5 – fabricating 

the nozzle section (Lab diary 1, 7th April pp.175– 176). 
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Appendix H: Boxed Samples from Research through 

Pract ice  

 

 

This section contains photographic documentation of a series of boxes used to collate materials 

samples generated through practice-based research. Boxes comprise press tooling, substrate 

press experiments, joint experiments, substrate material failures, enamel tests for both the 

materials investigation and the validation through replication stages. 
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Candle snuffer replication pilot box set. Contents: (1) copper foil; (2) card maquette snuffer cone-shaped body 

created from object analysis of Sch277; (3) copper substrate for candle snuffer body; (4) enamel test using W. G 

Ball Ltd., wet process enamel, comprising one ground coat 11236 and one white coat of enamel 10099; (5) 

enamel test comprising one ground coat and two white coat of wet process enamel. 
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 Brexiteer, neck, shoulder and chest fabrication and enamel experiments, sample box. Contents: (1) test one 

(failure), wet coat enamel too thick resulting in enamel balling-up during firing; (2) test one, witness mark enamel 

staining after application and firing of ground coat; (3) test one, witness mark enamel staining after application and 

firing of additional wet process white coat; (4) test two, witness mark enamel staining after application and firing 

after 2nd coat of white; (5) test two, witness mark enamel staining after application and firing after 3rd coat of white; 

(6) test three, witness mark enamel staining after application and firing after 4th coat of white. May 2016. 
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Candle snuffer validation collection box. 

Contents: (1) PLA 3D printed cone-shaped 

mandrel for forming substrate; (2) snuffer test 

one (no handle); (3) snuffer test one with 

handle (rejected because the tip was too 

sharp); (4) PLA 3D printed handle mandrel; 

(5) snuffer test two with correct radius tip and 

handle; (6) snuffer test two with seven coats of 

wet process white enamel; (7) snuffer test two 

with painted enamel decoration comprising 

royal blue 11795, yellow 11800, dark green 

11799 and red 11797 on white ground. 

February – May 2018. 
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Candlestick BI524/5 validation collection box set one. Contents: (1) PLA 3D printed candlestick base press tool; 

(2) copper foil candlestick base pressing; (3) four PLA 3D printed mandrels for shaping the candlestick stem and 

sconce; (4) assembled stem and sconce section; (5) PLA 3D printed press tool for candlestick nozzle (press tool 

fitted into MDF support); (6) nozzle pressing in copper foil; (7) PLA 3D printed tooling for pressing baluster 

section of candlestick stem; (8) baluster section of candlestick stem. February – April 2018. 
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Candlestick validation collection box set two. Contents: (1) fabricated copper substrate of replicated candlestick 

BI524/BI525; (2) copper substrate coated with eight coats of wet process white enamel 10099; (3) decorated 

candlestick comprising seven coats of black painting enamel 11793 and one coat of yellow 11800 (as a 

replacement for the gold decoration on the original). February – May 2018. 
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Bird-shaped bonbonnière validation collection box set two. Contents: (1) PLA 3D printed press tool - right side; 

(2) PLA 3D printed press tool - left side; (3) copper substrate; (4) PLA 3D printed beak mandrel; (5) substrate 

coated with seven coats of wet process white enamel 10099; (6) painted enamel decoration comprising brown 

10103, black 10101 and yellow 12361. May 2018. 
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